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I. SIZE, GROWTH AND PERFORMANCE OF REGISTERED INVESTMENT 
COMPANmS 

1. Introduction 

In this section, the investment performance of a group of open-end 
registered investment companies is examined. For each fund being 
evaluated, a standard portfolio having the same average market 
volatility is constructed for purposes of comparison as described in 
section F. The difference between the rate of return 159 realized by the 
fund and the rate of return realized by the standard portfolio, the 80-

called "excess return" (or alpha) is the basic measure of performance 
used in this section. Another important measure computed for each 
fund is the degree of diversification (R2), defined as the percentage of 
variation in monthly rates of return for the fund which can be ac
counted for by movements in the market itself, in this case by rates of 
return on the Standard and Poors 500 Stock Index. 

In Part 3 of this section the relationship between these performance 
measures and various other characteristics of the funds and their 
advisory firms are examined. Specifically, relationships between per
formance measures and portfolio turnover, fund and adviser sizes, net 
sales of fund shares, sales loads and the existence of performance fee 
arrangements are evaluated using regression analysis. 

2. Volatility Adjusted Measurement of Investment Performance. 160 

In this section the investment performance during the period 1960-
1969 is examined for a group of 236 open-end regIstered investment 
companies. The purpose of the section is to measure the extent to 
which fund managers have been able to outperform standard port
folios having the same degree of volatility, and to examine the extent 
to which such fund portfolios are diversified. 

The sample of mutual funds examined consists of 236 companies 
of which 125 had complete investment return data over the 10-year 
evaluation period. As of June 1965, the total net assets of the 236 funds 
was $36 billion, which represented approximately 90 percent of in-
dustry assets at the time. . 

The rate of return, performance and diversification measures for the 
sample of funds are presented in Tables IV -103 through IV -112. These 
statIstics have been computed for the total sample of 236 funds and 
for the subsample of 125 with complete data for the entire 10-year 
period. Performance measures for the funds with incomplete data 
were computed for the period for which data were available. To ex
amine the stability of performance measures, the 10-year interval was 
divided into two five-year subperiods and the same calculations per
formed for each period. 

16' Return aR used In this seetlo!l, unless otherwise stated, Includes dividends and capital 
distributions pluB unrealized capital appreciation, before taxes. 

100 Although volatility and risk ordinarily are associated with one another In persons' 
minds, arguments can be (and have been) made that the latter (risk) Is a 8ub8tantive 
assessment of uncertainty about pOSsible future occurrences while the former (volatility) 
Is an objective mellsure of hiBtorical experience. Conceptually, the two cnn be quite dif
ferent, Changes In circumstances could render a formerly volatile security much less risky 
In the future, or vice versa. For practical purposes, however, the link between the two 
probably Is close enough to make such distinctions unnecessary. Thus, terms such as risk 
and volatility, or risk adjusted and volatility adjusted measures can be, and sometimes 
nre, used virtually Interchangeably below. 
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Table IV-103 presents summary data for the 125 funds. The funds 
are statified into volatility range groups and unweighted average 
values of the measures for the groups are presented to examine differ
ences between funds grouped in different volatility ranges. 

The 125 funds represent funds that were in eXIstence prior to J anu
ary 1960. Thus, this subsample is composed of the older and typically 
larger funds from the 236 fund sample. From the volatility measures 
in Table IV-103, they are seen to have been less volatile than the 
market index during the complete 10-year period as well as the two 
five-year subintervals. However, their average volatility increased 
substantially between the two subperiods, from an average of 0.85 to 
0.99 of market volatility. 

The performance measures (alphas) for the 10-year period indicate 
that funds on the average outperformed the volatility adjusted per
formance standards. In a typical month during the 10-year evaluation 
period, the average fund had excess investment returns of 0.05 percent, 
or total returns 0.05 percent greater than returns on standard port
folios of equivalent volatility (0.60 percent on an annualized basis). 
When the average performance measures for the various volatility 
ranges are examined, the more volatile funds are seen to have per
formed better on average during the period. 

As indicated below, however, risk adjusted performance measures 
by individual funds or groups of funds do not tend to be consistent 
from one period to the next. Thus, during the first five-year period the 
funds as a group had lower average returns than the standard port
folios. The average monthly excess return during this period was 
-0.107 percent per month (-1.28 percellt per year, annualized). The 
situation is reversed during the 1965-1969 period, during which the 
funds tended, on average, to outperform the standard portfolios. The 
average performance measure for this period is 0.25 percent per month 
(3 percent per year, annualized), which differs significantly from zero 
(see Table IV-112). . . 

During the period 1960--1964, low volatility funds consistentlx out
performed standard unmanaged portfolios having equal volatIlities, 
while higher volatility funds did not. During the period 1965-1969 the 
reverse was true, with higher volatility funds outperforming the stand
ard portfolios. Because the volatility ranking of funds did not change 
appreciably over the period 1960-1969, it is possible to conclude that 
t.hose funds which outperformed standard portfolios in the period 
1960-1964 underperformed their comparison portfolios during 1965-
1969, and vice versa.l6l 

While the performance measure is found to be unstable between 
adjacent five-year periods, the volatility measures (betas) are found 
to be quite stable. The data indicate a very strong relationship between 
measures of volatility for funds in the 1960-1964 period and these 
same measures during the second subinterva),162 

Diversification measures (R2) indicate that a substantial amount of 
diversifiable volatility exists in mutual fund returns. This is the result 

161 The correlation coefficients between the alpha (excess return) and beta (volatility) 
measures for the 125 funds are: 

f:~!~ ilig=i!=======================::=:=====:=========~==== ~: i~ , .. The correlation coefficient between beta measures in adjacent five-year periods equals 
0.67, R"=0.45. 
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of less than perfect diversification of mutual fund portfolios relative 
to standard portfolios. 

The diversification measures presented in Table IV-103 indicate 
t.hat approximately 60 percent of the variation in monthly fund re
turns can be explained by movements in the market index (as opposed 
to 100 percent for the performance standard). The data indicate that 
the funds were typically diversified more completely during the first 
five-year subinterval than during the second.163 

Table IV-104 presents summary performance data for the com
plete 236 fund sample. Somewhat more caution must be used in inter
preting the average values in this case since the performance statistics 
have been computed for various numbers of months. 

Comparisons of Tables IV-103 and IV-104 show that new funds 
tend to be more volatile than older funds. The average volatility for 
the 236 fund sample for the 1960-1969 measurement period is 1.08 
versus 0.91 for the 125 older funds. 164 

Average performance measures for the entire 236 fund sample pre
sent substantially the same picture as for the 125 funds. Average 
excess returns for the 10-year period (alJ?ha) are 0.10 percent per 
month (1.2 percent per year on an annualIzed basis). When the sta
tistical significance of the average performance measure or excess re
turn is tested, it is found to be significant at the 5 percent level of 
significance (see Table IV -112) . 

When the five-year subintervals are examined, results are similar 
to 'those found in the 125 fund case. The funds tended significantly to 
underperform unmanaged, standa,rd portfolios during the 1960-1964 
period and to outperform them during the 1965-1969 period. Average 
exceo:s returns (alpha) for the first period are -0.20 percent per month; 
for the second period, 0.27 percent per month. During the first period, 
the least volatile funds tended to 'have the best performance, while 
during the second period the more volatile funds had superior per
formance. 

Diversification measures for the 236 funds indicate a picture similar 
to that for the 125 funds. Typically, about 60 percent of the variation 
in monthly fund returns can be explained by market movements, leav
ing about 40 percent potentially diversifiable risk in fund returns. 
There is some indication that the newer, smaller and more volatile 
funds tend to be less well diversified than older funds. 

Table IV-105 shows the relationship between stated investment 
objectives of the funds in the Study's various samples (125,158 and 236 
funds) and portfolio volatility coefficients. The three parts of the Table 
show all samples of funds over the stated time periods to display very 
strong relationships (in the expected direction) between stated objec
tives and portfolio volatility measures-that is, funds having more 
~ggressive, capital gains oriented objectives consistently tend to dis
play higher risk, or volatility measures than do funds having more 
conservative investment objectives. 

163 The reader Is l"f'mlndl'd that the diversification measures are not Independent of the 
Interval over which the fund and market rates of return are measured (see appendix to 
sec. F). In this seaRe they are relative rather thau absolute measures of diversification. 

1 .. An alternative measure of the dl'gree to which newer funds were more volatile Is 
given by the correlation coefficient between fund volatility measures (beta) and the 
numbl'r of months for which data was available for the fund. The correlation coefficient 
Is -0.57 (236 funds, 1960-1969 evaluation period). 
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Tables IV-106-108 present distributions of the individual fund per
formance measures for the 125 funds with complete data for the three 
evaluation intervals. Tables IV-109-111 present similar statistics for 
the total group of funds. 

3. Relation of Performance to Size, Growth and Turnover 

a. Description of data base and definition of variables 
Data were compiled which describe ten aspects of open-end regis

tered investment companies, by month, for the years 1965 through 1969. 
The data were compiled from four basic sources. The first was Study 
Questionnaire Form 1-5. Second, a body of data which includes mea,s
ures of fund volatility and monthly share appreciation or depreciation 
for 236 mutual funds was compiled independently from public sources. 
The third source' was a monthly tabulation for over 200 mutual funds 
maintained by the ICI. Finally, data was taken from the weekly Arthur 
Lipper mutual fund publication. A detailed description of each of the 
variables used in this study follows: 

(i) Performance (PERF in tables) : A volatility adjusted perform
ance figure was computed for each fund for each month for which data 
were available during the 1965-1969 period.lo5 For funds which began 
operations after January 1, 1965, the fund-month performance meas
ures were computed for the neriod of complete data. 

(ii) Fund Turnover (TURN in tables) : ICI data were used to 
compute this statistic. The smaller of total security sales and pur
chases for the fund during each month was divided by end-of-month 
asset value for the fund, and expressed as a percentage. The result was 
multiplied by 12 to give an annualized turnover rate. 

(iii) Total Net Asset Value of Fund (ASST in tables) : These data 
also were taken from the ICI information and are end-of-month asset 
values for the funds, in millions of dollars. 

(iv) Total Complex Assets (C. AS in tables) : Complex assets are 
the total dollar value of assets managed by the investment advisory 
firm managing the fund in question. Data were taken from Study 
Questionnaire 1-5. Correspondingly, the complex asset figures are for 
June 1969, in tens of millions of dollars. 

(v) Sale of Fund Shares (SALE in tables): ICI information 
serves as the source for these data. They include all forms of inflows 
to the fund on a monthly basis: voluntary sales, contractual sales, 
dividend and capital gains reinvestment, share conversion from other 
funds in a complex, and any other cash or noncash inflows. The data 
used were expressed as a percentage of end-of-month assets of the 
fund. 

(vi) Net Sales of Fund Shares (NET in tables) : The difference 
between the dollar value of monthly sales and redemptions expressed 
as a percentage of end-of-month fund assets. 

(vii) Volatility of Fund Relative to Market Index (BETA in 
tables) : As discussed in the appendix to section F, this statistic is a 
measure of the average historical volatility of the mutual fund's 
return relative to return on the Standard and Poor fiOO Stock Price 
Index. The volatility for each fund covered by the Study was com
puted from data on monthly returns from 1965 to 1969 and returns 

'66 The methodology used to measure fund performance Is descrlhed In the appendix to 
sec. F of this chapter. 
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on the Standard and Poor 500 Stock Index over the period. Monthly 
returns for the Standard and Poor Index were adjusted for the 
average monthly dividend yield of the stocks composing the index, by 
adding the yield to monthly percentage changes in the index. 

(viiI) Performance Fee (P. FE in tables) : Some mutual funds 
compensate their managers on an incentive arrangement, based on 
performance. If this was the case at the end of 1969, the va.riable is 
given a value of one; otherwise, it was given the value zero. The source 
for this information.was Arthur Li.pper's weekly publications of mu
tual fm.ld statistics. 

(ix) Sales Load (LOAD in tables) : Sales of most mutual fund 
shares are accompanied by a sales load which is subtracted from the 
amount a share buyer contributes to the fund. Data for this variable 
were compiled from sales loads charged on fund purchases at the 
end of 1969. The sales load was included in the analyses as a percentage 
of dollar purchases. If the fund shares were listed on a national 
exchange (for example, closed-end funds) a 0.5 percent transaction 
cost was included in place of the load fee to reflect shareholder trans
actions costs. The source of these data is Arthur Weisenberger Serv
ices, Inve8tment Oompanie8, 1969 Edition. 
b. De8cription of r'egre88ion model 

The question being examined is whether a significant portion of 
differences in risk-ad-justed, market-related fund performance statis
tics can be explained by systematic differences in one or more of the 
eight independent variables described above. Hypotheses about the 
ettect of size, turnover, sales and performance fees on the perform
ance of mutual funds often are suggested by members of industry, 
regulatory and academic groups. These lassertions sometimes are in 
direct conflict. An attempt is made in this section to focus on pa.rtial 
relationships between fund performance and each of the independent 
variables included in the equation, while controlling for simultaneous 
variations in the others.166 

In preparing the data for regression analyses, two approaches were 
used. The first approach was to treat each fund-month observation as 
an independent observation. In this case, for the 132 funds in the 
analyses, 3,729 fund-month observations were available. This repre
sents approximately 28 observations per fund (out of a maximum of 
60 for funds with complete five-year histories). The second approach 
was to average the data for each fund before conducting the analyses. 
In this case, the performance measures become average monthly 
returns during the five-year period. The independent variables 'are 
similary averaged to obtain compatible values. This method results 
in 132 observations, that is, one observation per fund. 

Both methods of treating the data have merit. The first allows for 
examining intraperiod variations in fund performance and provides 
a substantially greater number of observations. However, the greater 
number of observations can be misleading since fund-month obser
vations from the same fund ordinarily cannot be considered as inde
pendent observations. Thus, the number of "degrees of freedom" in 
the fund-month regression is substantially less than 3,729. Also, this 
apP.roach tends to weigh~ the results in favor of older, larger and 
tYPIcally more conservatIve funds. The second approach obviously 

166 PERF=TURN +LOG. [ASST] +LOG. [e.AS] +BETA+P.FE+LOAD+NET. 
53-940 0-71-pt. 2--14 
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does not have these problems but a great deal of information reeard
ing intraperiod variation in performance is lost by the fund-averaging 
approach. Both methods have been used in the regression analysis 
and the results are discussed, below. 

An additional objective of this analysis, although subordinate to 
that of examining the relationship between performance and other 
vari'ables, is to exrumine factors influencing other independent vari
ables. Attempts similar to those outlined above were made on yet 
other variables and some of these results, particularly those on turn
over, show signifieant explanatory power. 

The data collected fror this analysis were gathered from a number 
of sources and the usual problems associated with such data collection 
efforts were present. PerforlIlance statistics were available for 236 
funds (approximately 95 percent of industry assets). The sales, assets 
and turnover data were nominally available for the 250 member firms 
of ,the leI. Merging of the two data bases resulted in 132 compa,nies 
with common data for at least the 1969 period. 
c. Discus8ion of regre88ion re8nlt8 

Table IV-114 summarizes the perfol1llance regression results. For 
both the fund-month and aggregate methods of treating the da,ta, two 
regressions were run. The only difference between them is the exclusion 
of volatility as a separate independent variable from the second of the 
equaltions. This w'as done to examine how much of any perceived dif
ferences in fund volatility adjusted performance measures could be 
accounted for simply by the risk exposure of the mutual fund port
folio. It might be, for example, ,that riskier stocks during the 1965-1969 
period performed on the average in a superior way, where perform
ance is measured in a risk adjusted manner. In this case one would ex
peot to find portfolios containing high proportions of volUitile stocks 
to have superior performance even on a vola'tility-adjusted basis. The 
inclusion of the volatility factor in ,the first of the equations is an at
tempt to measure and correct for this effect, if any. In other words, 
the second level of risk adjustment is used to test the robustness of 
findings where such an adjustment is not performed.167 . 

In any event, the eliminUition of the volatility factor from the per
formance regressions had little effect in either the fund-month or fund
average cases. In general, the analysis showed that even jointly the 
independent variables had ]i,ttle ability to explain variations in fund 
performance. Virtually none of ,the variation was explained in the 
fund-month case (R2=0), while 10 percent was explained in the fund
a verage regression. Nevertheless, some significant observations can be 
made. 

The first is with respect to the impact of portfolio turnover on per
formance. Both performance averaging methods indicated a signifi
cantly negative relationship between portfolio turnover and perfol1ll.
ance. The relationship found has less than one chance in 100 of having 
arisen by chance alone. The regression coefficient of the turnover vari-

101 FO'r example, In the case where the voJatllIty factO'r Is excluded as an Independent 
variable It might be fO'und that perfO'rmance was PO'sltlvely related to PO'rtfO'IIO' turnO'ver. 
This result WO'uld be deceptive, hQwever, If it were fQund that higher vQlatlllty PQrtfQIIO's 
tended to' be mO're aggressively managed (that Is. have higher turnQver) and that higher 
risk stO'cks tend to' perfO'rm relatively well O'n an ex PQst vQlatlllty adjusted basis O'ver the 
(relatively shQrt) periO'd examined. In this case Qne mlgl,lt well find that the superlO'r per· 
fO'rmance was due to' hQldlng risky stocks rather than to' turnover, per Be. 
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able indicates thUlt, on the average, a lO percentage point increase in 
turnover rate (that is, from 50 to 60 perceIl!t) would have reduced fund 
performance in the fund-average case by approximately 0.05 percent 
per month, on average, and by approximately 0.02 percent in the fund
month analysis. These reductions are equivalent to 0.6 percent and 0.3 
percent 'annual ratios. 

The second observation relates to the lack of a significant relation
ship between either fund size or advisory complex size and fund per
formance. While the regression coefficients on fund asset size are posi
tive in all regressions, their magnitudes are insignificant relative to 
variations in the data. 

Third, the results indicate that mutual fund net sales are positively 
related to performance. This result could be explained by two hypoth
eses. First, positive net cash flows could provide fund managers with 
additional flexibility, and thus sales would be positively related while 
redemptions were negatively related to performance. In this case one 
would expect to see performance lag the pattern of net cash flows over 
time. A second hypothesis would suggest that superior performance 
could aid fund sales. In this case one would expect net cash flow pat
terns to lag fund performance. In the regressions performed, the cash 
flows from net sales have been related only to performance during 
the same month-thus, it is not possible to distinguish between the 
above hypotheses. 

The remaining independent variables appear to have little influence 
on fund performance. Thus, the results suggest that funds having per
formance fees do not perform significantly different than funds 
without such fees. Also, the results suggest that there is no appreciable 
difference between the performance of funds which charge sales loads' 
and those which do not. 

Mutual fund turnover statistics are next examined. It is possible, 
here, to account for a substantial portion of variations in turnover as 
a function of the other variables previously discussed. These results 
are summarized in Table IV-115. The dUita are treated in a manner 
similar to the previous analyses resulting in regressions for both the 
fund-month and fund-average cases, with and without the volatility 
factor included. 

As in the previous case, the fund-average regressions provided much 
greater explanatory power. Approximately 40 percent of the variation 
in fund turnover can be explained by the independent variables, pri
marily by performance, fund sales and volatility. Fund size and com
plex size both are significantly and negatively related to portfolio 
turnover. The relationship between turnover and mutual fund sales 
is positive and statistically significant in all equations. The regression 
coefficient of the fund sales variable (in the fund average equation in
cluding the volatility factor) indicates that a one percentage point 
increase in fund sales as a percentage of net assets is, on average, 
associated with a 3.5 percentage point increase in fund turnover. 

The regression indicates a strong positive relationship between 
,'olatility and turnover; more volatile funds tend to be turned over 
much more rapidly. The regression coefficient also indicates that the 
difference in turnover rate between a typical income fund (for ex
ample, a fund with a vol~t.i1itxfactor of 0.5) and a maximum capital 
gains fund (having a volatihty fa"ctor of 1.5) is 'approximately 50 
percentage points. 
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4. Summary and Conclusions 

Preliminary analyses of volatility adjusted performance measures 
support the following observations and conclusions: 

(i) During the complete 10-year performance evaluation period, 
registered investment companies tended to outperform standard port
folios of comparable volatility. For the 125 funds with complete data 
the average excess return was 0.05 percent per month (approximately 
0.6 percent per year on an annualized basis) ; for the total sample of 
236 funds the average excess return was 0.10 percent per month (1.2 
percent on an annualized basis). 

(ii) During the first five years of the 1960 period, the 236 funds 
in the sample typically underperformed theIr volatility adjusted 
standards. During the second five-year period the picture was reversed, 
as funds typically outperformed standard portfolios. 

(iii) There was no consistent ability for funds that performed well 
on a volatility adjusted basis during one of the two sub periods to also 
do so during the adjacent subperiod. In faut, good performance during 
the first five-year period tended to be associated on avera~e with poor 
performance during the second five-year period, reflectmg the fact 
that low volatility funds performed relatively well during the first 
half of the 1960's while high volatility funds did so during the last 
half of the decade. 

(iv) The volatility of the industry increased during the 10-year 
period. Older funds tended to increase in porfolio volatility; newer 
funds tend to be more volatile than older funds. 

'Vhen relationships between mutual fund performance and a number 
of purportedly related variables are analyzed, the following results 
are found for the 1965-1969 period: 

(v) The performance of the 136 funds studied was found, on aver
age, to be significantly and negatively correlated to portfolio turn
over. Funds having higher turnover tended systematically to under
perform standard, unmanaged portfolios having the same volatility, 
after other characteristics were taken into account. 

(vi) Performance was not significantly related either to the size 
of the fund or to the size of the advisory complex within which the 
fund is managed. 

(vii) Performance fees and sales loads appear to be largely un
related to the ability of fund managers t'o perform in a superior 
fashion on a risk or volatility-adjusted basis. 

(viii) Mutual fund net sales, by contrast, are related positively to 
performance. The direction of causality, if any, however, remains un
determined. 

(ix) And finally, analyses of fund turnover reveals strong statisti
cal relationships with several included variables. More aggressively 
managed, higher volatility portfolios tend to turnover much more 
rapidly than lower volatility funds having more conservative invest
ment objectives; large funds and funds managed by large. advisory 
complexes tend on average to turn over portfolios less rapIdly; and 
fund sales and turnover tend to be strongly and positively related to 
one another even after other variables are controlled for in the 
analyses. 



TABLE IV-103 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY - ALL FUNDS WITH COMPLETE DATA FOR 1960-69 PERIOD 

Average Values - (unweighted) 
.-. 

Volatility Monthly Monthly Performance Volatility 
R£.nge lb. Fund Market Measure Measure 

Evaluation (Beta 1:0. Obs. Return Return (ALPHA) (BETA) 
Period range) Funds (months) %/month 7./month 7Jmonth 

Jan' '60. 0-0.4 3 120 0.43 0.77 . 0.007 0.23 - 0.4-0.8 35 120 0.63 0.77 0.004 0.68 
Dec '69 0.8-1.0 44 120 0.79 0.77 0.066 0.91 

1.0-1.2 30 120 0.86 0.77 0.056 1.07 
1.2 + 13 120 1.05 0.77 0.130 1.33 
Total 125 120 0.78 0.77 0.051 0.91 

Jan '60 0-0.4 4 60 0.60 1.05 0.245 0,16 - 0.4-0.8 47 60 0.83 1.05 0.064 0.65 
Dec '64 0.8-1.0 43 60 0.82 1.05 -0.157 0.91 

1.0-1.2 22 60 0,73 1.05 -0.415 1.11 
1.2 + 9 60 1.14 1.05 -0.162 1.30 

Total 125 60 0.82 1.05 -0.107 0.85 

Jan '65 0.-0.4 3 60 0.17 0.49 -0.250 0.26 - 0.4-0.8 22 60 0.46 0.49 0.001 0.69 
Dec '69 0.8-1.0 46 60 0.68 0.49 0.194 0.91 

1.0-1.2 30 60 0.73 0.49 0.236 1,08 
1.2 + 24 60 1.20 0.49 0.673 1.41 
Total 125 60 0.74 0,49 0.252 0.99 

Degree 
of 

Diversifi-
cation 

0.27 
0.59 
0.62 
0.66 
0.56 
0.61 

0.20 
0.64 
0.71 
0.73 
0.62 
0.66 

0.29 
0.55 
0.62 
0.67 
0.57 
0,60 

Total 
Assets 
($mi1) 

at beg. of 
Obo.Period 

27.3 
94.3 

137.4 
73.7 
90.8 

102.6 _ 
, 

22.6 
96.7 

133.1 
76,9 
84.8 

.02.6 

39.6 
178.2 
223.9 
297.6 
104.8 
206.2 

C/.:I 
C/.:I 
C/.:I 



TABLE IV -104 

PERFORl1ANCE SUMMARY - ALL FUNDS WITH AT LEAST 9 OBSERVATIONS 

Average Values - (unweighted) 
, Total -

Volatility Monthly Monthly Per formance Volatility Degree Assets 
Evaluation Range No, Fund Market Measure M=!:asure of ($mil) 
Period (Beta No, Obs, Return Return (ALPHA) (BETA) Diversifi- at beg, of 

range) Funds (months) %/month %/month %/month cation Obs,Period 

Jan '60 0-0,4 4 115 0,40 0,76 -0,010 0,20 0,23 27,6 

- 0,4-0,8 43 III 0.57 0,73 -0.030 0.69 0,56 : 119,3 
Dec '69 0,8-1,0 63 101 0,69 0,69 0.033 0,91 0,59 125,4 

1,0-1,2 56 97 0.69 0,66 -0,001 1,08 0,63 64,4 
1,2 + 70 62 . 0,81 0,49 .0,327 1,51 0,58 40,1 

~ 

;t: . Total 236 90 0.70 0,63 0,100 1,08 0,58 82,9 

Jan '60 0-0,4 7 49 0,50 I,ll 0,11 0.18 0,16 17,7 

- 0.4-0,8 53 57 0,82 1,07 0,04 0,65 0,61 132,0 
Dec '64 0.8-1,0 44 59 0,83 1,07 -0,17 O,9l 0,71 130,0 

1,0-1,2 34 52 0,64 1.11 -0.57 1.10 0,70 59.4 
1,2 + 20 52 0,90 1,08 -0.42 1.28 0.64 61,2 
Total 158 56 0.78 1,08 -0.20 0,88 0,64 101,8 

Jan '65 0-0,4 4 60 0,17 0.49 -0,24 0,22 0,24 37.4 

- O,4-D,8 28 58 0,37 0.47 -0.08 0,69 0,52 256,7 
Dec '69 0,8-1,0 69 56 .0,63 0,47 0,160 0,92 0,60 ~93,8 

1,0-1,2 50 53 0,60 0,44 0,15 1,09 0,63 204,5 
1,2 + 85 46 0,93 0,41 0,56 1,53 0,58 59,S 
Total 236 52 0,69 0,44 0,27 1,13 0.58 153,9 
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TABLE IV -105 

Relationship Between Stated Investment Objectives 
and Mutual Fund Volatility 

r 

All Funds With Complete Data 
For the 1960-1969 Period 

125 Funds 

-

Volatility 
Investment Objective --

Range Capital Growth 
Gain Growth Income Income 

0- .4 0 0 0 3 

.4- .8 0 5 18 I 12 

.8-1. 0 2 7 33 2 

1.0~1. 2 5 21 4 0 

1.2+ 8 

I 

5 0 0 

Total 15 38 55 17 
I 

Total 

-----
3 

35 

44 

30 

13 

125 



Vol.atility 
Range 

-U~:O:-4 

.4- .8 

.8-1. 0 

1. 0-1. 2 

1.2+ 

Total 

336 

TABLE IV-105 
( continued) 

All Funds With At Least Nine Observations 
Du~ing the January 1960 to December 1964 Period 

158 Funds 

{·nvestment Objectives -
Capital Growth 

I Gain Growth Income Income 

0 1 2 I 
I 

4 

2 11 27 13 

2 I 11 28 3 

10 I 21 3 0 

13 3 3 1 

I 
47 63 I 27 21 

--

-

Total 

7 

53 

44 

34 

20 

158 
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TABLE IV-lOS 
(continued) 

All Funds With At Least Nine Observations 
During the January 1965 to December 1969 Period 

236 Funds 

Volatility <?bjective 

Range Capital Growth 
Gain Growth Income Income 

0- .4 0 

I 
0 1 3 

.4- .8 I 0 8 20 15 

I 
I 
I 
I 

.8-1. 0 
I 

5 14 38 6 

1.0-1.2 11 32 12 1 

1.2+ 54 15 1 0 

Total 70 69 72 25 

-

-
Total 

4 

43 

63 

56 

I 
70 

236 
I 
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TABLE IV-106 

FUNDS WITH COMPLETE DATA FOR 1960-69 PERIOD 

January 1960 - December 1969 Evaluation Period 

Distribution of Performance Measures (ALPHAS) 

0.051hO SIG"A- O. Z0811 SKFoi= 0.P40F 

___ . ____ • RANGE. _____ . --"REQ.I ••• 5 ••• 1O ••• 1!iu.ZO ••• 25 •• ...:l0.~ •. 

_0 5558 _0 '828 2 •• 

2 -0.4818 -0.409R' 0 
___ 3 ._ -,,0. 4098 . __ -0. 3368 __ 0-__ . ______________ _ 

4 -0.3168 -0.Zh~8 3 ••• 
•. __ . 5._.-0.Z638 __ -0.1908 __ .2 " •.. _._ 

6 -C.lqOe -0.1178 to •• !Gt ....... . 

_____ L. __ "':O....l.l1B_--=.O.044B.....-....2!r •••••••••• ", •••••• t: •••••• 
A -0.0448 0.02Al 23 ..................... ~ ••• 

___ 9 __ 0.0181 . __ .O.lOlL-.lbJ .•• *'! ... ·o •. !. •• ·.'!· 
10 0.1011 0.1741 21 ••••••••••••••••••••• 

_____ 11 ._.0.1741 .. _ .0.2471 __ 8 •• ~ •• ~~~ ____________ _ 
12 0.7471 0.3101 5 ••••• 

-----1l-----D.320~O'3,3'.1! __ ~S~.~.~·~·~.L-___________ ___ 
14 O.H3I 0.4hhl 7" 
15 _ 0.4661 __ ._0.5391 __ 0. ____ _ 

16 0.5391 0.6121 0 
17 _.0.6121. __ .0.6851._Z_ .• ~ ___________ .. ____ _ 
18 O.bRSI 0.7~RI I. 

-----1.!I....--.D •. 15~.l!.JII.lI_....JOL ______________ _ 

20 0.A311 0.9040 I' 
----------_ ... _ ... -_ ...... -- -= -:- -":' -.-.--~---: .... -.-:":-~-=:::-..=.. -.=- -_ ......... -_ ........................ --_. 

Distribution of Test Statistics (T values) 

SIGMA- 0.78504 SKEW- -0.16056 
--- - ----.---_._--- ------.--- -------_._---._-_._--------------

--;~~~~·~~~~~~~~~·~;:;~·~~;;~~~E~~;;~~;;!~;~~~~~~;~~;;;~;;;~~;; 
1 -3 DZ77 _2 7478 

1 -2.747A -7.4679. 0 

----!.--:~: ~:~~--:i: ~~:~--~----'--------------
____ .5,,--" 1. 0082 __ -I. 6283 __ L~ _____________ _ 

6 -1.62A3 -1.34R4 0 

----aL--=:~:-'.~::~~'·:~~-~4~:~:~:~:~·~------------
9 ___ -0.7886 __ -0.5087 __ 9_*.* •• '!. •• _~ __ ,. 

10 -0.5087 -O.?288 lq ••••••••••••••••••• 
___ 11 .. ___ -0.2288 ___ .0.0511 __ 2Q ....... " •••••• " ••••••• 

12 O.OSll 0.3310 13 ............... · .--------
--.l.~a..J31~6109 11) •• ! ................. . 

14 O.blOq 0.8908 lA •••••••••••••••••• 
__ 15_.0.8908 __ -1.1707 __ 6.!':* ••.•• 

16 1.1107 1.4506 5 ••••• 
__ .17. __ .1.4506 .. __ ...l.7305 ___ ..l • 

18 1.7305 2.0104 2 •• ------------.--
-19 2 0104 ? 7903 J. 

20 2.2003 2.5702 I' 
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TABLE IV-107 

FUNDS WITH COMPLETE DATA FOR 1960-69 PERIOD 

January 1960 - December J964 Evaluation Period 

Distribution of Performance Measures (ALPHAS) 

-0.10669 S IC~A' O. ])075 -0.42720 
-'-------__ -_-_-'~~~~-~~_~~-;~.~~~:~:;;~t.~=~:;~::~~::~~:=;:;~:::;~= 

_1,2844 _1 1659 ,. 

2 -1.1659 -1.0473 0 
___ .3 _-1.0473. __ -0.9288 __ L'" 

4 -0.97R8 -0.8102 2" 
__ 5 ____ -0.8102. __ -0.6917 __ .3. '*. 

6 -0.h917 -0.5732 2'. 
___ 7_--=O.513~~4~6L-~~7_'~'~*~.~'~'~'~~ __________________ __ 

a -O.41:j4b ~O.3'361 11 ... ! •••••• * • .- . 
__ 9 ___ .:-0.3361._--=-a.2175 __ 11_··.··*.· ... ~·* ______ . ___ _ 

10 -0.2175 -o.OqqO 10 •••••••••• 
_' _ 11 ___ -0.0990 . __ O.0195~1 ....... "·.** ••• ,~!~~I!'.!.!' .•••• *.· .. _!'!.~.L 

12 0.0195 0.1'91 25 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

!! ~~~t~~---IL~~:~:~:~:~.~.~.~ .. ~!~.~.~-----------------
. __ IS, .. __ . 0.3752 ___ 0.493L __ Z,.''!<_ ... _ . ______ . ________ _ 

I~ 0.4917 0.6123 0 
___ .17 __ 0.6123 ___ 0.7308._.0. _________ _ 

18 0.7308 0.8493 I' 

-------------~---=------==:----...!'"-----==--=--~=-=:-~~:===-=--= 

Distribution of Test Statistics (T values) 

-0.10169 S ICHA- 1.05011 SKEW· -0.06562 

RANGE- _ __ FREC.I ••• 5 ••• 10 ••• 15 ••• 20 ••• 25 ... .30 ••• 

___ --' ___ "'-22....8300 -2 5724 ] .. 
2 -2.S724 -2.3139 '3 ••• 

---! .--:~: ~~ ~~ --~~: ~~~~-. -:-::::.,-----------------
--.--~--:;: ~~:: --:~:~~:~--~ :::.-=.-=.-=.-=.--------------
-----~~:i!~~~1:=---~=~:~:~:7:~:.~··~·~--------------------
---- -1~-- :~: ~6~=-- :g: ;~~:_J ~- ::::::~*~-~~----------
-_.- ~~ .--g:~~~~ ----g:~~fg--~~ :;:::::;::;;:~!-;:.~.".'-------

13 0",2710 05795 14 ......... '$1! •••• 

14 0.5;»<;1) 0.7890 8 •••••••• 
_15", __ . o. 7ASO _____ .1.0465. ___ 4_ ••• '! __ 

16 l.n465 1.3050 2 *. 
_.- :!--~:;~~~-.-~:~~~~-;-:.--------

~~ ;.g~o~ ;.~~~':g--~~~:~:'---------------------------
----:= . .':.--~~----:-~--------~.~--~~~- .-------------------------------.. .::.::.:.: 
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TABLE IV-lOS 

FUNDS WITH COMPLETE DATA FOR 1960-69 PERIOD 

January 1965 - December 1969 Evaluation Period 

Distribution of Performance Measures (ALPHAS) 

VMU- 0.25171 0.38213 SKEW- 0.64561 

------------------------------------------------------------_. 
_________ RANGE.. _______ .J'REO.l. •• 5~.LO._.J.S.~20 ••• 25 ••• .30. 

------------------------------------------------------------_. 
_0 73?7 -0.6283 1. 

2 -O.62A3 -0.5739' 0 
--3 __ -0. 5239 __ :0. 419 5.--1.-. __ 

4, -0.419') -0.3151 4 .* ... * 
__ -5 ____ -0.3151_--,,0.2108 __ 2 _ •• ___ 

6 -0.;:»1('18 -0.1064 q ••••••••• 
___ 7 __ -0...J....06~Q02..O-2..Q ••••• ""* ••••••••••••• 

A -0.0020 O.lC7. 4 14 •••••••••••••• 
___ q __ 0.1024 __ Q. 2068 ___ 13_···*··_~·~"·'!.-· 

10 o. '068 0.3112 14 •••••••••••••• 
11 _ .. _O.3112 ____ 0.4155 __ 1L ••• ~ ••• IjI.'.'!' --------
12 O.41~5 0.':)199 10 •••••••••• 
13 0 5199 O.Q2~~ •• '-'.'-'.!.l.'-_________ _ 
14 O.624l 0.7787 6······ 
1 5 _____ 0.7287 ____ 0. 8331 __ 4 _ .• ~.~ ____________ _ 

16 0.8331 0.Q)75 2'· 
____ 17 ___ 0.9375 ____ 1. 041ll __ L!. _____ . 

18 1.041R 1.1462 1. 
,9 J' 462 , 'SOb 5 ••••• 
20 I.H06 103550 1· _ __________________________________ _ ____ .a ___________ ::.=.::.==: 

Distribution of Test Statistics (T Values) 

VHUa 1.00765 SKEW- -0.61613 
-, ---- -- , .. _---- ---' ---- --- ----------, 

RANCE, ___ . .F.REO.~ ••• 5 •••. 10 ••• l.5. __ 20 ••• 25 ••• ~o •. 

__ --1 __ -".'l..Q714 _2 7989 , ... 

2 -7.7RRQ -7.5064, 0 

----!--:~:;~~~--:f:~~~:-_T·*~-----'--------
---!--:~:=:~~-- ~~: ~~:~_T: .. --------------
__ --1-.=.l....3.1..6.4 ., .093Q , .. 

R -1.09':\9 -0.8114 2 ... 
____ 9_ .-0. 8114 ___ -0.5299 __ .5_*· ••• 

10 -O.~2eq -0.1.465 10 •••••••••• 

_. -~i---~g: ~i~~ -- _. g:~~~~--:~; .-:.:::::::::::.-~'--------
-----1.3.-O..11..B5 a bOlO J4 ••• ". •••••••••• 

14 O.h010 O.FlS31) llCj ............... . 

----i!--- ~: ~:!~--~: !~~~ --{f-:::::::::::*-------
____ 17 ____ 1.4485 ___ 1. 7310 _~2 .... !'.~!" •• *~!. ________ _ 

18 1.7310 2.0\35 3 ••• 
'9 , OJ35 "960 7 •• 11 •••• 

--~-.------~=.--=::":'.-:...---:~~-..=.:::.=.=-==;------------------------_ .. 
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TABLE IV -109 

FUNDS WITH AT LEAST 9 OBSERVATIONS 

January 1960 - December 1969 Evaluation Period 

Distribution of Performance Measures (ALPHAS) 

6.101"\1 n.4ilh 

-==:.==_-==~.:~~~~~.=-_.:_-==.-_~~~:~~:-;~~::~!;::~~:::~~:::!~::-:~~=~:::~~;-:~~~:::~~:-::~~:--:-;;-~~:::1~:::~~:-::~~:::~~:::.:~:::~~:: 
1 -2.101') -2.00;1;' ., •• 
) ·'.0<71 _1,111\ i .. 
l -1 .... 11' -I.""o;'l I-

-"--_I."iloo;~-_1.1101-(\--·--- - -------------'.-. --- -------

'i -1.'1'11 -1.1'11'" Z •• 
~--';f:('l''II --no ~""., -1'.-- -. - -------

, -O.II~~I'\ -n.'illn 
Ii ,ri. (")' -15, \\1\4 '0 .......... . 
OJ -"I.""" -n,,)oo'l 3" ...................................... . 

-"lO-="I;roco;---C;IS .. '-IQ'-··.·· ............ ·.· ... · ...• · ............................ -............................................ . 
11 O.I~"i' 0.""11'" ....................................................... . 

--O·--~O:-.. OII-O.6 .. ''l~(,-·.·· ........ -•• -....... · ..... -~---~------------ -- ~ ---- - ------
11 0 ...... '... n.II',,,, ., .............. .. 
\4 ".611,_ \,[iKt> Iii ..... ... 
l'i 1.I'P'" 1.3'140; ) ... .. 

'--Ir-"I: )14\ -1.bH'I'----,- ..... ----·---- ---------~- ----- -- ~ - - --.• ------. 
l' l.t>](" 1.11'''1 CI - • 

-1"'--':-.J,..l--i:"I2t'q I" --- -- - ----
I (I ., .111<:t .,. 'b 7~ 0 
2'/} i.S'dK i.hlP; 1· 

------------------------------------------------------=.:.:=.:.:.:.:.:-====:.:~~:.::"..::.::-.:::~-:---:":=:::-:-------:-----------------

Distribution of Test Statistics (T values) 

SKC"W. 

--==-~==--;-:..-=--:--:.==---=-:.;--:,;--;.-==:.:.--------------.:.---------------_:.:--=--------_. 

t -3.0~77 -~.74''i 1. 
2 -2.7410; -7.4'iQl (\ 
l -?4'5r;3 -2.17'il 1. 

--4-----2.-17'i1---f.llt'loQ 0 --------
5 -1. RQr"Q -1. ,,067 4 •••• 
" -1 .... 0-.. ;j---i:v,,.---Z··------- -----------;-------
7 -1.::-2'4 -l.O'R~ 7.·.Q:.· ... 
Ii -i.aiR? -0.7';40 13 ..".uu ......... ... 
q -0. 75 t .!) -('I.4f,t'l1i ?n •••• ,.. .................. . 

·---"-I')----f}:4 .... e~--~O.1F1'i,,._~C;-· ... • ...... - ... •••••••• ... ••••••• ... • - ------
11 -().1~'i'" O."t'lJlI')'" ............. CII ............................ . 

--12---o.c ClFI"--O."~ ?q-Z7--....... • .... ·.-••• • • .-•• 1i,,',,·-· ...... - ----;----
11 (I.1R2 Q 0.,,'.71 " ........................................ . 
14 0.61\11 0.4511 zQ ...................... " ••••••••••• 
11) O.QS11 1.2~S'i lQ .ft ...................... . 

--11i--Y;'21So;--L'i}Q7--f,-...... .------ -- - -------,,--------

17 1.SIQ7" 1.'11"1'1 4 .... •• 
----,-.:r-l.-AC1C;--i:oO'--5ii •• 'ii .. ~--*--- - ----------,-

lQ 2. OAfli7 2. '721t , •• 
l'l z.3174 7.M6(; " ••• -------------------- ... -------------------------------------------------
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TABLE IV-110 

FUNDS WITH AT LEAST 9 OBSERVATIONS 

January 1960 - December 1964 Evaluation Period 

Distribution of Performance Measures (ALPHAS) 

V~OJ= -1).20~Zij 0.41137 5KFW= -0.1.1571 

'---'.' - - -- - - . - - -. - . ----------------------------------------------------------------
PANG~ FREO.l ••• ~ ••• 10 ••• 15 ••• 2n ••• 2~ ••• 30 ••• . _-- -- ----- - ----- .--- ---------- ------_.-------------------------------------------------------------------

-1.3?~1) -1.2044 0; .... *. 
2 -1.2044 -1.~~lQ 7." 
1 -1.~~'Q -O.q~" 1· '* _I). q,,~~--O-.-·q-4)7--4*ic·"f1.-'Ic ----.----

0; -0. Q477 -0.7221 II .............. . 
--",-.--':1). 12.21--:"0. '>Olh -- -2 - - -- _.-.-----

7 -O.hrl~ -O.~~lry q *ft.~.**". 
-0.4PIO -0.i~04 14 •••••••••••••• 

q -O.3~n4 -O.?~qq 11 * •• *.~*ft'lc** 
to-a. i3Q"q--·o-:-il Q,--ft;-."·o,r.***"1!i."**i$*-
11 -0. 11~1 O.1Ct' 30 .'Ic~.*~*'Ic*e***.***$**$*******.* 

-'--C~---o-.-oo 1;----6:1"7 1-8--2-q*.·*-... · ... *-***.*-*tc-*iit.*~.**-"0:.* 0 -.-

13 C.121 Q 0.2474 16 "IIIc .... ",*tr.*.***.* 
14 1.24?4 0.16'0 S *-.-. 
1~ .O.3~31) r:.4A'l6 3""* 
1 b n:-4~i/;---' -I); ..,n4 C--l-. - --------- - -.-- ---.-----. 
17 0.6C41 0.7747 0-

--1-8---0-.-724-7--- ·O~"4<;1--C.-------- .---
Iq O.~4~' O.Q~~q C 
~o a.Qc5~ l.a~~4 1. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Distribution of Test Statistics (T values) 

V~IJ" 1.1"121 SKFW~ 

------ ~ -_.- -------~~- .. --_._--- -------.-----------------------------------------------------------

2 -1.b75b -3.35QO 7 •• 
3 -'\.35'10 -3.0474 \. 
4 -'.-(f47-4-----i~ 77-SQ--2-'-.--- ------- ----------

5 -~.775Q -7.40Q1 7 *-
" -2.-4-(Q·f----2:·I)"'q---~-.. ~ii •• --- .------.- --
1. -7.0Q7Q -1.77~' _ 1~ **~.**.*.* ••••• 
q -1.71t7 -1.4SQ7 ~ *ft*** 
q -1.4507 -1.1411 14 .~.**** ••••••• 

--[-0--·-1-:-14 ~l----O-. q'~6--'R-.~0:*-**"*--
II -1).QZ6b -0.<;100 17 .................. . 

---It----~-;-~lod----6~-IQ15_____p;-oio-* ....... ·.oio ......... - ----.. -----
1'\ -O.I~~S 0.17'\1 2q .* .. ftQ •••••• ***~* •• *.ft •• * •••• 
14 0.1731 O.43Q6 lh n*.*****.*.$*' •• 
IS O.41°~ O.7~h' l' ••••••••• - •••. 
0; --0. 7~~2---f~ 07~q-- -(, -;.~* ••• -- -
17 1.072R 1.1AQ'l 2 ... 

---fq---r:-3~q,\ I. 7Q'iQ----,-.---------· 
1'1 1.7C5Q 2.0224 ~ .... 

•• 



TABLE IV-lll 

FUNDS WITH AT LEAST 9 OBSERVATIONS 

January 1965 - December 1969 Evaluation Period 

Distribution of Performance Measures (ALPHAS) 

----U\("~U~.----'O'.~2~6~7roq~6~·----<STIG~.M~A".~---r0~ •• 5.A'3.8.4----~S~K"E~WJ,.~--~-~0~.54h47 

---=-==:::::.-=::::~:.. .;:.. - .:--=--~:; - -:..:. =.::,:. -------.;~- ...... -_ ... ---- ---. -:;:.-.,; ;::;,-;;:---.;=_-:.-=---.:.---:.: ~ --:;~ .-;: ::.- -- ...... -:.--
R.~GE FRFO.I ••• 5 ••• IO ••• 15 ••• 20 ••• ?5 ••• 30 ••• 15 ••• 4~ ••• 45 ••• '0 •• 

----=-==-.:-===-=.::=--.;:::.:.-==.:::-:.-:.:-.::.~;;::-:..-~:.==.;;:.-:.-:;..:.-==-.:.=:;:.=---:::.-=:.-;;.~:.-:;.:.-.:-... .:~.::..-=.=.-.;:.-l--.:·--::-----.;:..-:. 

------~--~=~~r:~~~;~~ :~:~~:~ ~. 
---·~:-:~~~~----:::~:'~;--A "----------- ---- -------------

5 -1.1IQ7 -1.071R ? •• 
-----'---l~ 07':\Q----Cl.R7RO --1- • -----------------

• 7 ~,. O?qo -0.1)'1" 4 ..... . 
-----q----O~S~77 -n.11ih74----h~ .... ~" .. • ... ~.~------------------------------------

q -O.~3b4 -O.oq~1) 27 .~ ••• * •• -•••• * ••••• ** •••••• --("--_Q. (H')('Ij---- O. \ SC;l--S;O -1!I •••• **'O' .......... tt.* •• ,(I .............. o-.-........ -<z-••• (I; •• ---

11 O.15~3 0.4011 57 .~ •• *~ ••• ~.*~**.·*.* ••• * •••••••••• O.* •• ~.4.9ft.* ••••• 
-. -r2----0-: 401 r-- o. "410-43 •••• " •• -('I ••• "' •••••••••• IfI' ......... * ••••• ** •• -.-•• --- _.---

11 O.~470 n.qq?~ 2~ * •• * ••• ~.-.~ ••• -('I •••• ** ••• 
14 o.~~?q 1.11~" h *~ •• *~ 

--- iZ---~ :-~ ~:~ -- i ~_~;~~~_-1~ ~~:*-'-"-.~~-. ----------------------
17 1. 6101 1.~7hl 7." 

---18 -.. -- I. H 7f 1-- 1. 121 q '-y. ------ ---- - -- ------------.---- --
Iq Z.IZIQ Z.1~7R 0 
7.0 ?-:3'67R ? ~13h l' 

-----------------------------------------------------.---------------------.-------_. 

Distribution of Test Statistics (T values) 

V "H';, SKEW-

-:::-.:::::::. ~~~.:--:.-: :::.-:.::..;..: - .--.,; :.-.:, :::-.::::..:.:.-:. -:.:.:.. --:..-.:.~:,.; -.,;..: .. -- :..-=;; -.:::.- .-.:..-=---:--===-.. 
--------~~oo~1~~: __ -~~~~ ___ ~~~~~~:::~~::1~~;~~~:~~~~-~~~~~=:~~:~~~: 

I -1.0714 -7.1"1 I" 
? '-.? 'il~l -2.4011 0 
3 -~.4{)11 -7.0660 ".ttr. 

-7.. 0('6~--~i~73~q -'i--oo' - -------.- ------------
~ -1.71CQ -t.'~57 4 .~"'~ 

-h----i.3q~7--~-L.060h---4--**** - ---.----- -- ---.~-----
7 -1.06Ch -O.1'~4 1n .......... . 
ot - (). 12 5 ~t - O. V) n 3 1 1 • "' ••••• ,. .••••••••• ---------------------
~ -O.l~Ol -O.~~~2 ?~_ •••• * •• **~ •• ft ••• +.** ••••• 

10--"'0. ()')t;.?--- - O. 'rl')1) 2" ... ". ... b ..... "' •• ~.** •• *o.'* •• ~ .------
_11 ___ o. 2qt:l(} _ • O.f.} ~ 1 315 ." ••• "'.u ... 1/I.1Ir.* ••• ~* ... "'.( .••••••••••• 

t2 f').6141 O.Q';03 --1t"'1--*a.*."'ftllr:*1Ir ••• **ft •• * .... ***.* •••• --·~~-
\1 O.~5C' 1.~q~4?7 .* ....... ~ ••• ~ ••••• a ••••••••• 
14 1.2R14 i.6lnS Z7 .~.~ ••• ~ •• * ................ . 

_IS ___ l.6201i 1.Q557 14 ••• * •••••••••• 
Ib I.QC;~7-:---2~?9()q--io- •••••••••• -- -- ---~---------~ 
17 2.2"C~ 2.~2Sq 4 •••• 

---I q-- 2.6250--- 2: 0611--1- .------------
10 ?0611 3.'Qh2 0 
-0 L2~'? 1.'314 1. 

~----- ... --------------- ... --.-------~~-------------------------------
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TABLE IV-112 

SIGNIFICANCE TESTS FOR AGGREGATE PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

Funds with Complete Data for 1960-69 Period 

Proportion Average Standard 
NQ.of with ALPHA Beviation of t = 

Evaluation Funds Positive (,x ) ALPHA 
<>( 

Period (N) ALPHA (P) % K:lnth Distribution --
6' o· / N 

60-69 125 0.53 0.052 0.208 2.8* 
60-64 125 0.42 -0.107 0.330 -3.6* 
65-69 125 0.70* 0.252 0.382 7.4* 

* Significant at 5% level (assuming independence) 

Funds with at Least 9 Observations 

1 
Proportion Average Standard t = 

No.of with ALPHA Deviation of --Evaluation Funds Positive (IX ) ALPHA ,;>l. 

Period (N) ALPHA (P) % Month Distribution 6/N 
6 

60-69 236 0.57 0.101 0.512 3.1* 
60-64 159 0.35* -0.203 0.411 -6.3* 
65-69 236 0.73* 0.268 0.583 7.8* 

-
* Significant at 5% level (assuming independence) 
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TABLE IV -113 

DISTRIBUTION OF TOIAL NET ASSETS 

FOR SAMPLE OF 136 MU'lUAL FUNDS - 31 Dec 1969 

Asset Range Number 
(Millions of Dollars) of Funds 

o - ioo 72 

101 - 250 30 
251 - 500 12 
501 - 750 7 
751 - 1000 4 

1000 and up 11 

53·940 o· 71 • pt. 2 •• 15 



I TABLE IV-1l4 

PERFORMANCE REGRESSION STATISTICS 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE - MuTuAL FUND PERFORMANCE (ALPHA) 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
R2 CONSTANT 

nJRN ASST C.AS BETA P.FE LOAD NET. 

Fund month analysis: 
3729 observations 

Reg. Coef. -0.0023 -0.0615 0.0044 0.0960 ~~9.4~3a.~-0.4538 -0.0004 0.65 0.0 
~ 

T-Stat. -2.22 -1.55 0.11 0.52 -1.22 -0.34 -0.03 ~ 
~ 

Reg. Coef. -0.0022 -0.0616 0.0009 -0.4619 -0.0047 0.0006 0.77 0.0 

T-Stat. -2.16 -1.56 0.02 -1. 25 -0.30 0.05 

Fund average analysis: 
13~ Funds 

Reg. Coef. -0.0058 -0.0087 9.0524 0.1579 -0.4075 -0.0184 0.0518 0.22 0.10 

·T-Stat. -3.00 -0.12 0.89 0.55 -0.51 -0.71 1.66 

Reg. Coef. -0.0054 -0.0072 0.0491 -0.4242 -0.0172 0.0544 0.39 0.10 

T-Stat. -3.04 -0.10 0.84 -0.53 -0.66 1.77 



TABLE IV-1l5 

TURNOVER REGRESSION S~TISTICS 

DEPENDANT VARIABLE - MUTUAL FUND COMMON STOCK TURNOVER RATE (TURN) 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES CONSTANT R2 
PERF ASST C.AS SALE BE~ P.FE LOAD 

Fund Month Analysis: 
3729 Observations 

Reg. Coef. -0.5702 -5.2343 -3.2838 1. 2684 49.1324 -6.6705 -0.8519 37.99 0.17 

T-Stat~ -2.22 -8.48 ' -5.46 6.98 17.56 -1.15 -3.49 CIj 
~ 
-..l 

Reg.Coef. -0.5774 -5.5887 - 5. 5040 2.0320 -11. 2776 -0.5326 103.70 0.11 

T-Stat. -2.16 -8.71 -9.00 11. 07 -1.86 -2.10 

Fund Average Analysis: 
132 Funds 

Reg. Coef. 11.3716 -7.2252 -3.6247 3.5676 54.1324 0.4801 -1.0433 31.40 0.44 

T-Stat. -'2.97 -2.27 -1.39 2.69 4.50 0.01 -0.89 

Reg. Coef. 12.3258 -7.6639 -5.5094 5.4526 -4.7660 -0.6080 101,87 0.35 
0 

T-Stat. -3.00 -2.25 -2.00 4.04 -0.,12 ' -0.49 
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J. PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT IN THE MANAGEMENT OF DIFFERENT TYPES 

OF ACCOUNTS 

1. Introduction 

An investment adviser may favor ceItain classes of his advisory ac
counts when a security's 'price is 'affected by his successive purcha~~ or 
sales of that security on behalf of a number of accounts. FavorItIsm 
may also influence the allocation of Vlaluable information, managerial 
expertise or the distribution of limited quantities of securities which 
are in high demand. Such preferential ,treatment may result from the 
faot that the adviser has a greater degree of self-interest in certJain 
accounts over others. For example, the performance records of cer
tain clients such as mutual funds may be particularly valu!I!ble in en
hancing ,the adviser's own reputation and business. Other particularly 
aggressive and sophisticated clients such 'as large corporations and 
institutions may be more likely to change advisers when they consider 
the performance of their accounlts unsatisfactory. FilIally, different 
performance fee arrangements may lead the 'adviser to favor particu
lar accounts over others. 

This seotion will discuss the stated policies of 106 investment advis
ers regarding allocaition of purohases and sales of 'a particular security 
between accounts and regarding allocation of securities which may be 
unusually aJttraotive investments ,at the time. Second, the seotion will 
ex'amine statistically the relationship between the allocation of cer
tain new issues and the turnover rates and investment objectives of 
the different' accounts managed by a sample of 32 advisory firms. 

This statistical analysis is in the naiture of 'a test of methodology for 
measuring the degree to which ceItain accounts may have been favored 
over others during the sample period rand is not definitive.16s 

2. Policies of Investment Advisers Regarding the Allocation of Cer
tain Purcha~s and Sales and Regarding the Allocation of Limited 
Quantities of Securities in High Demand 

a. Pu,rchase and sales programs 
One hundred-six investment advisers answered a request by the 

Study to describe "any policy of the Investment Adviser governing 
the allocation of purchase or sale transactions among various client 
accounts where an acquisition or disposal oprogmm requires a period of 
days or weeks to complete; e.g., in a purchase program, how is it deter
mined 'Which account will receive whioh day's purchase and at what 
p rice ~" 169 

ThiIty-four advisers stated that they had no allocation policy. Typi
cal reasons given were that all portfolio managers acted independ
ently; that the "adviser had no trading depar'tment and no discre
tionary accounts; that purchases and sales were made individually; 
and that it was infrequent for two or more clients to be simultaneously 
buying or selling in quantity. 

'08 A similar statistical analysis was made of a limited sample of investment advlsen< 
having both registered Investment company clients and at least one other type of client 
In an effort to determine whether there was dlscernable preferential treatment In allo
cating purchases and sales where an acquisition or disposition program required a period 
of days or weeks to complete. The results of this analysis are not Included In the Stud~' 
because of the limited size of the sample and limitations and possible distortions In the data. 

, ... Form 1-65, Part B, Question 20. 
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The remainder, or 72 respondents, had some stated allocation policy. 
The most common method, used by 27 advisers, was pro-rating the 
amounts actually purchased or sold during a particular period on the 
basis of the relative size of the purchase or sale requests of clients or 
portfolio managers or commitments of eachamount.17o Ten advisers 
rotated accounts either alphabetically, by branch office or randomly 
in an effort to achieve long-term equitable treatment; and 24, most of 
whom stated they intended to give fair treatment, provided no basis 
for such allocations. 

Typical responses were: 
"Purchases or sales are allocated among advisory clients wishing to effect 

similar transactions in proportion to the size of the orders; e.g., in a purchase 
program, a 10,000 share order receives 1,000 share for every 100 shares that a 
1,000 share order receives." 

'" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
"In these types of situations purchases or sales are allocated pro-rata to clients 

on the basis of the relative size of the individual orders, sometimes modified by 
our <best judgement in individual cases." 

'" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
"To avoid possibie problems of marketability, it has long been the "poliCY of 

our firm to place primary emphasis on securities where there are sufficient shares 
outstanding and trades so that long periods of time will normally not be required 
to complete a program of purchase or sale. However, in those relatively few 
cases where smaller and less marketable issues may be acquired or disposed of, 
we utilize a "quota" system in which purchase or sale is carefully controlled 
by allocation of the authority to buy or sell to an individual office and also with 
limitation as to the number of shares to be bought or sold over a given time 
period-say per week based on the normal ra1:e of activity in the stock. These 
quotas are rotated as '<between offices to insure that each office has an equal 
opportunity to participate in situations of this kind." 

'" '" '" '" '" '" . 
"Purchase and sales transactions among various client accounts are allocated 

pro rata on a round lot basis in accordance with the number of shares then held 
in the account, or where no shares are then held, in accordance with the size of 
the account." 

'" '" '" '" '" '" . 
"Where an acquisition or disposal program requires a period of days or weeks 

to complete and more than one client account wishes to acquire or dispose of the 
security, it is our policy to allocate the shares purchased or disposed of equitably 
and proportionately." 

Eleven advisers indicated that their policy was to give priority or 
preferential treatment to particular types of accounts. Nine of these 
said they g-ave priority in executing orders to discretionary accounts 171 

and the .other two gave preferential treatment to registered investment 
compames. 

1""' Most respondents did not specify whether they averaged prices. Several stated 
that they avoided "allocation" by attempting to buy or sell In blocks whose size was 
determined by the aggregate needs of the accounrts. A few specified that they averaged 
prlCils on failure to execute In a slnj:(le block. 

Under certain circumstances. grouping of purchases and sales and fallure to give 
Individualized treatment to discretionary accounts may result In the creation of an 
Investment company or companies required to be registered under the Investment Com
pany Act of 1940. the securities of which would be required to be registered under the 
Securities Act of 19ail. See the Commission's complaint In S.E.O. v. FirlTt National Oity 
Bank, S.D.N.Y. 70 Clv. 517, February, 1970 (Order dispOSing of action, pursuant to 
stipulation and undertaking, LItigation Release No. 4534, February 6, 1970). 

171 Executing purcbases and sales for discretionary accounts before nondiscretionary 
accounts Is not necessarily unfair. because delaying executions for discretionary accounts 
while awaiting the decisions of the other advisory clients might be considered a breach 
of the adviser's duty to the discretionary accounts. 
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The following are examples of each type of response: 
"We normally buy or sell first for our discretionary accounts. Our ,non

discretionary accounts are aware of thifl procedure. 'Vherever possible, we try 
to bunch orders for clients and do them in a block through one broker. 'Ve select 
the broker in part, because of the quality of the execution we will get and in 
part, because of the quality of research that he llrovidefl us. Where the block 
is bought or sold in a series of tran~action~, so that the ]lrices differ, we Rim])l~' 
run the orders down through the clients involved in alphabetical order. 'Vhere 
we are unable to direct brokerage orders for the other discretionary accounts, 
we do the blocks first and then place the orders for the other discretionary clients 
through the brokers of their selection. 

"After that part of the job is done, we then turn to the non-discretionary 
accounts. Again, there is a tendency to nm them off in alphabetical order, al
though we also tend to go first to those non-discretionary clients who will go 
along with our recommendation with the least discu~sion and argument." 

'" >I< >I< 

"Requirements of the regulated investment company clients are given ahsolute 
priority on a pro-rata basis following which all other clients participate in the 
order agreed upon." 

Of the 106 respondents, 28 were ll1vestment advisers which had one 
or more registered investment company clients or which had affilia
tions with such clients. Six of the advisers in this category stated 
they had no allocation policy with respect to purchases and sales of 
securities pursuant to an acquisition or disposition program, Twenty
two such advisers, however, indicated they had adopted some policy 
of allocation. Of these, nine had a policy of a]]ocating on the basis 
of the relative size purchase or sale requests of clients or portfolio 
managers or commitments of each account. Four rotated accounts 
alphabetically, by branch office, or randomly. Five stated without 
exp1anation that they had a policy of treating each account on a. fair 
and equi1table basis; and finally, four advisers sa.id that t.hey gave 
preferential treatment to particular types of accounts. 
b. Limited quantities of seau'l'ities in high demand 

In addition to preferences in t.he a]]ocation of purchases and :;a.les 
pursuant to an acquisition or disposition program, investment ad
visers may favor certa.in classes of accounts when allocating limited 
quantities of economically attractive securities. 

Substantial numbers of new issues rose to premiums from their 
initial offering price during the period of the nineteen sixties, which 
made acquiSItion of shares in t.he initial offering unusually desirable. 
Thus, a relevant measure of preferent.ial treatment during this period 

. is the extent to which new issues were a]]ocated on disproportionate 
basis to different accounts having similar investment objectives. The 
same 106 investment advisers also replied to a request by the Study 
to "describe any policy followed by the Investment Adv'iser govern
ing the allocation of limited quant.ities of economically attractive 
securities among various clients with similar investment objectives: 
e.g., new stock issues. (A 'new stock issue' is defined as an initial 
offering of stock of a company which previously had no publicly 
traded stock.)." 172 • 

Sixty-one of the 106 respondents stated that they had no alloca
tion policy in this area. The explanation given overwhelmingly was 

"" Form 1-65, Part B, Question 21. 
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that these particular advisers did not purchase new or limited quan
tity stock issues.173 

For example, one replied as follows: 
"The Investment Adviser has not to date, as a matter of policy, employed 'new 

stock issues' or other securities of limited quantity availability as vehicles for 
use in client account programs. No allocation problem has arisen to date and none 
is 'anticipated until and unless this policy is changed." 

Another stated similarly: 
"'Ve hardly ever purchase a new stock issue and since we prefer a more conserv

ative approach and restrict ourselves to seasoned investmen:ts principally listed 
on the exchanges-we do not have the problem." 

Forty-four of the remainder of the advisers responding indicated 
that they did have a policy with respect to the allocation of limited 
quantities of economically attractive securities. Eighteen said that they 
allocated such securities proportionately either according to the size of 
the order placed by the client or portfolio manager or the assets of the 
account. For example, two advisers in this category replied as follows: 

"'Ve have no practice of buying new issues. 'When we do, our policy is to allocate 
the i8sue among our investment counselors in proportion to their demand." 

...... * ... * * * 
"Assuming equal investment objectives in which a new security issue would fit, 

the issue is pro-rated by size of fund. i.e. if Fund A had total assets of $50 million 
and ~und B total assets of $100 million. Fund B would receive two units to each 
unit of Fund A." 

Eight investment advisers stated they allocated new issues and lim
ited quantities of stock on some form of rotational basis between their 
accounts. As one explained: 

"Our present procedure has been, first, to identify those accounts that can afford 
·to take the risk of buying a new issue. particularly of unseasoned companies. 'Ye 
then use alphabetical order to allocate the issues. Each issue is too small to sell to 
all of the clients in this group, so one issue will go to people whose names begin, 
say. from A to G. the next issue to people whose names follow along in the alpha
!let. and so on, until we come right around to the beginning of the alphabet again. 

"This is admittedly -arbitrary, but at least it does not discriminate among 
various clients." 

8ix advisers indicated that they divided new issues or limited quan
tities of securities equally among the accounts which were appropriate. 
One such firm responded: 

"We seldom participate in new issues unless we can be assured of receiving 
enough stock to be able to allocate stock to all accounts for which the stock is 
appropriate. We avoid so-called 'hot' new issues because we cannot get enough 
stock to permit meaningful allocations. In cases where a client requests a specifiC 
new issue we will attempt to get it for him and. if successful, will allocate the 
stock to the requesting client. If insufficient stock is received to satisfy all 
requests, we will make a pro-rata allocation." 

8even advisers stated they had adopted preferential policies con
cerning allocations of limited quantities of economically attractive 
securities. A few of these favored clients on a first come, first served 
basis while others acknowledged a tendency to favor accounts which 
performed relatively poorly in the past or accounts which 'were smaller. 

". Several answers were vague or' did not appear to b~ responsive to the question 
asked. These particular replies were taken to be expressions of having "no allocation 
polley." 
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"New stock issues play an extremely minor role in our business. Normally, we 
do not use such an issue unless a client specifically requests a particular issue. If 
more than one client requests a stock, it is on a first come, first served basis." 

'" ... ... '" '" ... ... 
"In the few cases where we have few shares of an issue in big demand there is 

a tendency to use it in accounts that may have done relatively poorly in the 
past." 

'" ... '" ... '" '" '" 
"Normally, we purchase very few new issues. On the limited occasions that we 

do purchase new issues, we normally allocate the few shares received to our 
smaller accounts since the very few shares available per account are relative-ly 
meaningless to larger accounts." 

Finally, six advisers stated without explanation that they simply 
had a policy of allocating "on a fair and equitable basis." For exam
ple, one typical respondent said that "in rare cases where we have 
multiple clients whose securities are held by the same broker the allo
cation is determined between the broker and ourselves on 'what is 
fair to each client'." 

3. Allocation of New Issues Among Advisory Accounts 

Substantial numbers of new issues rose to premiums from their 
initial offering price during the period of the 1960's, which made 
acquisition of shares in the mitial offering unusually desirable. Thus, 
a relevant measure of preferential treatment during this period is the 
extent to which new issues were allowed on disproportionate basis to 
different accounts having similar investment objectives. 

The new issue data collected by the Study on the allocation of 84 
new issues ,among 32 advisory firms were used to· examine the 
relationship between new issue allocations and the size, turnover rates 
and investment objectives of the accounts in these firms. The new 
issue data were obtained from Form 1-72. Other account data we.re 
obtained from the 1-5 and 1-14 Q,uestionnaires. 

The total market value of the 84 new issues was $478.6 million. 
Of this amount $38.2 million was obtained by investment advisers on 
behalf of advisory clients or the advisers' own portfolios. The 32 ad
visers included in this analysis obtajned $30.6 million of the new issues 
at the initial offering, or approximately 80 percent of the total received 
by all investment advisers.m Registered investment companies pur
chased 81 percent of the new issues allocated by their adviser. 

The 32 advisory firms included in the analysis advised common 
stock holdings of $30.6 billion as of June 30, 1969, or approximately 
33 percent of total estimated advisory common stock.175 This included 
$22.6 billion of registered investment company common stock hold
ings, or approximately 47 percent of total common stock held by 
registered investment companies at .June 80, 196!). 

174 The Initial oft'ering value of the 84 new Issues is e~tlmated to represent npproxl· 
mately 20 percent of institutional pnrchnses of nil new Issues during the Janunry 1, 
1968-June 30, 1969 period. Of the $30.6 billion of purchnses of Investment advisers. 
30.5 percent wns sold during the 90 days following the oft'erlng for an average realized 
gain of 33.2 percent. The remaining 69.5 percent was held for at least 90 daYH with an 
unrealized gain during that period of 1,2.3 percent. See ch. XIV.G. for a detailed descrip
tion of the 1-72 respondent group and data obtained. 

170 The account asset data used In the analysis were primarily obtained from the 1-5 
Questionnaire. The common stock market values are thus for the end of the 18 month 
period (June 30, 1969). 
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Table IV-116 gives the value of new issues obtained in ,the initial 
offering by each of the 32 advisory firms. The figure- is expressed as a 
percentage of total advisory common stock as of June 30,1969. These 
percentages average 0.51 percent of common stock and range from 0.0 
percent to 3.27 percent. 

Taible IV-116 also shows the allocation of new issues among eight 
advisory account classes, expressed as a percentage of common stock 
holdings.176 For registered investment companies, the average ratio 
of new issues to common stock holdings is 0.35 percent; for individuals 
and personal trusts 0.23 percent; for non-registered investment com
panies 1.41 percent; for the adviser's own portfolio 0.77 percent.177 The 
data indicate substantial variation in the relative amounts of new 
issues allocated to V!LriOUS classes of advisory accounts. 

It is typically suggested, however, that new issue allocations will be 
more closely related to the dollar volume of brokerage business gen
erated by an account rather than the total common stock holdings 
alone.178 

Table IV -117 presents data similar in structure to that in Table 
IV-U6 with the exception that common stock holdings have been re
placed by a measure of common stock turnover. Common stock turn
over is defined as the common stock holding (as of June 30, 1969) 
multiplied by the average turnover rate for accounts of that type 
within each advisory firm.179 

Table IV-117 indicates the relative allocation of new issues as a 
percentage of turnover for the firm as a whole and for each of the 
eight account types. Within the account categories, registered invest
ment companies received 0.58 percent of 'actiVlty, individual and per
sonal trust accounts 0.96 percent, non-registered investment com
panies 0.46 percent and advisers own portfolios 12.26 percent. The 
results again indicate substantial variations among account types in 
the allocation of new issues. 

While the above tables are useful for describing the way in which 
new issues were allocated to and within advisory firms during the 18 
month period, the question of preferential treatment requires con
sideration of a further dimension, namely that of investment objec
tives. For some classes of accounts, for example foundations, the in
vestment objectives may well be such that the adviser would consider 
allocation of relatively speculative new issues to these accounts as a 
breach of fiduciary duty. Thus in making comparisons among alloca
tions to various account categories, an attempt is made to adjust for 
differences in investment objectives. 

17. The categories are registered Investment comnanles, Indhidual and personal trust 
accounts, non-registered Investment companies (offshore funds and hedge funds), em
ployee benefit plans, corporate and Institutional accounts, the advisers own portfolio, 
college and university accounts and foundations. 

177 All figures for "adviser's own portfolio" result from only two of eight adviSOry 
firms with own portfolios of which one firm received $74,000 of new Issues for a portfolio 
which on September 30, 1969, had a $1,434 million of common stock with a 5 percent 
turnover rate during the previous year. 

178 Regression analysis Indicates that the \:arlatlon In new issue allocations Is more 
closely related to transaction volume than to portfollo size. Fourteen percent of the 
variation can be explained by total common stock holdings of advisory accounts; when 
the basis Is changed to common stock turnover, the percentage of variation explained 
Increases to 25 percent. 

179 Turnover measured by account type for each advisory firm were obtained from the 
I-14 Account Description Questionnaire. The averages for each firm were unwelghted and 
represent turnover rates for the 12 month period ending September 30, 1969. 
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Table IV-118 presents the basic data for the consideration of pref
erential treatment in the allocation of new issues. Column 1 gives the 
dollar value of new issues allocated to that account class withm the 32 
firms. Column (2) gives the total stock holdinbrs as of September 30, 
1969. Column (3) presents the ratio of new stock issues to common 
stock holdings. Column (4) measures the dollar value of common stock 
turnover during the 1969 period. Column (5) presents the ratio of new 
issues to the dollar value of turnover and Column (6) measures the 
relative investment objective of all accolmts.180 

Expressed as a percentage of total common stock turnover, the aver
age amount of new issues obtained was 0.16 percent. The following 
account types were below the average: registered investment com
panies 0.15 percent, employee benefit plans 0.03 percent, colleges, uni
versities and foundations 0 percent. The following categorIes were 
above the average percentage: individuals and personal trusts 0.64 
percent, non-regIstered investment companies 0.57 percent, 90rporate 
and institutional accounts 0.34 percent and the advisers own portfolios 
1.35 percent. 

Talble IV -119 shows ·the percentage distributions of new issues, com
mon stock holdings and turnover among the eight account types. On 
the basis of both holdings and turnover, individuals and personal 
trusts, non-registered investment companies and the adviser's own 
portfolio received substantially more than their proportionate share 
of new issues. Two of these categories, non-registered investment 
companies and the adviser's own portfolio had, on the average, the 
most aggressive investment objectives, while the third category, in
dividuals and personal trusts, had investment objectives that were 
close to the group average. It appears that registered investment com
panies, which received 81 percent of the new issues, did receive their 
proportionate share of the new issues; they held 74 percent of the 
common stock and had 87 percent of the common stock turnover. 
However, their investment objectives were more aggressive than those 
for individuals and personal trusts, which received more than their 
proportionate share of new issues. 

Corporate and institutional accounts, which had aggregate invest
ment objectives that were less aggressive than the group average also 
received their prqportionate share of new issues. 

Employee benefit plans, which had an aggregate investment objec
tive which ranked between registered investment companies and in
dividual and personal trusts, received much less than their proportion
ate share of new issues. 

Colleges and foundations, which show the least aggressive aggregate 
investment objectives, correspondingly received none of the new issues. 

The above analysis suggests that on the basis of common stock hold
ings and turnover, individual and personal trust accounts-which had 
less aggressive investment objectives than registered investment com
panies-received a substantially higher proportion of new issues than 
did the registered investment companies. Pal1t of this disparity may be 
due to the variation in investment objectives among the groups of 

"" The average investment objectives for the account categories were obtained from 
the 1-14 questionnaire. The relative objectives shown are the un weighted averages ob
tained for those account categories for the total number of accounts in the 1-14 Survey 
(42.118). 
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registered investment companies and individuals and personal trusts; 
although the registered investment companies in the sample had an 
aggregate investment policy that was more aggressive than individuals 
and personal trusts, 95 percent of the latter type of accounts had ob
jectives of capital growth, while only 90 percent of the former types of 
accounts had objectives of capital growth. 

The reader is reminded that the above results should be considered 
tentative in the light of limitations in the data used for the analysis. 
The account class data (common stock, turnover, investment objec
tives) are essentially for the end of the 18 month analysis period. 
Also aggregation problems in developing average turnover rates and 
investment objectives (unweighted averages of all accounts) may dis
tort the true character of the account classes. 

Also the interpretation of the data from Table IV -118 is complicated 
by the existence of two types of potential new issue allocation favorit
ism. One results from preferential treatment of particular types of 
advis9ry firms (such as hedge funds) by new issue underwriters. The 
second would result from favoritism in the allocation of new issues 
obtained by an advisory complex to accounts within the firm. Addi
tional analysis would be required to separate these two factors. 
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TABLE lV-1l6 
NEli ISSUE ALLOCATlON- AND AGGREGATE COHl'lON STOCK HOLDINGS 

Total Ne\~ Issues/CoUUllon Stock ~~ ~~c~~nt Type 
Value COlll- New Regis-

Adviser New mon Issue tered Indiv-. - ifon---- - ---- -Coip~--~----Col. 
Number Issues Stock Com. lnv. & Pers. Reg. Empl. & & Foun-

1 
$ Mil. $ Mil. Stk.% Co. Trust 1. C. Ben. lnst. Own Univ.dation 

0.38 1,780 0.02 0.02 
2 0.17 8 2.06 . 2.06 
3 0.38 343 0.11 0.11 0.15 0.01 0.07 0.00 
4 0.45 337 0.13 0.1"3 
5 0.37 2,134 0.02 0.02 0.0 
6 0.63 400 0.16 0.31 0.67 0.14 -2.20 0.0 0.0 
7 1.11 3,100 0.04 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 0.96 401 0.24 0.22 5.16 -
9 0.68 739 0.09 0.08 15.69 0.0 

'10 5.03 5,069 0.10 0.10 0.0 
11 1.44 1,241 0.12 0.12 0.0 
12 0.15 3,392 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 2.15 3,145 0.07 0.07 
14 0.59 1,394 0.04 0.04 0.0 0.11 - - 0.0 
15 0.04 6 0.54 0.30 1. 78 -
16 6.02 747 0.81 0.83 0.0 0.0 
17 0.01 1,689 0.00 0.00 0.00 0:00 0.00 - 0.0 0.0 
18 0.93 105 0.88 0.37 0.0 9.35 
19 0.48 126 0.38 0.18 0.0 2.85 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20 2.0 652 0.31 0.31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21 0.04 l211 0.03 0.0 16.24 -
22 0.93 391 0.24 0.26 0.23 0.0 0.03 0.06 0.0 0.0 
23 1. 64 592 0.28 0.35 0.05 0.0 0.37 0.0 0.0 
21, 0.14 8 1.77 1.77 
25 1.16 35 3.27 0.0 '3.27 
26 0.07 4 1 58 2.89 0.0 
27 0.04 49 0.09 0.09 
28 2.51 203 1. 24 0.0 1. 86 5.06 0.06 0.0 
29 0.11 28· O. III 0.41 
30 0.04 329 0.01- 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 
31 0.03 2 1.16 1. 16 _#----
32 0.00 2,012 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0_. 0_.- -

Average Ratios 0.51 0.35 0.23 1.41 2.02 0.20 0.77 0.0 0:0 

- Indicates no advisory al'sets in that category. 
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TABLE IV -117 

NEW ISSUE ALLOCATION AND COMf!ON STOCK TURNOVER 

Value Common 
New S.tQck _ 

Issues l'_u!~?ver 

New 

Issues 

New Issues/Activitv bv Account Tvpe 

Reg1s- IndiY-
tered l.duals Non 
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K. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Investment Adv'isory Industry 

As of December 1970, the industry was composed of approximately 
3,500 advisory firms which provide professional investment advice to 
a wide array of corporate, institutional, and individual clients. As 
of June 30, 1969, assets under advisement ("advisory assets") totaled 
$130 billion, of which $54 billion was held by registered open-end 
investment companies ("mutual funds"). For the purposes of this 
chapter, only those advisers with "investment advisory clients" have 
been considered. Advisers whose sole service consists of issuing writ
ten reports which are distributed to a large number of clients are 
excluded. Also specifically excluded were bank trust departments and 
insurance companies, which are considered in other chapters of the 
Study. 
a. Legal and regulatory pattern 

With minor exceptions, the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 makes 
it unlawful for any investment adviser, unless registered with the 
Commission, to make use of the mails or any means or instrumen
tality of interstate commerce in connection with the adviser's business. 
Registration under the Investment Advisers Act is accomplished by 
filing with the Commission a form which contains certain informa
tion, primarily dealing with identification of management of the 
firm. Thereafter the registered investment adviser becomes subject to 
regulation governing his contracts, the maintenance and preservation 
of specified books and records and other regulatory provisions re
lating to the conduct of his business. The Investment Advisers Act 
prohibits fraudulent, deceptive and manipulative conduct, as well as 
misstatements or omissions of material facts in any registration appli
cation or report required to be filed with the Commission. There is no 
requirement in the Investment Advisers Act for the filing of financial 
statements or periodic or other reports with the Commission by in
vestment advisers. Hence, the Commission normally has no informa
tion as to certain types of important data concerning the investment 
advisory industry. 

Investment advisers which act exclusively for investment com
panies have been generally exempt from the Investment Advisers Act. 
However, these investment advisers became subject to the Act under 
amendments passed in 1970. They are also affected by the Investment 
Company Act of 1940. 
b. Size and growth of as8et8 

The Study's data show that the largest single advisory category is 
registered open-end investment companies. At June 30, 1969, they 
represented $54.7 billion of the $130 billion total, or 42 percent of 
industry assets. Individual and personal trust accounts, while amount
ing to 82 percent of the number of accounts managed, represent only 
20 percent of assets. Employee benefit plans, including State and 
local retirement systems, are the next major category and represent 
15 percent of total industry assets. 

The Study'S data indicate a rapid rate of growth of assets under 
advisement in a sample of 120 advisory firms for the 5-year period 
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1964-69. For large firms,lBl the 5-year rate of growth of total advis
ory assets was 14 percent per year. For small firms, the growth rate 
was 19 percent per year. The fastest growing advisory account was 
that of nonregistered investment companies other than offshore funds; 
this category is comprised mostly of private investment partnerships 
("hedge funds"). While all small advisory complexes 182 as a whole 
were growing at a yearly rate of 19 percent, nonregistered invest
ment companies other than offshore funds advised in such complexes 
were growing at a rate of 153 percent per year. 
c. Ooncentration of advisory asset8 

Of the $130 billion of total advisory assets, 24 percent were con
centrated in five advisory firms. The largest 25 firms advised 60 per
cent of assets; the top 50 firms advised 76 percent. Assets of regis
tered open-end investment companies were found to be the most highly 
concentrated type of account among advisory firms. The top five ad
visory firms advised 35 percent of these assets, the top 25 firms 76 per
cent, and the top 50 firms 90 percent of mutual fund assets. 
d. Organizational form8, age, and affiliations of advi80ry firm8 

The predominant organizational form of investment advisers is 
the corporation (approximately 70percent of all firms). The average 
age for all advisory firms in the Study's sample was 19 years. The 
average age for small nonfund advisory complexes was 16 years, 
which is substantially older than for small fund complexes which 
averaged 3.5 years old. This difference reflects the surge of entries 
into the mutual fund industry during the last half of the 1960's. 

Fifty-nine percent of fund complexes and 24 percent of nonfund 
complexes in the Study's sample indicated affiliations with broker
dealers. Thirty percent of large fund complexes indicated life 
insurance affiliations, while 36 percent indicated affiliations with non
life-insurance companies. Interviews with large fund complexes indi
cated that this trend toward financial amalgamation had substantially 
accelerated in the latter half of the 1960's. 

To measure the significance of these affiliations, the advisers were 
asked to indicate the percentage of their firm and the firm's desig
nated affiliates' 1968 consolidated gross income that was derived from 
various sources. The two most significant sources of consolidated 
gross income were investment advisory services and broker-dealer 
functions (other than mutual fund distribution). For the total sample, 
the average proportion of 1968 consolidated gross income from ad
visory services was 54 percent as against 30 percent for broker-dealer 
functions. Small fund complexes received 62 percent of 1968 consoli
dated gross income from broker-dealer functions as opposed to 28 
percent from advisory services. The remaining 10 percent of their 
1968 consolidated gross income came from sources other than invest
ment advisory services and broker-dealer functions. 

'" In the statistical data In this chapter. an advisory firm was classified as '~large" If it 
provided advice for more thAn $100 million of advisory Assets as of December 31, 1969. 
All other advisory firms were clAssified AS "small." 

lR!l In the stAtistical data In this chApter. a "fund complex" Is defined as an advisory firm 
where more thnn one-third of assets bping ndvlspd as of September 3D, 1969, were repre
sented by nssets of registered investment compAnies. All other advisory firms were 
classified as "nonfund complexes." 

53-940 O-71-pt. 2-16 
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2. Characteristics of Advisory Accounts 

Data were obtained from 42,118 advisory accounts of 158 large and 
small advisory firms. Of the accounts in the sample, 320 were regis
tered investment companies, 7,269 were institutional and corporate 
accounts, and 34,529 were individuals or personal trusts. 

The average advisory account is 8.4 years old. The average registered 
investment company account is 14 years old, having been founded in 
1956. Fifty-six percent of all registered investment company accounts 
were started in 1960 or later, with 34 percent having been started be
tween 1967 and 1969. Ninety percent of nonregistered investment com
pany accounts (for the most part offshore funds and hedge funds) 
were started between 1960 and 1969, in an accelerating pace toward the 
later years. 

The average advisory account contained $2.6 million as of Septem
ber 30, 1969. The largest account category was that of registered 
investment companies, whose average account contained $173.8 mil-. 
lion of assets. The smallest account category was individual and per
sonal trusts which contained, on the average, $0.6 million of assets. 
Approximately 48 percent of all registered investment company ac
counts had in excess of $50 million of assets; 9 percent had assets in 
excess of $500 million. 

The asset structure of the average advisory account at June 30,1969, 
was composed of 8 perc~nt cash and short-term debt securities, 10 
percent nonconvertible debt and preferred stock, 4 percent convertible 
debt and preferred stock, 77 percent common stock, and 1 percent 
invested in other portfolios (such as mutual funds) advised by the ad
viser. Approximately two-thirds of all registered investment company 
accounts held more than 70 percent of assets in the form of common 
stock, and approximately 53 percent of all nonregistered investment 
company accounts held 'more than 80 percent of assets in the form 
of common stock. 

The adviser was asked to indicate whether the investment objective 
for each advisory account was either: (1) maximal capital gains, (2) 
growth; (3) growth/income; or (4) income. The typical advisory 
account was reported to have a growth/income oriented investment 
objective. Registered investment companies tend to have more growth 
oriented objectives. Fifty-six 1?ercent of registered investment com
pany accounts have either maXImal capital gain or growth objectives. 

Registered investment companies allow their advisers the greatest 
degree of investment discretIOn, with 75 percent indicating the ad
viser had sole investment authority. Institutional and corporate ac
counts were typically advised on a nondiscretionary basis. 

It appears that the adviser places account portfolio orders for virtu
ally all registered investment company clients. For other types of ac
counts, the adviser typically places a lower percentage of such orders, 

For the Study's sample as a whole, approximately 65 percent of 
brokerage business associated with advisory account securities trans
actions was designated by the clients or was beyond the control of the 
adviser due to the fact that he did not place orders for the purchase 
and sale of securities, For registered investment companies the situa
t ion is the reverse. In 65 percent of these cases, the adviser was free 
to allocate all of the brokerage business. 
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a. Common stock turnover rate 
The turnover rate for the comm~m stock portion of the typical 

advisory account was found to be 21 percent per year. This varies 
substantially by type of advisory account. Registered investment com
panies had an average turnover rate of 57 percent. The typical insti
tutional and corporate account had a turnover rate of 23 percent while 
the average individual and personal trust account had a turnover rate 
of 20 percent. 

Through the analytical tool of regression analysis, the Study was 
able to ascertain the effect of various factors on account turnover rates, 
while holding other factors constant. Thus it appeared that, other 
things being equal: (1) older accounts typically have lower turnover 
rates; (2) accounts with more aggressive investment objectives expe
rience higher turnover; (3) accounts where the adviser has sole au
thority to make portfolio changes tend to turn over more rapidly than 
accounts for which the adviser has limited or no discretionary author
ity; (4-) accounts of clients in high tax brackets have lower turnover 
rates; (5) accounts which are advised by advisory affiliates of firms 
doing a brokerage business tend to be turned over somewhat more 
rapidly than accounts advised by advisers not so affiliated; and (6) 
accounts advised in fund complexes tend to have substantially higher 
turnover rates. 

3. Competition for Accounts-New and Terminated Accounts 
The average annual rate at which advisory clients move their 

accounts is approximately 16 percent per year. Employee benefit. 
accounts show a higher than average mobility rate. Most advisers 
profess to be una. ware of the previous advisory relationships of their 
new accounts. A substantial proportion of advisory accounts whose 
previous adviser was identified came from bank advisers. Advisers 
also claim to be largely unaware of the advisory status of their termi
nated accounts. Of the accounts for which designation was made, 
the most prominent successor category is another investment advisory 
firm. 

Large advisory firms are more likely to have minimum asset and 
minimum fee requirements for new accounts than small firms. The 
data indi-cate that fund complexes have higher minimum asset and 
minimum fee requirements for their nonfund clients than do nonfund 
complexes. 

Only approximately 2 percent of the respondents to the Study's 
questionna'ire considered advertising to be very important in obtain
ing new accounts or additional moneys for existing accounts in 1964-
and 1961). More than half said that it was so unimportant that it was 
never used. Direct mail promotional literature is less frequently used 
than advertising. Since these types of promotional methods are among 
the lowest cost promotional devices used by American business, the 
reasons for this lack of usage may be regulatory constraints. 

4-. Advisory Fees 

This section presents an analysis of the advisory fees charged by 
advisers to their various types of clients. The advisory fee ratio was 
computed by dividing the 1969 IHidvisory fee by the total account assets 
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as of September 30, 1969, and expressing the result as a percentage. 
By dividing the total fees by the total assets for the account types, a 
dollar weighted average of fee ratios was obtained. . 

The average fee ratio for the total number of accounts was 0.46 
percent of assets. On a dollar weighted basis the ratio is 0.28 percent 
of assets. The same ratios for registered investment companies werc 
0.45 percent and 0.39 percent of assets. The average advisory fee ratios 
for registered investment companies showed the strongest central 
grouping, with 54 percent of funds with fee ratios between 0.4 percent 
and 0.6 percent of assets. Individual and personal trust account fee 
ratios were also highly concentrated, with 43 percent of accounts with 
fee ratios between 0.4 percent and 0.6 percent of assets. 

For 78 percent of all advisory accounts the adviser was compensated 
through an advisory fee which was based on a percentage of the assets 
under advisement. A further 17 percent of accounts compensated the 
adviser through either a flat fee which did not depend on annual varia
tion in account size and/or activity, or a combination of a flat fce 
and a fee based on a percentage of assets. For registered investment 
companies, 73 percent of advisory contracts provided for a l?ercentage 
of assets advised type of fee. A further 17 percent of regIstered in
vestment companies had incentive fee arrangements, of which the 
majority were based on the performance of the fund relative to a 
market index. 

With respect to the relationship of fee ratio to account size, it ap
pears that economies of scale exist for all types of accounts, and that 
some savings are passed along to the investor via lower advisory fees 
for large accounts. The results show, however, that substantially 
greater reductions in fee ratios exist for individual and institutional 
and corporate accounts than for investment company accounts. It also 
appears that the average fee ratios for institutional and corporate ac
counts are higher than for individual and personal trust accounts. 

The Study employed regression analysis to analyze the impact of 
certain explanatory factors on advisory fee ratios. The analysis in
dicated that, other things being equal: (1) the newer an account, the 
higher the fee ratio; (2) accounts with more frequent valuations in
volve a higher level of fee ratio; (3) an increase in the asset size of the 
account is associated with a decrease in the average fee ratio; (4) more 
aggressive investment objectives are associated with higher advisory 
fee ratios; (5) nondiscretionary accounts have lower advisory fee 
ratios than accounts which are fully discretionary; (6) higher tax 
bracket clients are charged higher fee ratios; (7) accounts advised in 
a complex which is associated with a broker-dealer have lower advis
ory fee ratios than accounts not so advised; (8) accounts where the 
adviser places purchase and sell orders most or all of the time have 
higher advisory fee ratios; (9) accounts in which the client does not 
designate brokerage tend to pay higher fee ratios; (10) accounts man
aged in fund complexes tend to pay higher advisory fee ratios than ac
counts in nonfund complexes; (11) turnover of the common stock por
tion of the account's portfolio is associated with' higher fee ratios for 
all classes of accounts except investment companies, for which the op
posite effect is observed. 
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5. Economic Structure of the Advisory Industry 

This section presents an analysis of the economic structure of the 
advisory industry. The topics for analysis include operating revenues, 
operating expenses, advisory personnel and the profitability of firms 
in the advisory industry. The respondent group is composed of a ran
dom sample of 64 large advisory firms and a random sample of 65 
small firms. 

Operating revenue is composed of the following items: (1) manage
ment fees from advisory accounts; (2) subscriptions and other revenue 
from publications; (3) commissions and give-ups by advisory client 
securities transactions; (4) net distribution revenue from principal 
underwriting functions of the adviser and affiliates; and (5) other 
nwenue. The average large advisory firm had $2.4 million of revenue 
in 1964 and $3.2 million in 1968. In both years approximately 60 per
cent of total revenues ,,'ere obtained from advisory fees, of which two
thirds resulted from registered investment companies. Eight percent 
of revenues resulted from publications. Brokerage commissIOns on 
advisory client transactions amounted to 5 percent of total revenue in 
1964 and 12 percent in 1968. 

For small advisory firms, the average revenues amounted to $129,000 
in fiscal 1964 and $279,000 in 1968. Whereas 72 percent of revenue 
resulted from advisory fees in 1964, only 48 percent came from this 
source in 1968. Revenues from brokerage commissions increased sub
stantially, from 14 percent of revenue in 11)64 to 37 percent in 1968. 
'Whereas two-thirds of the advisory fees 'of large firms resulted from 
registered investment companies, approximately 85 percent of advi
sory fees for small firms resulted from individual and personal trust 
accounts. 

Twenty-four advisory firms reported receiving mutual fund under
writing revenues during 11)68. Expressed as a percentage of mutual 
fund sales for these 24 firms during the year, net underwriting 
revenues averaged 1.01) percent of fund sales for the 24 firms. 

For the 32 broker-dealer affiliated advisers who reported brokerage 
commissions on client transactions, the average unweighted percentage 
of total 11)68 revenue represented by this source was 51 percent. 

The total expense data for large advisory firms indicate that an 
~t\"erage firm in the sample had $1.7 million of expenses (before taxes) 
in 11)64, and $2.4 million in 1968. The largest single expense category 
is employee compensation, which amounted to 68 percent of total ex
penses in 1!Hi4 and 61 pei'cent in 1968. The total expense data for small 
advisory firms is similar. Employee compensation was the major ex
pense, amounting to 61) percent of expenses in 11)64 and 63 percent in 
11)68. The total expenses for an average small advisory firm was 
$98,000 in 1964 and $222,000 in 1968. 

Regression analysis ,,'as used to examine the statistical relationship 
between total expenses and total advisory assets. The regression results 
indicated that, on average, a 1-percent increase in advisory assets dur
ing 1968 was associated with a 0.69-percent increase in expenses. Simul
taneously, as the proportion of registered investment companies in the 
total advisory assets increased, expenses increased. A 1-percent in-
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crease in the proportion of registered investment companies was as· 
sociated with a 0.0079-percent in,crease in total expenses. 

An average large advisory firm had 76J) full-time equivalent per
sonnel in 1964 and 103.3 full-time equivalents in 1969, while an aver
age small firm had 10.5 full-time equivalents in 1964 and 12.0 in 1969. 
The Study's data indicate that typically one-half of the employees 
(persons other than proprietors, partners 01' officers) are clerical 
employees. 

A sample of 60 advisers for 1964 had total advisory assets of $15.4 
billion, total revenues of $97.2 million and total expenses of $59.7 mil
lion. The profit before Federal taxes for these firms was $37.5 million, 
which was 0.23 percent of total 1964 advisory assets, and 39 percent of 
1964 revenues. The profit ratios increased with the size of the invest
ment firm. Advisers with less than $100 million of advisory assets 
earned 0.148 percent of such assets; advisers with more than $750 mil
lion of advisory assets earned 0.281 percent. 

In 1968 there were 90 advisers in the sample. These firms accounted 
for $40.7 billion of advisory assets, $170.3 million of revenues, $114.6 
million of expenses and $55.6 million of profits. The profit figure rep
resented 0.137 percent of advisory assets or 33 percent of total advisory 
revenues. 

For 27 advisers in 1964 and 38 advisers in 1968 with separate invest
ment company expense data, the profit ratios were 0.36 percent of in
vestment company assets in 1964 and 0.21 percent in 1968. These figures 
are based on $9.3 billion of assets in 1964 and $17.6 billion in 1968. 
These advisers also advised $4.3 billion of other accounts in 1964 and 
$10.7 billion in 1968. The profit ratios for those other advisory assets 
were 0.04 percent in 1964 and 0.11 percent in 1968. During each of the 
years the results for investment companies indicated a trend toward 
higher profit ratios for larger advisory complexes. This trend did not 
exist for other accounts advised in these complexes. 

6. Performance Fees 

The use of performance fees to reward investment company advisers 
is now commonplace. This is a relatively recent development. Per
formance fees have been criticized on the grounds that they are a one
way street to higher fees, that they encourage speculation, and that 
they create severe conflict-of-interest problems within an advisory 
complex. On the other hand, performance fees have been defended on 
the grounds that they allow sophisticated clients additional degrees 
of freedom in negotiating fee arrangements with advisers, permit 
superior advisers to obtain additional compensation, and permit profit
able operation of smaller economic units which do not have access to 
large efficient sales organizations. -

Performance fee arrangements typically fall into two general cate
gories: (1) fee -baSis related to the performance of a market index; 
or (2) a fee based solely on the performance of the fund itself without 
reference to the performance of any index. In the latter case the ad
visory fee is typically based on a percentage of the net unrealized 
capital gains, or net realized capital gains, or dividend and interest 
income. As of June 30, 1969, at least 137 investment companies had 
performance fee arrangements in effect or proposed. Six were closed
end companies. Of the remaining 131 funds, the fees of 120 were 
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related to the performance of market indexes. Funds are continuing 
to use performance-based incentive fee arrangements and the same 
indexes as performance standards. 

The Investment Company Amendments Act of 1970, Public Law 
No. 91-547 (December 14, 1970), reflects Commission recommenda
tions concerning performance fees growing out of numerous studies 
conducted bY' and for the Commission. The Amendments Act amends 
the Investment Advisers Act to require registration of investment 
advisers whose only clients are investment companies, and it pro
hibits registered advisers from charging performance fees to invest
ment companies unless such fees increase and decrease proportion
ately i'n relation to an appropriate index of securities prices or other 
measure of performance as the Commission may specify. It also per
mits a registered investment adviser to charge any other person a 
performance fee, but only under specified conditions. These provisions 
will become effective on December 14, 1971. 

Existing incentive fee arrangements provide an incentive to the 
adviser to invest his client's funds in securities having high volatility, 
even though such action may not be consistent with the investment 
objectives of the account. The absence of disclosure by an adviser to 
his clients about the volatility of portfolios under management ag
gravates this problem. This section suggests a possible method for 
measuring investment volatility and performance which would both 
provide a basis for such disclosure and, in addition, reduce incentives 
on the part of an adviser to expose his client's funds to excessive risk. 
The method requires as an initial step the construction of. a stand
a.rd portfolio having the same volatility as that displayed on the 
average by the fund for the per,iod being evaluated. The fund mana
ger would be entitled to a performance fee only if the average gross 
yield produced under his management, net of an expenses, exceeded 
the rate of return displayed by the unmanaged st.andard portfolio 
having equal volatility. Rates of return on fund shares and the com
parison portfolio would oe computed in identical fashion and include 
all distributions made on both portfolios. The incentive fee would 
increase and decrease proportionately for superior or inferior per
formance rel~tive to the standard portfolio.1S3 Relatively small or 
random changes in return should not trigger large, discreet changes 
in fee ratios. The interval of time over which performance is measured 
should be sufficiently long to insure that accurate measures of fund 
volatilit.y and adviser performance can be obtained. 

While this suggest.ed method focuses on incentive fee arrangements 
bet.ween advisers and their clients, another area involves procedures 
used by advisers to compensate portfolio managers. If portfolio man
ager's are compen&'tted on an incentive basis, the considerations dis
cussed above would be equally applicable to these arrangements. 

7. Organization of Advisory Firms for Investment Decisionmaking 

For small fund complexes t.he management of t.he advisory firm is, 
in effect, the portfolio manager. For large fund complexes the'decision
making tends to be more decentralized. An investment committee of 
the senior management of the firm t.ypic!tlly generates either an ap-

183 Where the possibility of negative fees exists, special considerations concerning reserves 
and refunding are applicable. 
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proved list of securities or general policy with respect to investment 
decision making. The portfolio managers then, with authority ranging 
from complete to limited, implement policies for their mutual funds 
and other clients. For nonfund complexes similar differences exist 
between large and small firms. 

Fund complexes tend, on the average, to have more than twice the 
number of securities analysts than nonfund complexes, but only about 
one-half the number of people involved in economic research. On the 
average, non fund complexes tend to have 7.4 portfolio managers per 
firm, while fund complexes, with substantially fewer accounts, tend 
to have 5.8 portfolio managers per firm. 

In both large fund and,large nonfund complexes, portfolio man
agers tend to spend about 75 percent of their time in investment de
cisionmaking and related supervision of portfolios. The percentages 
are smaller for small fund and small nonfund complexes where, as 
might be expected, portfolio managers have a broader range of other 
duties. The typical analyst spends about 24 percent of his time in 
contact with portfolio companies. This percentage is somewhat higher 
for fund complexes than for nonfund complexes, 34 percent as against 
20 percent. 

In the case of account managers, fund complexes tend to have a 
higher proportion of analysts with law or advanced business degrees 
(51 percent) than nonfund complexes (39 percent). The same dif
ferences appear to exist for investment research analysts, where 74 
percent of fund complex analysts had law or advanced degrees in 
business as compared to 47 percent for nonfund complex analysts. 

With respect to security evaluation procedures, the fundamental ap
proach (where emphasis is on analysis and projections of corporate 
earnings) is typically the most important to the average advisory firm, 
with 77 percent of the total Study sample indicating that this ap
proach was very important and always used. Technical approaches 
(which rely particularly on market. action as the essential factor) 
appear only of moderate interest with 63 percent of the total sample 
responding that this approach was either somewhat important but 
not used frequently, or not important and used only rarely. 

The most important source of external information to the securities 
research process appears to be the financial statements of issuers 
which, for all sizes and types of firms in the Study's sample, receive 
the highest importance ranking. Direct contact with security issuers 
ranks ncxt, followed by information received from other research 01'

ganizations and then iilformation purchased from broker-dealers via 
commission dollars. Information purchased from other investment 
advisers on a contractual basis appeared to be relatively unimportant 
for most firms. 

Seventy-eight percent of fund complexes and 62 percent of nOll
fund complexes own or rent an electronic computer either on an in
house or service bureau basis. Large firms tend to be more likely to use 
computers than small firms, 88 percent as against 47 percent. The 
most common function for which the computcr was utilized was aC
count administration, with 50 percent of the responding firms indi
cating this use. This was followed by general administration duties, 
with 39 percent. 
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8. Management of Speculative Funds 

This section provides a description of thc ways in which aggressive 
capital gain oriented funds are managed, and examines differences in 
thc portfolio behavior of two groups of such funds: (1) registered 
opcn end funds which indicated they could engage in certain specula
tive investmcnt techniques ("registered speculative funds") and (2) 
1l1lregistcred privH,te investment partnerships ("hedge funds"). Un
less otherwise indicated, the data arc as of December 31, 1968. On that 
date, the 43 registcred speculativc funds survey cd had total assets of 
approximately $1.7 billion and were 7 percent of the 603 active open 
end funds registered. The 140 hedge funds surveyed had total assets 
of $1.3 billion. 

The registered speculative funds ,,'ere smaller and more-recently 
rcgistered than the average mutual fund. The average size registered 
speculative fund was $39 million and the median sizc was $13.6 mil
hon, while the average size mutual fund was $96 million at December 
:31, 1968. The average hedge fund was $9 million and the median size 
hedge fund was $2.7 million at December 31, 1968. The average age of 
t.he mutual funds which reported to the Study WHS 14 years old as of 
September 30, 1969. More than half of the registered speculative 
funds, 24, were rcgistered in the years 1966-68, and 116 of the 140 
hedge funds were formed in the years 1966-68 (78 in 1968 alone). 

The hedge funds had fewer participants (none as many as 100) but 
they were generally persons of greater means than the shareholders 
of the registered speculative funds. The median number of share-' 
holder accounts for the registered speculative funds was 3,250 and 
the average account size was $3,787. The average account size for 
members of the Investment Company Institute ("ICI") was $5,800 
as of December 31, 1968. 184 

The 35 registered speculative funds in operation throughout 1968 
enjoyed a huge net capital inflow during the year., 105 percent of their 
beginning of the year net assets. For all members of the ICI net capital 
inflow was just over 5 percent of beginning of the year net assets. For 
the hedge funds during 1968 net capital inflow WHS 9 percent of the 
beginning year assets of those hedge funds which "~re in operation 
throughout the year. Total hedge fund Hssets grew very quickly from 
$333 million at yearend 1966 for the 35 hedge funds organized in 1966 
or earlier to $1.3 billion for 140 hedge funds at yeHrend 1968. 

The largest portion of the assets of members of the ICI (84 present) 
of the registered speculati ve funds (74 percent) and of the hedge funds 
(61 percent) were invested in common stocks as of December 31, 1968. 
Oash and cash items accounted for 6 percent of the total assets of 101 
members, 9 percent of the registered speculative funds, and 10 percent 
of the hedge funds total assets. 

The relative totalliHbilities of the hedge funds (which are equal to 
32 percent of total hedge funds assets) were about three times greater 
than the relative total liabilities of the registered speculative funds 
(11 percent of registered speculative funds total assets). Hedge fund 

lSI ~Iutual Fund Fact Book. 1969 (ICI), At year-end 1968. the ICI represented 240 
open end Investment companies, with total assets of almost $52,.7 billion, or about 90 per
cent of thll total assets of all open end investment companies on that date. Throu/!'hout this 
section, data published by the ICI for all 240 members in the 1969 Mutual Fund Fact Book 
will be referred to. 
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borrowings were equal to 15 percent of their total assets, while borrow
ings were only 2 percent of the total assets of the registered speculative 
funds. Short positions accounted for 12 percent of the yearend total 
assets of hedge funds, but only 0.8 percent of the registered speculative 
funds' total assets. The ratios of short sales to total sales of the hedge 
funds were 10 times as high as those of the registered speculative funds 
during the first two quarters of 1968. 

New York Stock Exchange listed common stocks were the largest 
stockholdings of the hedge funds (47 percent) 185 and the registered 
speculative funds (49 percent), while NYSE listed stocks accounted 
for 92 percent of the common stock holdings of registered investment 
companies represented in Table IX-H, as of September 30, 1969.180 

Over-the-counter stocks were the second largest of the common 
stockholdings of the registered speculative funds (29 percent) and 
of the hedge funds (26 percent). The registered speculatIve funds had 
20 percent of their portfolios in American Stock Exchange listed 
stocks and the hedge funds had 25 percent as of December 31,1968. In 
contrast, OTC common stocks accounted for 6 percent of the common 
stock portfolios of a sampling of 37 ICI members for the latter por
tion of 1970. The AMEX listed stocks accounted for 6 percent of the 
portfolios of registered investment companies as of September 30, 
1969, as indicated in Table IX-14. 

For 1968, the annual turnover rate of the hedge funds was 317 per
cent, compared with 143 percent for the registered speculative funds 
and 45 percent for all members of the ICI. 

For fiscal years ending during 1968, the registered speculative funds 
had significantly higher expense ratios and advisory fees than did 
all members of the ICI. The expense ratios of 34 of the registered 
speculative funds for 1968 were 1.16 percent of their 1968 average 
net assets on a dollar weighted basis. Their 1968 advisory fees were 
0.70 perc'ent of their average net assets on this basis. In contrast, the 
ICI claimed expense ratios of 0.46 percent of 'average net assets and 
advisory fees of 0.35 percent on a weighted basis in 1968 for a sample 
group representing 90 percent of the assets of its members. The higher 
expense and advisory fee ratios of the registered speculative funds 
may be explained to a great degree by the higher percentage of per
formance fees among the registered speculative funds. 

By September 30, 1970, the total assets of the 28 hedge funds which 
were largest at December 31, 1968, were almost 70 percent less than 
at yearend 1968, and at least five of the 28, including the one which 
was previously the largest, had either been dissolved or were in the 
process of liquidating. The net assets of the registered speculative 
funds were 40 percent less on .r une 30, 1970, than they were as of year
end 1968. 

9. Size, Growth, and Performance of Registered Investment Companies 

In this section the investment performance of a group of open end 
registered investment companies is examined. For each fund being 
evaluated, a standard portfolio having the same average market vola-

1Sli Throughout this section the 28 largest h~dge funds, with aAsets accounting for 82 
perc~nt of the assets of hpdge fundA sUr'l'e~'ed, wl11 be rpferred to, However, Information on 
mark~t listing was available for only 27 of the largeRt hedge funds, 

186 Table IX-14 also indlpntes that 96 percent of the common stock portfolios of aU Insti
tutions were Invested In NYSE listed stockA, 
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tility is constructed for purposes of comparison, as described in section 
F. The difference between the rate of return realized by the fund and 
the rate of. return realized by the standard portfolio is the basic meas
ure of performance used in this section. Another important measure 
computed for each fund is the degree of diversification, defined as a 
percentage of variation in monthly rates of return for the fund which 
can be accounted for by movements in the market itself, in this case by 
rates of return on the Standard & Poor's 500 stock index. 

The sample' of mutual funds examined consists of 236 companies, 
of which 125 had complete investment return data over the 10-year 
evaluation period. As of June 1965, the total net assets of these 236 
funds was $36 billion, which represented approximately 90 percent of 
industry assets at that time. 

Performance measures for the 10-year period 1960-69 indicate that 
the funds, on the average, outperformed the volatility adjusted per
for?1ance standards. In a typical month during the 10-year evaluation 
perIOd, the average funds had total returns 0.05 percent greater than 
returns on standard portfolios of equivalent volatility. During the first 
5-year period the funds as a group had lower average returns than the 
standard portfolios. The situation is reversed during the 1965-69 pe
riod, during which the funds tended, on average, to outperform the 
standard portfolios. During the 1960-64 period, low volatility funds 
consistently outperformed standard unmanaged portfolios having 
equal volatilities, while higher volatility funds did not. During the 
period 1965-69, the reverse was true, with higher volatility funds out-
performing the standard portfolios. . 

Diversification measures indicate that approximately 60 percent of 
the variation in monthly fund-returns can be explained by movements 
in the market index (as opposed to 100 percent, by definition, for the 
performance standard). 

The Study also examined the question of whether a significant 
portion of differences in risk-adjusted, market-related fund perform
ance statistics can be explained by systematic differences in one or 
more of nine specified variables.187 In preparing the data for regression 
analysis, two approaches were used. The first approach was to treat 
each fund-month observation as iJ,n independent observation. The 
second approach was to average the data for each fund before con
ducting the analysis. 

In general, the analysis showed that even jointly the variables had 
little ability to explain variations in fund performance. Virtually 
none of the variations was explained in the fund-month case, while 
10 percent was explained in the fund-average regression. N everthe
less, some observations can be made. 

Both performance-averaging methods indicated a significantly 
negative relationship between portfolio turnover and performance. 
The data indicate that, on the average, a 10 percentage point increase 
in turnover rate would have reduced fund performance in the fund
average case by approximately 0.05 percent per month and by ap
proximately 0.02 percent in the fund-month analysis. The second ob-

187 The variable are: (1) volatility adjusted performance; (2) fund turnover; (3) total 
nl't asset value of the fund: (4) total advisory complex assl'ts: (5) monthly cash or noncash 
Inflows to the fund: (6) net sales of f"nd shnres: (7) volatility of the fund relative to a 
market Index; (8) performance fee; and (9) sales load. 
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servation is the lack of a significant relationship between either fund 
size or advisory complex size and fund performance. The remaining 
variables appear to have little influence on fund performance. Thus, 
the results suggest that funds having performance fees do not per
form significantly differently from funds without such fees. Also, the 
results suggest that there is no appreciable difference between the 
performance of funds which charge sales loads and those "hich do not. 

Mutual fund turnover statistics are next examined. It is possible 
here to account for a substantial portion of variations in turnover as 
a function of the variables used in the analysis. Approximately 40 
percent of the variation in fund turnover can be explained by the 
variables, primarily by performance, fund sales and volatility. Fund 
size and complex size both are significantly and negatively related to 
portfolio turnover. The relationship between turnover and mutual 
fund sales is positive and statistically significant in all equations. The 
data indicate that a one percentage point increase in fund sales as a 
percentage of net. assets is, on average, associated with a 3.5 percentage 
point increase in fund turnover. 

10. Preferential Treatment in the Management of Different Types of 
Accounts-The Problem of Conflicts of Interest 

This section discusses the stated policies of 106 investment advisers 
regarding allocation of purchases and sales of a particular security 
between accounts and regarding allocation of securities which may 
be unusually attractive investments at the time. The section also ex
amines statistically the relationship between the allocation of certain 
new issues and the turnover rates and investment objectives of the 
different accounts managed by a sample of 32 advisory firms. 

The 106 advisers answered a request by the Study to describe "any 
policy of the Investment Adviser governing ,bhe allocation of pur
chase or sale transactions among various client accounts where an 
acquisition or disposal program requires a period of days or weeks 
to complete; for example, in a purchase program, how is it determined 
which accounts will receive which day's purchases and at what price?" 

Thirty-four advisers stated that they had no allocation policy. Of 
the remaining 72 respondents, 27 prorated the amounts actually pur
chased or sold during a particular period on the basis of the relative 
size of the purchase or sale requests of their clients or portfolio man
agers or on the basis of commitments of each account. Ten advisers 
rotated accounts either alphabetically, by branch office, or randomly 
in an effort to achieve long-term equitable treatment. Twenty-four 
advisers, most of whom stated they intended to give fair treatment, 
provided no basis for such allocations. 

Eleven advisers indicated that their policy was to give priority or 
preferential treatment to particular types of accounts. Nine of these 
said they gave priority in executing orders to discretionary accounts, 
and the other two gave preferential treatment to registered investment 
companies. 

The same lOI? investme~t advisers also replied to a request by the 
Study to "descrIbe any polIcy followed by the Investment Adviser gov-
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erning the allocation of limited quantities of economically attractive 
securities among various clients with similar investment objectives; 
for example, new stock issues. (A 'new stock issue' is defined as an 
initial offeril1g of the stock of a company which previously had no 
publicly traded stock.)" 

Sixty-one of the 106 respondents stated that they had no allocation 
policy in this area. The ex:planation given overwhelmingly was that 
these particular advisers dId not purchase new or limited quantity 
stock issues. The remainder of the advisers responding indicated that 
they did have a policy with respect to the allocation of limited quan
tities of economically attractive securities. Eighteen said that they 
allocated such securities proportionately, either according to the size of 
the order placed or the assets of the account. Eight stated they allo
cated new issues an9- limited quantities of stock on some form of rota
tional basis between their accounts. Six advisers indicated that they 
divided new issues or limited quantities of securities equally among 
the accounts for which such purchases were appropriate. Seven ad
visers stated that they had adopted preferential policies concerning 
allocations of limited quantities of economically attractive securities. 
A few of these favored clients on a first come, first served basis, while 
others acknowledged a tendency to favor accounts which performed 
relatively poorly in the past, or accounts which were smaller. Finally, 
six advisers stated without explanation that they simply had a policy 
of allocating "on a fair and equitable basis." 

The new issue data collected by the Study on the allocation of 84 
new issues among 82 advisory firms was used to examine the relation
ship between new issue allocations and the size, turnover rates, and 
investment objectives of the accounts in these firms. The 82 advisers in
cluded in this analysis obtained approximately 80 percent of the total 
market value of the 84 new issues received by all investment advisers. 

The average ratio of new issues to common stockholdings is 0.35 
percent for registered investment companies; 0.23 percent for indi
viduals and personal trusts; 1.41 percent for nonregistered investment 
companies; and 0.77 percent for the adviser's own portfolio.188 

"When common stockholdings are replaced by a measure of common 
stock tUl·llover.189 the data show that registered investment companies 
recei ved 0.:')8 percent of activity individual and personal trusts ac
cOllnts 0.fl6 percent (nonregistered investment companies 0.46 percent) 
and adviser's own portfolios 12.26 percent. 

The qnestion of preferential treatment also requires consideration 
of account investment objectives. For some classes of accounts the in
"estment objective may well be such that the adviser would consider 
allocation of relatively speculat.ive new issues to these accounts as 
inappropriate. Thus, in making comparisons among allocations to 
various account categories. an attempt is made to adjust for differ
ences in investment objectives. 

The Study's data show that on the basis of both holdings and turn
over, individuals and personal trusts, nonregistered investment com-

1811 All flgurps for "adviser'. own portfolio" result from only two of eight advisory firms 
with "own portfolio" transaction •. 1,.. Common stock turnover Is defined as the COmmon stockholding as of June 30, 1969, 
multiplied by the average turnover rate for accounts of that type within each advisory firm. 
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panies, and the adviser's own portfolio received substantially more 
than their proportionate share of new issues. Nonregistered invest
ment companies and the adviser's own portfolio had, on the average, 
the most aggressive investment objectives while individuals and per
sonal tmsts had investment objectives that were close to the group 
average. 

Registered investment companies, which received 81 percent of the 
new issues, held 74 percent of the common stock and had 87 percent of 
the commOn stock turnover, and thus appeared to receive their propor
tionate share of new issues. However, the investment objectives of reg
istered investment companies were more aggressive than those for in
dividuals and personal trusts, which appeared to receive more than 
their proportionate share of new issues. 

These 'results should be considered tentative in light of the limita
tions in the data used for the analysis. Moreover, interpretation of the 
data is complicated by the existence of two types of potential new issue 
allocation favoritism. One results from preferential treatment of par
ticular types of advisory firms (such as hedge funds) by new issue un
derwriters. The second would result from favoritism in the allocation 
of new issues obtained by an advisory complex to accounts within the 
complex. Additional analysis would be required to separate these two 
factors. 

APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTION OF INVESTMENT ADVISER ACOOUNT QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENT 
GROUPS 

This R'ppendix describes the respondent groups for the questionnaires that were 
designed explicitly for data collection from the advisory industry. The data 
collection process was structured on four levels, 

First, a population survey questionnaire to secure preliminary data about the 
investment advisory industry (1-5). 

Second, an advisory firm intrinsics questionnaire to obtain aggregated data 
about the activity of and affiliations of a sample of advisory firms (1-65). 

Third, an account survey questionnaire to obtain information on the in
dividual accounts managed by a sample of advisory firms (I-H). 

Fourth, a detailed account questionnaire to obtain in del)th information from 
a specific class of accounts, namely investment companies (registered and non
registered) . 

Each of the questionnaires and respondent groups will now be briefly described; 
Form 1-5: Investment Adviser's Accounts Questionnaire 

This questionnaire was designed to obtain basic data on the population of 
advisory firms. This questionnaire was necessitated by the lack of alternative 
data on the sizes and activities of advisory firms. Form 1-5 was sent to approxi
mately 1800 firms. This total consisted of 1450 firms registered under the lWO 
Investment Advisors Act as of December 31, 1968 and 350 non-registered ad
visers. The registered firms selected were those that indicated discretionary 
accounts on their registration statements.'OO 

100 The exLstence of discretionary accounts was Indicated by an' affirmative response to 
.questlon 21 of the Adviser's Registration Form-Form Adv., revised 9-1-68. 
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The latter group of firms was primarily composed of mutual fund managers 
plus 20 large investment partnerships. FroIIl the 1800 questionnaires, responses 
were obtained to 1450. The 350 non-respondents represented firms who were 
either inactive or out of business as of the response date (June 30,10(9). 

The data collected on form 1-5 consisted of the total number of disretionary 
and non-discretionary accounts in each of several specified account categories. The 
total dollar amounts of assets and common stock in each one of these categories 
were reported. 

Form 1-65: Investment Adviser Intrfnsics Questionnaire 
The pnrpo,se of this questionnaire was to obtain data for analysis of industry 

growth, methods of competition for new funds, investment decision procedures 
and the underlying economic structure of the advisory industry. Form 1-65 was 
sent out to a sample of 130 investment advisers. The sample was selected on the 
basis of responses to form 1-5. Sixty-five of .the firms were a random sample of 
large advisers with total adVisory assets of more than 100 million dollars as of 
June 30, 1969. The remainder of the sample was a random sample of small 
advisory firms. 

Form 1-14: Investment Adviser Survey-Account Description 
Form 1-14 was designed to provide data for an intensive analysis of the type 

and characteristics of accounts managed by advisory firms. Twenty data items 
were requested for each account advised by firms in the 1-14 sample. The ques
tionnaire was sent to 157 advisers. This number was made up of a random 
samille of 100 firms with advisory assets over 100 million dollars and 57 firms 
with June 30, 1969 assets less than 100 million dollars. 

INVESTMENT OOMPANY ACCOUNT QUESTIONNAIRE pACKAGE 

This package consisted of a series of questionnaires (1-20,1-21,1-22,)-24,1-25, 
1-26, 1-63). The purpose of this series was to obtain more detailed information 
about the investment company clients of advisory firms. One hundred and thirty
five questionnaire packages were sent out, with the following division between 
types of registered investment companies: 

Registered Investment CompanieSo----1open end, 37. 
RegisterE'd Investment Companies--closed end, 34. 
Investment partnerships (hedg-e funds). 29. 
Offshore Investment ComllUnies-publicly offered (offshore mutual 

funds), 15. 
Offshore Investment Companies-privately offered (offshore hedge funds), 

19. 
For each type of investment company the samples were stratified to provide 

a wide range of account and adviser sizes. The account package was used for 
analysis of aggregate asset and liability holdings, investment performance and 
portfolio turnover. 

ApPENDIX B 

STATISTICAL SUMMARIES FROM FORM 1-14 

The following table contains means, standard deviations and simple correla
tion coefficients for selected items from. the 1-14 questionnaire. The following 
provides a description of the variables and where scaling has been used, the values 
assigned to particular responses are described. 
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Description of Variable 

Natural logarithm of age of account in 
years 

YEAR: Loge [Age in YEARS] 

Natural Logarithm of valuation 
ft"equency 
frequency " Assign Valuation frequency 

Nonthly or more 
frequently 

Quarterly 

Semi Annually 

Annually 

Less frequently 
than annually 

0.5 

3.0 

6.0 

12.0 

24.0 

Natural Logarithm of Total account 
asset 

Asset::. Log [Total assets in $ millions] 
e 

Percent of total assets invested in 
cash and marketable securities 

Percent of total assets invested in non
convertible debt of preferred stock 



CONV 

COMM 

POOL 

OBJT 

TAX 

BR.D 

TRAD 

53-940 0 - 71 - pt. 2 -- 17 
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Percent of total assets invested in -
cqnvertible debt and preferred sto~k 

Percent of total assets invested in 
common stock 

Percent of total assets invested in 
~ooled accounts managed by Adviser . 

Investment objective 

OBJECTIVE CODE 

Naximal Capital Gain (Capital 
appreciation is the sole objec
tive and high risks will be ta
ken to achieve it.) 

'Growth (Primary objective is cap
ital appreciation, but character
ized by less willingness to bear 
high risk and a higher degree of 
price stability than maximal cap
ital gain.) 

GrO\~thlIncome (Combined objective 
of capital appreCiation and cur
rent income.) 

Income (Primary objective is to 
provide as liberal a current in
come as possible.) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Federal tax bracket on ordinary income 
to which beneficial owner is subject 

Tax Bracket 

Tax exempt 
Less than 30% 
30% - 50% 
Greater than 50% 

Assigned Value 

o 
15% 
40% 
60% 

Broker-dealer affiliation of adviser. 
BR.D. ~ 1 if principal bUSiness of 
Advisory firm is as broker-dealer; 
o otherwise 

Variable Describing extent to which the 
adViser trades for the account 
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Trading Description 
Assigned 

Code 

Adviser trades more than 
50% of time 2 

• Adviser trades sometime but 
less than 50% 

Adviser does not trade . o 

Percentage of Account Brokerage which 
can be allocated by the Adviser. 

Assign 
Designation Status Value 

Brokerage commissions or port
folio transactions are not 
designated by client. 100% 

Some, but less than 15'7. of the 
brokerage commissions on port-
folio transactions arc designa-
ted (subject to variations nece
ssary to achieve best execution). 92% 

At least 15%, but not more than 
85% of the brokerage commissions 
on portfolio transactions are 
designated (subject to varia
tions necessary to achieve best 
execution). 50% 

More than 85% of the brokerage 
commissions on portfolio trans
actions are designated (subject 
to variations necessary to 
achieve best execution). .7% 

Adviser does not trade for 
account 0% 

Natural Logarithm of total assets ad
vised by account adviser 

SIZE = Loge [Advisory firm size 
in $millions] 

Percentage of total advisory assets 
represent by mutual fund assets 

P. ~G -:::. rNutual Fund Assets l If 100% 
LTotal Advisory AssetsJ 
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F~nd Complex Variable 

FUND ~ 1 if more than 1/3 of advisory 
assets are represented by mutual funds 
(i.e. if P.RG ~ 33%) 

Fee ratio for Account 

Fee ~ If\dvisory Fee for 9/68-9/691 
~otal Accounts assets 9/6~ 

Variable measuring account turnover 
rate during 9/68-9/69 period 

Annual Turnover Rate 

o -
10%-
50%
Over 

10% 
50% 

100% 
100% 

Assigned 
Value 

5% 
30% 
75% 

150% 
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"" 
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n 
"HNS---0-:iS4D:!'-'f'i7u. --0-;;;3°-:0-:-0-9----o:T"5--O:-345Z:T8 31.3 7-1-.-7°5-3"73°nT:S90. 06 0.2-" 2.47 11.11 3(\-_-A413·:-?-O-'i-n:-51---~ 

--ST :OEVS 0.45 14'0?}_Q..44 0.50 0.29 0.36 0.48 41.63- 86.68 11.83-16.11 23:45 -0.24 --0:46---2;-19- 2:06 42.31 18.20 39.2'!. 
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YEAR 0.00 1.00 

F.IA -0;23 0.08 1.Q~ 

--":80---- --=0.21 0.27 0.29 1.00 

_E.._BK_o ___ -0.19 __ -0.11 0.05 _-0.16 1.00 
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2,C.cOUNT CATEGORYO 1-65 'CORREL_TI ON 'ANAL YSIS-FOR 196;'-- ,----- -----::-::-===_~~~~_'~~_==_-_==',7:",: __ , " 
CORRELATION ANALYSIS 37 VARIABLES 68 OBSERVATIONS ---- - ----- -- ------------_. 

--------------_._----------"---_. 
_VARIABlES fukH YEAR F.IA f.80 F.BK 
,_A STH-----O:-Z 9-:'o;f6-o:1zo.3i-0:'lZ 

F.IN F.IC R.IA R.AD 

0.50 0.37 -0.16 -0.11 
R.BK R.IN R.OT BaRR CUS! 
0:15---0:-34-0;06=0.17 -0.32 

CaMP ASST ASIM 

n.26 0:371:'00 
ASIC ASI! 

_~,S" ____ .::0.'~~_7,0,05,_~O~1 -0.00 -0.15 ~9.04 -0.02, O.IQ. .,0.17 -0.00 -O,12,.:-~,24 0.15 0.24 -O.~I 0.20 -0.3J1_'._QO, ________ _ 

-is(,---' 0.35 0;06 -o.oa -0.28'-0.02 -0.47--0.35 0.14 n:ci5>~.!5 ,::,0,:2,? 0.n),_O,.!5,."Q •. ;1?~.2,5" -,0.41 -0.85 0.03 I.rn 
ASS>! -0.29 -0.26'-o:iO-·0-:i9'O.i"S--O·.47-O:-;''C"7o:-iJ-'O~09'' 0.14 '0.24 '-,.06 -0.14 ~).27· '0.40 0.59 0.83 -C.IS '-0.78' 

ASSO 0.25 -0.21 0.06 -0.20 0.01 -0.30 -0.17 0.28 0.07 0.05 -0.42 -0.11 0;08 0.30 0.06 0.32 -0.55 0.48 0.5! 

REV-T--'---·O'; 20 -o:-~C-0.23'-'0.-12-6 ;:ii-6-.ii-::'O:;Z7-::O;1>S,_",:o. oS-:=O: 04 '_0,07 -0 .1~ _-0.1,4 -=:Q" ~ __ ~,32.._,0_.B..0, _p',~7.,_ 0,n6.:2.2,S,..' _____ _ 

_ !'E.v! __ ~~0.2",~.22 0.12 ,0.2S,_,0.17_9,.!oJ, _0.35_::0,0L.:-0-;,fo _Q,0,9 __ ~,?~_-,0-,-!} =0~.15,~ ,,?~ __ o.47 _ ~.64 0.8o~0-:f3-=n_:_75 _____ _ 

2,~~0"-~'-O:.,~C.:.0 .. ILOill_=_o~,2.!.-Jl •. 9,2-0.29-0.10 0.21 0.0.b"-0.04-0.3s-n.20 0.06 0.27 0.15 0.3S-0.~0 0.46 0.46'-----

ExiiT----:;-Q:;-07 -0,~~_O,.I.s_~.19~.9-::-iL O,,~I 0.26 ,O.ll -0.07 ,-0.OTC:06=O-:09--=O~I' -0.1,~ __ 0-:-:33_:?;:?9 __ ,Q:j9:_:,~:Or:O':29-'-===== 
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:..f.~~ ____ Q.._0_"-.:-!l .• 2L_Q.07,-O.11 __ 0._02_-0.2L-0.17,,::.'O,.0,0,-0 •. 92, __ 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.03 0.19 0.)0 -0.11 0.0'7 n.~7 ______ _ 

PRFO -0.09 0.02 -0.02 -0.09 '0.3S -0.04 -O.ll "'0.05"-0.01 :'0':03 ':'0':02'-0:05 ~0.01 :.'l':OO-0.ii5-5:02-·-0.-06"-0.C ... -'O.1l'-'------
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n =vAiIA8i-E-S---4SIH---ASIO REVT REVH REVO. eXPT EX~LEX_PO PRFT. PRF!4 PRFO PERS r..g~'!.~~Q..L~°:9~~C..L __ !~C_C __ ~V~R-- ----=--=---
" __ ~;"-N? ____ ~.37 __ .8_ •. 7-~-5;&OZ:-74 4':10-5-:56""2.3_,,- __ 2._68 Q.29~();iIT--:(i:Tt;--2-:-Z2Ti. 65 1.40 IB.79 14.23 3.B3 7.34 
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~A~~~.Sp_REVr_f!_~'t'!.._ ?-EV.O EX~T e~PH expo .~RFT PRFM ~~.fQ PERS GROT GROM GRoe' GRot DAce AVER 

= ___ .~ . .90 _______ ~~~-= _________________________ _ 
-O.H 1.00 

-'='-'--____ 0"-~?_'!_'1..!~~h-Q9. 
'"': -R EV~---__:o_; f6-~0'_Uj--Q::6L :_..1;_0'0 

..., ----'-< 0.~7 0.36 -0.15 1.00 

E )CPT 0.55 0.34 0.91 o.,~Jt.....Q~? .'L-!..&Q. 
-, _ ~XPM ______ 0.B3_~0.p _ 0.63 0:84...::.9.1~_ 0'60 _.1.;:0-0 

EXP.O -O.lS 0.56 0.18 -0.14 0.63 0.20 -0.09 ,.00 

PRFT -0.01 -0.04 0.28 -0.06 0.15 0.01 -0.01 0.06 1.00 &3 
CA:I =1''';; .. -----0.07:_·0.20_ 0.15 0.19 0.1 .. 7 ___ Q.16 0.04-':0.'-P -:-9;97 (;09 __ 

PRFO ___ -:..O .07 O.ijb-0:-2'4:.' ':'O:-07-:0;2;;:~' -0:04-::0 ;oj~O-:-flO:9-bO:OO-f:Ob 

PERS O.45_<1..:..!.L..9~~_o_.....Q..U_~_._7_~~5}~15 -o.-"1.~~..?!......!l.!~1.00 

=-c.!'.or------0;.-O_6:_9_:_iJ..:.-::.O_: 29~ ':O-'-O~ :"':0: li::.!l.16,:",::0~-1c.::O:;-O:4--:--:b-;18 0.09-=~~"17": .. 0:-0-4~i::~~~_. __ . ________________________ _ 

_ C!Rq'I _____ 0.4S -0 •. 2_9 .. 0.2"5-:-0-:-45---=-0-:1~_ 0 .• i~0.29_-o:-I-s_:__6:01_ 0.10 .-_0.0-,,--:--0723 _O .•. ~ ______ ._. ____________________ _ 

GROC-- - Q_.J.L.Jl .• .l.L..9 ... 16_Q. • .'l ? __ 0.~~"":'9_.rr.-Q..'!~ --0.~0.03 0.Q~":':9.j1~~3L...Q-"27 ~.1l - 1.00------------· ... 

-i;JiQI. ______ :0:03:-:-.~.05__:;:0:05 o. CO-·-0.o'3- -0-.04 -:'0:'14--0.08 -~o' .-14'0-.-05---0:-13 0.02 -- 0-:~4 0 .•. 00--:::'9 ,}-6~=1::<1.0_. -------- .. -----.---. -
_~ACC ____ _=O. n_ 11..88_ 0.27--=0-:-2T"O".89--=-0~3-4' -0:-19 ":::0. •. 61 0-. --OS--O-.-18 __ 0 • 19 '0.3.1 -0.15_-_o.31 _ 0.10 __ 0.00 1.00 ' . . ----. - - -.~ ----
_AVER~ _____ 0.~2._=Q • .!o? __ Q •• 4~ __ O.71 -0.4S n.37 0.63.-0.33 -o.Os' 0 •. 1<1.7n • .!~_~.3-' -".13 0.34 0.11'-0.11 -o.i..Q 1.00 -.-- '(-r--: --. 
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~ _ I.I.S. Fa,," 1-65 

-ACCOUNT fA TEGORYO ---f':65--CORRELA TlON ANAL .-SI S--FOR--196-9 -- ----------- ------ ---------

1"\ -CbR_RE~_AT I C~>~~L.vil S .31- V-ARlA6L_ES_- lc?L Ojl_SE_~_AT"ihNS 

" ---------

" _'CA.--IA~B(~~=jO~II-~~_Yf.AR_~-~.IA_ ~F .6Q. f.e.K_..f.IN~ _ __"_.JL~!~ _ _'~_,I!L~2:J_"__~L_.!l0RR CUST --COMP ASST ASI II ASIC -A511--- -----

~ _.".E'\NS_ 0.26 '8~-0--;-l6--0~0~0.1l 0.36 52.91_31.21 2.;!.3-----::3-:TiYc5;67i---:-O'os __ p.30 2.1Ll1.36 29--;-8-2-f~~-~-:::42.:·,-t _______ _ 

--S-CoEvs--6:;;-; -i"6-;-S6-0-:-'" 0-:"';'-- -0~19 --0:32- O~i,9--.3:-1T--73:'iI--IO~-6"t- lb. 1; 21;9s- -0-.27--0:'6 -i:-i6-2;-27-'1.43 24.8i 3~.20--- --------

1"\ ------------- ------- ._._- -----------

() ---------- -----_ .. _._- -----------
--V.ARIAflES fOR" YEAR--F ... F.Bo f.eK f.IN f.IC -R.IA R-.eo--R:eK--R:l"N----:<i;or--!ioRR-CUSrCo.PA-ssy--ASI..--.S-lc---'-sff 

} FOR-H-----I:OO------------

YEAR ___ -=-o .. c ... _.a..euv .. _ _ . ___ _ 

f.JA -0._U--=-9_.03 1.00 ------------ ff 
- f,BQ -:..;_o~lIj-0:Oi~_=0.21_::1.0o=--=----=.:.-:----=--____ _ ____________________ ==-.--:-:.-~_ ____ _ __ , __ '_ 

=f:bK-----O.lO -::0. OS 0.18 -0.12_ 1.00 ________________________ , ___ --' _______ _ 

-F::J_N_~ji.22~:O.-lb__:::O.Ol 0.'0 0.19 1.00-- ---

-f--:ic---=-0.31---:::-o.03_ 0.'" -0:27--0.35-;,:33-1.00---------------- ------ -- -- ---------------

y.1A 0.02 _ 0.0"_-0.00 -0.35 __ 0;16 -0.07 _~O.Ol ___ I.OO 

R.Bo 0.16 O.J~..9~'L::Q_.JL_=_9._Q? -0.04 -:9~--'_OO----------- --------------------- ---- -

-1'-,!I~:..==:_0.C7 --O:0-0~:;_0;08-~o:68 --0.05--.:.0.08----=Q:0~_=_0._2~0. oi~oo 

_!<~,1~ ____ ::'O_.12_=0.01 _0.00:...:.6-.23 -0.03 0.54 ___ 0',21_-0.21_ .,.0.08 _~0_.04 1.00 - ------------. _._- --------....------

--e~~u~ O. !!O_ll ,,-l~_9 ._0)1 __ 0. 07 -0.9~_=_0. LQ---.9--'_l~...JL..Q~_I~_Y_.JL=9_, 0_6_",-", 0 I I.Q.O 

.'-UST ___ .Q. 30 ___ 0. 08 0.00 0.18 __ -0 .21--=9._U_--=O.I~Q.._4_4: _~._43 __ (),_22_ -~,IL=~_._q.1 __ 9:'-n_L.9_Q 

-C"OHP---~-0.OC::Ool4 0.26 --0.39 0.07 0.24 0.-19 -0.29 0.25 -0.03 0.11 0.0)- 0.06 0.26 
1.00 ________ ~- ·'-r =--.....:_--

-- -- - .. _- - - - ---- -- -... -- .. .. ........ ..._-Assr-----O-:-16-=O-.-4-b -0:23 - 0;21 O.15--0~28 0"0.26=0.05-':-0.02"-- ~_~_L-~~L..:!...._V~ ___ '!:L.~__=I!_~.Y~ ... O 



_J.I!S. FOI!H.l:-bS,-------. 

-ACCOUNT cnEGORYO . l-b5 COKKfL~t!.9!L~~~lj'_Sl.!J.Q~~9 . -.. - -_ .... 

:J£.R.RELAT!CfIO ,A:'':'L. VSI S lJ ,VAR lAB lES _ _ -' 05~-=- OBS~~E.!...:::·V~~~T.;-;ifi:!!;L=_=.==_=_=.~~~=_~=_::.~~~=_=_=_=.~~::..=_= _===._=. ::' .. 

=~.,lRIAaLE_s. __ FOAM.,_YEAR __ f'.IA _F.BO ,F.BK. F.IN F.IC. ,A.IA. fI..~O R.BK A.IN __ R ... OT_ ~OR,!_ CU~J.-fqHP ___ ~SH,.AS(M_ ~SfC _."S(1---=-=-=== 

_MHNS . 0.28 48 .. 91 0.26 0.38 0 .. 10 0.11 0.:f8-S2~a~33':1rio:-6q----O;-68-O-:1'02":15IT:"j·r2-Q:-e2-(6-:-87-42-:-"1.,.7-----

ST .. OEV$ 0 ... 5 '16.a6---0."" 0.49 0.29- 0.32' 0."9-,,3:-17-73:il-lO~'.ri 16:15· 2l.qa- 0.27 O~"6 -2:-16--2.27 -"1.i1,_24.S7 3Q.20 

-VUI~lES F.Q~ll.Ct.U F.8D F.BIC '.1,.. F.IC R.U'R.BO A.BK 'A.t~ ~.OT- BORR - CUST' C..Q"'P ASH A51o."-='''''-''CC'-=-'''''''-', ____ _ 

ASIM ,-0 .. 2'9 -0.0" 0.12 0;"0-'0.01 0.43 0 .. 40 -0:'27 -n-.I"lO 0-:12 -~.31 0'."4-:"'.(17 -'J.H' ,0.23 :'1.24 1.00 

-;,S1"--- - ~9..!-91_=_Q..9,"__Q.!~_-_0 .. 03 _0.Zl...::Q~.9.1~.J.2 O.lZ O.Ob O.9L=.Q.,dL=Q..Q~--=.9,!~Q1...-2,. !..L..QJ.2_:.Q.!l3-.-l~!)2...-___ · ___ -_ 

ASII 0.37 -O.lb -0.15 -0.27 :",0.07 _,~.35,:-:O,.'!I_,Q. • .14_0_.q2,=0 • .!!~_:9.,?0 __ =9.Q.L_Q~L~;~~Q..,.1,a' -o.?f -0. 70 -O.lIt 1.('I('I'~=-=----=== 
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APPENDIx: C 

STATISTICAL SUMMABIEB OF DATA FROM FORM 1-65 

The following tables contain means, standard deviations and simple correla
tion coefficients for selected items from the 1-65 questionnaire. Two sets of data 
are reported--one primarily based on 1964 data items and the other 1968 data. 
A number of items relating to affiliations, other income and growth rates are 
common to both sets of data. The following provides a description of the variables 
and where scaling hru! been used, the values assigned to particular responses are 
described. 



Form 

Year 

F.IA 

F.BD 

F.BK 

F.IN 

388 

Description of Variable 

Organizational form of Advisory Firm 
Code: 0 IF Corporation 

1 IF Sole proprietorship 
or partnership 

Year firm ente-ed investment advisory busi
ness (Last two digits of year, ego 1964 was 
reported as 64) 

Variable indicating affiliation with other 
Investment Advisory Firms as of September 1969 

Code: 0 No affiliations 
lOne or more affiliations 

Broker-Dealer affiliation as variable 
(code same as above) 

Bank or Trust Company affiliation variable 
(code same as above) 

tnsurance Company (Life or Non-l-lfe) affil,i
ation variable (code same as above) 



F.IC 

R • .IA~ 

R.BD 

R.BK 

R.IN 

R.OT 

BORR 

CUST 

COHP 

389 

(Description of Variable)(cont'd.) 

Registered Investment Company affiliation 
variable (code same as above) 

Percentage of consolidated gross income 
of advisory firm and affiliates for 1968 
that was derived from Investment Advisory 
Services (Stated as percentage, e.g 88) 

Percentage of consolidated gross income 
from Broker-dealer functions 

Percentage of consolidated gross income 
from commercial banking and trust de
partment activities 

Percentage of consolidated gross income 
from insurance functions 

Percentage of consolidate gross income 
from sources other than above 

Variable designating where adviser 
arrange loans for clients for the pur
pose of purchasing securities 

Code: 0 NO ' 
1 YES 

Variable designating where adviser or 
affiliations maintained physical custody 
of securities or funds of clients 

Code: 0 NO 
1 YES 

Variable indicating the number of the 
following activities for which the adviser 
used an ~lectronic computer (in house or 
service bureau facilities) 

Functions: 

(a) Investment research 
(b) Economic research 
(c) Account administration 
(d) Trading administration 
(e) Sales administration 
(f) General administration 

The above items are common to both correlation matrices--the . 
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following items are for year. end 1964 or 1968 as indicated on the table 

headings. Asset figures are presented as natural logarithms of the amount 

stated .in thousands of dollars (where zero amount of Account Type 

assets were 

AS$T· 

AS7.M 

AS%C 

AS%I 

AS$M 

AS$O 

reported, these values were replaced by one thousand dollars) 

Total Advisory Assets 

Percentage of total Advisory assets represent 
log registered investment companies (eg. 24% ~24) 

Percentage of total advisory assets represented 
by institutional and corporate accounts 

Percentage of total advisory assets represented 
by accounts of indiViduals 

Total Registered Investment Company assets 

Total other assets (non-registered' investment 
companies, Institutional and corporate accounts, 
Accounts of Individuals) 

The following revenue and expense items were included as n~tura1 loga

rithms. of the amounts stated in thousands of dollars. Where a zero value 

was reported, it was replaced by one thousand dollars. 

REVT 

REVM 

REVO 

EXPT 

Total Advisory Revenues 

Advisory Fees from registered investment com
panies plus distribution revenues from fund 
sales plus a asset based pro-rata share of 
other revenues 

Other advisory revenue (REVT-REVM) 

Total operating expenses 



EXPM 

EXPO 

PRFT 

PRFM 

PRFO 

PERS 

GROT 

GRON 

GROC 

GROI 

/lACC 

AVER 
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Expenses.associated with registcred'·investment· 
companies 

Expenses associated with clients other registered 
investment companies 

Profit-as a percentage of total advisory assets 

PRFT= (REVT - EXPT J x 100 
AS$T I 

Profit on registered Investment company activities 

PRFM = (REVM - EXPM ) .x 100 
ASSETSM 

Profit on advisory accounts other than registered 
investment companies 

PRFO= (REVo - EXPo) x 100 
ASSETSo 

Total advisory personnel (officers, partners, 
employees) 

Growth in total advisory assets - percentage 
(64-69) 

Growth in mutual fund assets - percentage (64-69) 

Growth in corporate and institutional assets 
(64-69) 

Growth in individual account assets - percentage 
(64-69) 

Number of Advisory Accounts 

Average size of advisory account 

AVER = TOTAL ASSETS 
NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS 
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f'J [.I.S. fORM I~14-':.---MULTI.VAB_.JATE _R~CR.~.$Slp;;(i~~~_VSl~. ____________ _ 

ACCC'-'~T CAT=GORYO INSURAI"E CUHP.NIES---- - - ------- --
0___ _ ____ ____ _ ________ _ __ _ 
_ __ ~OR~ELA_TIC(/.. MP~IX ___ J_~_VARJA6lE_S ____ -__ ~?Q_9S.l>~RVAJIQN~ 

(''-

!"'_------------------- ------ ------ ---- - - --- - - ---- -
VARIABLES YEAR V_-,~ _ ASSt __ qSH __ N0ti.C_ C!lNV COMM __ YOOl 03JT _ AUTH ,AX. BR.O TRAO BROK SIZE P.RG FUNO FEE TURN-

r"-----!!E.ANJi ____ l_~. 0.H--l.ij--=8;~ji-;;4-:-5<i-6-;_s.:~ _ _=:i9-;86 0.3)-=?;~C_3.58-22~78 0;22- 0._9~ .2?,75 5.Z6_ 9.41 0.09 -:2.15 ZJ.6_6 

~ 
ST.OEVS~ - Y:0-4--0-.-86--1.51\-:-f;;.-62 __ ~3-5-:-63~~12:-s-5-:-i~~"12 __ I_.-5Y=--0~-61( -o;9s:-i7.-9-1 --0;41 0.91 39.61 1.42 19.86 0.29 1.192Z.33 

------ ------ ------
.... -- ------------------- ------- --_ .... _- ----- - ---_._--
, __ ilARIAflES--YEAR-- V-fR ASSCC:;SCNJ)~C_=:C9~~~QHli=~q_Ol __ 08JT AUTIL TAX. --eo.o- TRAO 8ROK SIZE P.RG FUND FEE TURN 

. YEAR_. __ .-. ___ l.OO __ . ________________ -_-'-___________ _ 

___ VJ_r!.-- ----0;:il_-_i~o:9-- ------------------- --- ,--------

----- ASS1:=--=-=--0.40 o:pC::i:-co=-::=-~==_-__ -=--=--=~ __ ==: 
--c.-SH _____ :-Q:-rq~-::O.:_10_ ~0-.-07 ___ 1.00___________ -=-= : ________ _ 
---".9_NC----0,)_0=-~:-ilO.-3-i-.:0:16 1_.c!!ci~oc::.:============== 

-=~-:: "'N_V,,=, -=:::_:;O:c~-:-0.-19.:.:0.11-~..:0 • .1)~:.0;iO--:~~2-~--=----==--=-:-~=-:--=--:== __ _ 
---CeMIj ___ ~0-:-H-o;CC_=_9.30_70.19._:.0_.~~ __ _"_0_,I_!L_l.0Q ______ _ --------- .. -._- ---- - ---- ... -_._-- . 

_ - _!'~01=~_=_0:c_8_:-:0_._0~::.0_,)3:_::.hO_ -o_,~ 0;::63--q-.; .. Qi---:-I-=9lC:-_~-:.-7 ~_ ~_=-=:_=:: _ _ ; 1---.--' t ____ • 

-y 
I 

. __ Ol}JT ____ O~,b O.~ __ ~O~·~7_:.0 .• ~9:_~:· .. .. -:_..::~-_~:!=j_.~~~=~-=~~~!. ~-6---- - - _._-_ •. 

AUTH- --- -- ---O:_2j:0:of~-Q.:(o _::P ._1~=-q:;22 0-.:o(::ji7iL_6;oi--o: 2?-:--1-;00----- --- -------'\- --, ----

__ lAX. 0.05 -O.JO- 0:14--0.05- 0.06- 0-.01"-:0:04 - 0.01-2-'0L_Q.!_04~QL __ _ 

BR.O 0.0 0;-18 -0.0 _-~0.-I~--0-.0~-:-0:-P_2-0-.-p"3-C.03 -o.OZ 0-;01--0.-16 _ 1.00 

=-{R_AO _____ -Q._!? _-:0_._IL-..i1 .. '-P~O.)_9_Sl_,Jl___=_0, II -0.QL_.Q_,13-.:9-!_1.5 :-0-;Z8 __ 0_.05 ____ o.13-Lei? ---~------------ ----

!lROK -u.Ol-=i1,04 -0.u3 0.09 -0.03 -0.01--0;0- 0.13 -O.IS -0._q~~0_L_0-=~~ __ ~.51._',!l0 ____ _ 

SIZE -- 0.33--0.07~-O.2S-::-6;0-=_0::3~:0-;04~0.3f::0~.-05---0;35--_ ~.21 -0.06 -0.06 -0.10 -0.27 1.00 

-==:i>.RG ______ -:9.13 Q-,-OS_-:v.--"LQ,c!!.!L-=Q~-,-O~_O.13 0._0~ __ -o,2L-:9.! C:=o-;fo~o: 19- - 0:-10---0-.0-2-=-0;-1;;--1.00 

__ f!tNO --- '-=(i".IC 0"OS-~0:05-o.-()9-=e.-i;;-6.04 --1f:oa-o.-0-b--:O-.1.f -:-0~08 -0.-06 -~I) __ I!..~5_:Q.O -0,15 0.93 1._00 

__ J.!.E=~g~.)~-:§,)? -0:_70--6;_iL::~.5-9-6-.15-0-:-48-0;07_-:~~L-0-;:?_?_-~~':'~ __ O-.04 O.lb_ 0.16 -0.31 0.19 0.16 1.00 

CI.:I 
to 
~ 



I,.I.S. fORM I-H----MULTIVARIATE_ ~~GRES,~I_ON A .. ~L!:SI,S- -

ACC~UNT CAH~U"YO NON-P"U~ I', 
~, 

---CORREi:ATTci,-liiTiI'IX--i9VARIA"':e5 " ioo~_ ,66~E~VATION~_-------------

", 
VARI AttI.~S_ .~Xt:AR::-_ V fi( -~AS.S):-_-CAS·H-~ =NON-C.~~~O-NV ~-o~iL.-POOL--08JT AUTH TAX. BR.O TRAD 8ROK SIZE P.RG fUNO fEE TURN 

" ~EANS" ____ 1.67- 0.71L:_u!.lL_9.41 10.3?-=6~9BJ6,:~s"-:0:~!.[:_Z.80 _.3017 0.81 0.23,1.2935.40 5.12 1l.74 0.12 -1.52 21.08 

ST.O_E~S- _: 1.03 _ 0.79 __ -1;02_1~.)0 _10.8,2-,-:'~~-io~~5=-_4.7~, __ 0,~{=-1.24 5.86 - 0.42' 0.91 43.84 1.38 21.80 0.32 0.89 20.43 

---.-.-------------
VA~IAeles YEA~ fR Assf-CASh NuNC CONV-CO-"" POOL -OSJT AUTH' TAX. SR.O TRAO SROK Size P.RG FUND FEE Tt.RN - - ----- ------- . -- - --- : . 

-'YEAR~ ---f:oo 
_ Lfl\ _____ J.O!> __ I-"!l'O ___ ~------------------- ____ _ 

ASST 0.10- -0.17:: 1-:-00" 

--CASH----~o:i4O'-Cl:O_:_h-I:(fo--=-==~==-~_-~------'-'----------

NONf_~-=:=9.2LJ1 • .QJ_O~7--0_ • .f~_I-'_9,_"0'__ _____ _ 

CONY -O .. V9 -0".06 =O.10_~Q..1~ _-O.O.~ 1.!.-~9_~ _____ . ___ . ______ .. ____ _ 

--'CC~H ------o:-os--0_:_6 I-::~ :01='0-.45-:;''-;-03 -:-::b-:-i7-r:oo----- ---:------'-- --, 

,'-: __ POOL-=~=_-::: O,0_5_:-0_;9L:Q:~..:.::.0.C3 __ _:Q..§f :'Q.~0_4-:;q~IC(:i.~:~_' _______ , ___ _ .' - 08H I ,0.19 o.o,! ___ u.OI ,C.05 _,O_;2J~-:~.:<l.5-3:2S_=,_~,C!_, 1-.00 
1\ --_'-UTH---' -o:3i-6:Y1'--0-.~Oy:;0.C8- (f,ii["::Q;::02-:0:~8::'--::0:0- O.lS'.- 1;00-

',TA~,-_______ q,Ol O.IlZ_ :-0. "3 _:~_,--02 __ .Q,QL Q.,~2=__<l.,2(_:_~QL~0.0_1_2.~ 1.0_9 _________ _ 

SR.D -:-=--::'0-.04 - 0:2i':'0:o=::O'.07=';0~0(~-=-0;2.fi_::-_9~~,:::,o';01_:0.()l 0.1_0 __ 0.00 '1.00 

:=-:-=-TRAO _____ =0:20:0-:.-16 __ c-,-o::.:=:o.or __ =-.Q-:-(~ __ 6-:-0-9-=-.9-:::-6~_0;03~,::O'. fS.-::0~46 -::-0-.05- 0:07 -1.00' 

____ B_RO~ ____ -:0,10_Q._~2-=Q,.0?~J1.:0~ -0;05'-0:0 :'0:01-:'0.04 -C!,0~:-Q..2)_"p,-O,L, <1.31 0.48 1.00 

SIZE 0.13 -0.C9---0-.!2-:,u.02~_Q;_1_~ ___ '::O-:-Q5~31_,Q!_0_._OS 0.03 0.11 C.Ol -C.ll -0.10 -0.21 1.00 

--'?RG----'---=O: 11-O-;07-0-:wcf.02-0. 0." 0 • .03-0.03-0:-6--::0;10- -O;i5 :;-0~-02---0.19 0.15 0.03 -O.Cl 1.0e 

_._F_Ut~!L _--=,0.99 0:IJ--O,-O'---~_.!l2-=0-.07--0-,2.4 0:-03-';O,-O~_::O.0_7_:~,I~-=O~~3_,::,O_.1I .0.14 9,.04 -0.07 0.93 1.00 

-r 

FEE --- :',0.33 :-0;02-:'';-0~~2,~,=0"O'' __ ;;'_O:.2:S, O.lf'-6-:-1~=~,Ol, -O.l£'';-C!'_~'! _,0_._2,1 ,:,_0.05 U.23 0.04 -0.08 0.11 0.09 1.00 

~ 
CJ1 



!"'I I.I.S. fORM 1-�<----MUlTlVARIATE ReGRESSION !lNALYSIS 

ACCOUNT CATEGUkYO CO"POkAH ACCOUNTS ('\ ---------- -
- ----i;ORRELAfIO,;-MATR-ix---19VARIABlES ____ 'f9-C.!IB-SE~V~Tciiff-------------- --- ---- ----------,--,-. - --------

-~--- .- ----- -----------.~. ---

("I 

~ -_-=-_~AilT.-eCEs__:_:::'!EiR_-1i iiif_-"ASsT=C-ASH ~ON~ __ CPNV ____ fOHH.J[i6-l-6iiJr ,_uf~fAX~B-R.D- TRAO -BROl(- -SIZE P.RG fUND feE TURN 

_~ ____ ~EA~L __ -_J,2.9 ._0~~_=_!!..:.3~~I,_aDI>~~L!!,a-6-66:0-9-0-;§~_Z,~-~_~.I~_~3 •• 65 0.23 1.11 Z4.59 4.a31<.14 0.17 -1.<2 23.IC 

- ST;DE~S l.e6 "O'.7a -i;iS-17:77-ii.-8a---9-.Sz-ji-:9-S----,;;-Ob-- 0;8i -1.23-16:'3 "0.<2 0.933B.16 1.4824.27 0.37 1.22 21.03 :0- - - ------ -- ------- -- --------- -=-=--=:_=- _-_~=_ ... .:..._ 

~ -:--'--:' ~--:~.--- -- ------------------
.,_"VARIA8l_E_~ ___ YEA",_V_~R_; .. SSL,C"'~H-IiONC--~Q~'L-!;QH"-_-"Q9l OBJT_, ,AUTH_ TAX. BR.O TRAO BROK SIZE P.RG fUND feE TUJlN 

---YEA~ 1.00 

_-__ v_-~ --------O._tL..hO.O 

_ASST ~========== 0.38 -o.OZ·-·1.00 

- --CiS:H ____ -_-0':-02-0.05 0.0< __ .1:00 

_ .. __ .:.N9~f __ -__ 0,~_L~9·L~o-~'-,,-=-.q:~1- [:.eo--____ -_______________ _ 
CO~v- :-:='-:--0-.l3 -ci.17.:--0.i,;·--0;17-:-0;zo-·-_i;00-----· - --- -.- ----

- -- 'CC:otH -----::O.:fl-=O;o-j _-O.lt5_-0.-5~o:-e2 .-0.,02 _ . .!._o.o---- -----------.- '. 

__ ...!'POl-_-=~~· __ ::0-,gi_::o.o5-=-~~?.:.=-ci,95--0~9T:.ii;_Q?-=O~9T!,:00 _~ -':-:=_' _~:...:..=-
OSH 0 •• ci---'O;·ri3-'-0-:~3--0--:13ii:br::0;Oi, -=0.58 =O--:O-Z- 1:0-6'-- - ----- ----.. _.- - _ .. - ... - --- ,-~ 

'--.UT-"-----0:jo--:Q-:T3 __ o:-i9~6:-o_7_::--'i3o=__=Q-;6L:9;_~Cjl;ciC_'o~33::_-I.Og--------

TAX. 0;10 -0.03 C..03 =O:ill ::0-:-O-=O;07-ri~oz--ci.os :"0.03 -- 0.1 C-I.OO ---- -- -_ .. - ----- -- -.---------- .. --- - ._------ -. --':""'-------- --------.-
-_8R;O-=-:.:-:0:lg-:-~:0,!2=_:v.cb::.o-~~L:.o.I?_=~;!LJl~;[6_'_-9~0~~-0~1< ~.IO·:'~_.O~ ___ I.OO_ 

:--YRAO--=:- ~0,_~3 -g-,-~Q_-~~O~Q~ _::9719 o".oa 0~09 :o .• O!:-:'o-::;(Z_ :-O-::-56_:0-~06~::-0:07-: 1.00- ---- - .--~-

aROK -----0.C7-..:0;07- -0·.02--C.~0--:;0.OC-0·:09-~0-;OC'--0:oz '-0.01--0.11--0.-01 - 0.24 0.45 1.00 

~ == ~~! :::: ---:~~::-~::;~~ ~:::-~-!=:~!~~~~~~~*-=~:~:~~~~:::~:~: ~~: :-::~ -::-:: =:~::-'~:::: 1.00 

I 

A' 
/. 

---, \. 

___ fU!~!f ---- ---9';"12---0:_05 -0-.~~a--o:od-~O-::I-a-c,ri4-O:-~8:;_6y:;~~-,,-.. -0.19~~!...::Q.'_0_3 __ 0.15 :tC,C~:_O.I1. _0.91 1_,00 

HE -- ----0;4e-.;,-0:Tj--;;-6:-7~0~ilO.20 0.61 ri;0;;-:';!l;:61 __ :2:-4r:~o~ ~~'o; 13 __ 0.3f 0.08 -0.Z8 0.30 _0~25 _ 1.00 

-:,,: 

~ 
0) 



,""'\ - --

n~._I.!.S._ FCRH_I-:14--:-:-21Ul TI VAR 1A T. !<"G_R~S.S ION_4.~'!-!SI.$. __ ... ______ ._ 

I") 
ACCOU'T CATEGORYO INDIVIDUAL AI\:O PERSONAL TR.UST_~_ 

- ----COhE"LATICN -'! A fRi X ___ •• t9 __ VARIABlE~_. __ ~Q952 __ 0§gKv;o,:r[o~S 

J' 

.0 ____ ._. __ . _____ . __ . ______ . __ .. ____ . __ . _____ ._ .. _ ... ____ .. __ _. 
VARlAflES .YEAR V fR ASST. CASH NON.C __ CONY_ .. COHH_POOl 08JT AUTH TAX. BR.O TRAO BROK SIZE P.RG fUND FEE TURN 

.n-=..2!.E.A!"_S. _____ I .• ~~_Q., 98 -1.3L.1.:.~~6 -3~.-88-"i8·.61-[;"O~:.-:.::.2,49..:..2.9..5. ?~;i8--0. 22 1.34 34.56 4.63 I1.M 0.12 -C.90 20.18 

ST.OEVS'- -- 1.00 0.n-·T:18·-"ii:l0-is.49·-1-:-46-f<i:b"2·-;;.44 0.68 1.301S:·)7 0.42 0.'>2 43.S0 1.6620.98 0.33 0.10 19.36 
~- - _ ... _------ ------ ----- - -- . 

.0_-==-=_- ---~ -----..-----------

VARIAblES YEAR V_f.R __ A$.H~-.'~sit::. NONL._~QNY-.C.Q.MM_~P.Q.O~. 08H AUT.H_ IAX,,-_BR.O TRAD BROK SIZE P.RG FUND FEE, TURN 

- -'YEAI\'---r:C)O •. _. , __ .. . ___ . ____ . ___ .. ____ . __ 

:-=-.. \( FR ___ O.C3_ .i,oq ---,.------.-.-----.-----.- -.-., -----------_._- -_._-- - - - . --
---.ASH 0:21 ·-o.Og-i.oo- ---"--_._ ... _---, 

- --c:'s.H---::=o-:·i~- -0.01 =O:051.C)O .:-=-::-~~-: -
_.-:NCNC:'==_0.12 -0.-02~'::~C6-::=O::.~.o .f._oQ - .===--=-~-=:._ .. _. _______ .. _ ._ . ___ . __ 

----··-CCNV------ --0-:C:4 -0:-IO·:.:-O.05:-0.0b_~-0:OI 1-:09--::-::-'::'= __ =-:--
---CiiH"----. 0:-0-2 0.06_~_0.0~-=q.47 __ 9!.4'!. . .::.O.}!>_1,90 ... , ___ . 

, ' 
PCQ.L-=-~_=-.::0-•. ~7_.::.~!.:.9-'L::.Q,_Q.L=.!l·:0·1--O.03-:;-O;19- '1:00--"::::'-==-=-- .---- . ___________ .. _____ . __ 

-08JT 0.16 0.03- -0.01--0."" u.".;). v.i.O -O.l./ __ :-tl.:,Jj .... lJu 

---.U_Y-H-- -=-=-0-:-~._0~ro=-O-:-070.-Q-5_=O.03 __ 9 •. Q~::0-:-<!4--0:·1S~;O-0---.--

-:-lA~, ___ -=£.._'L1.. ::9 ... o.'!... .9.33"::-.0:01 ~-O.,O!-~.9~~ c-:o--2_._0.0_9,!.L 0 ._02-.L"oL __ . 

BR.O '0.0-' '-O':ll 0.06 -':0-.0-2.=0.o6=:'0-:0·1 __ ,:;o_:0=~::g;_0~ .. 0';'.0'.- 0.13_::'0'.02 "I.CO 

---T-RAO __ ._ -_O.OJ 7.0.J.8::0,O_~_.0 •. O.~ __ (Jj5 Q_.9I.::0_~n 0.oY-:O.O,.8 __ -Q-.49-=0-:-Q. _.0,1(-"1:-00----------- ----

___ ~~9K __ ~0_,O'_.=.Q.Ol· "o.oC-o.os O.OS- 0.05 -0-.12'-0.01 0.01 -O.~.!.. :.0-.OL·Jl~~6 __ .Q;~~ _!.OL ____ .... _ 

'SIZE 0.11 -O.OB=O-'_t2=~_()::.~.~0~0~~_=:-Q;b=0.:.!6=.0,!l4.- 9.10 0 •. 01 -0.06 -0.09 -0.20 1.00 

P.RG -0.01 0.0 0 .• " __ O-'.~s_=_0 .• _0!!...::0_ •. 9.2_-:.0.'O __ 0_,02 -O-:J6~O;11::,o.Ol-:'0:13· 0-:12'-:'0.08' -0-:04 -1;00 

!lJNO ___ -:.O-'-06·- 0:-0;'---0-;03--"_:_0'-:0-'-0"3-.,.0:0-'0;-0--:'0:-03-'-0';:-13' -Q-,I~~-=I1.._CC2') 1 -0.05 -0.04 0.91. _~.OO 

, 
Jt 

J' 

/. 
I 

:=:-LE~_-==- -O-;j._('?Q:.£L-:.O~"-? 0-;66 -6 .• _11 _0-';:0.6 9,oi -0:.0-4--:'0:1~-=-':.o_:-il::0·;0.8~~O_.14" 0;15 0.05 '-0.11 0.16 .O.ll 1.00 

r --:,.-

" 
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-. l.t.S. FORM 1-14'---HULTLYARIATE REGRESSJ.9!<_A.!iA!,_Y_Ht~_ 

ACCOUNT CATEGORYO OTHER "'I -'- -- --------- --. -

-C-ciRRELAT)O-N--MATi<Tx_._!!JA~.lAilLE.~. ___ 2.!8........Q8SER~goCl,S __ . ______ . ___ . 

"'---
"'I . 

--'Y-ARIAELE-S---YeAR Y' FR-:-~ASsr-:-CASH __ .~jjNC_Cojiiv. __ c-o~pojji.-:OIi·JT- AufH-".TAic:-· ·1lR.O flU 0 BROK SIZE P.RG FUNO FEE TURN' 

~....::..I!E~_Nl' i.57 1:0. -0.81 8.02 . ....hlW-;-44-74:76 o;9·i..:::.2 .• ..39_.2 .• _~Q._2~'-5J~a.3. 1.44 4g.60. 5.32 10.80 0.06 -1.22 23.96 

ST .OEYS-·-----·I.a2 
",--' -_ .. _-- 0~~(::-'t~-~9:J4;-6_C~-i~:J·~~:£-?I:2'!=i.:_.40~0.7_L.J.2~ 2~~:!o~ ::0.48 0.8545.65 1.62 18.74 0.24 0.87 26.70 

--------------,,- _._._---- ... ~: --_. 
~ ___ YARIA!L~S YEA~- _ y:::f.!L..~_ST:.=..CAS..H~ONS:=_CO~.V~£II:!!L·!'.99COBJJ ___ AU.TI! ~_!~l!., __ BR.D TRAD BROK SIZ'E P.RG FUNO FH TURN 

YE:AR .1.-0-",-;.,- .. --.:.. -- . _. ---.: .. -.-- ------ ----- ---
~-- . V .fL==-Q . .lC_I ,PC!:- - --. - --~----------

As~i' C.30 ~-0.19~!.OO-·':- .=-~~==-====:;==-= .--
--'AS-H---.:o.Tr-o:-o-7 ,-a .• Jo':" __ I. 00 _ .. ___ .. _________ ~. _". 

'""T'"_~!l"-C-' ·~_-:""--.l!.2~_ ~0._OL~.::_1.--():_6_i-·L • .P_O-·----------:::=::.:=_-...:....:..:_...:....·:....~ _____ _ 
'~.- CCNY--:-"::-:--:·-.~O.IO· -o.oC-:o. 2C:;Q;"lj~::0. f~-:::~.L-oci-=--=-=-~ :-~:::::-::-:.--:-:::-_: :". 
_~ cCM"--:-70:-05-;-0:-62'"~o.-oi...-:a ;57~0.56 .:-_6:3'"4 _.1.00:=---:--:-.-:----:- -=-=-_--:-..:::-:-.- .:--
"--PQ9~-=---=-=·O.17 0~_~ • .li.?........Q!92 -o;iif-;o-;ci,-,:-o;oa-T·oo--· -:-~=--=:-__ :_.: . ___ .. __ .. ____ _ 

OBJT 0.09 -0.12 0.07 ·0.06~ ·<?42.::0~13·:"0-~i,I.:::O.0 
, ' 

1.00 

--A1JTH---o~12-':O:-ti7-a-;n-=O.-a-r-0:-09-0:o6-=o:-a-0-:-io-a-.-3z-I.o0---'-I .- - . - .. -. - - . . 

__ ·'J~_X_. __ --=~.2.L::.a~_~~.oo -0·;08 ;;;a.Ob·::'-O;O~ -=o:O·-·O.I~·-O.13 a.13 .. _l.,-09 ___ . 

i!.R. D~.===:·_Q~2S._ 0; 1~:-~:9...: ~9"::"~1_€:: ·~;2~_·:-_0~~~!l?-':~.}~ :0 •. 02 _:o.c~ :"0,22 1.00 

--i'TAO -0.12 0.12_ -:o.f(i-:-=(j:-O~~-:o3'O:-o-~=-o::o~a-;a9-o:-2-2--:'-O·;54--=a~-01- -o.le· -1.00'-'-'- - .. --. - -.-

__ ~RCK O~£~~ -O~)§--O.,u_4 0.15--0';15-=0;02' -O.IB -0.91 --0.2~::.0,~~_2.!.~.6. 0_.4}_ .... I.oa 

SIZE :-:0.0' -O.1l:~~.!..1=Q,2X_~(,~!..-O-;'!!_--=0~~.?=:q,.~9_ '_0.11_.0_.21 0.10 -0.29 -0.21 -:0.30 1.00 

--i>7R-G ~.u4 7.0.91 :.0.17 . . 0.,09 :0.0-9--=c·;-0-=0-:-iS-=C;09---n~11- 0.18 0.13 :'a.'i4 '1.00 

FUNO_ _ ·-:;l!.,-I~~:;:OZ 0:::~;},9-=0-;-0-7 -0:12 0:-06 -o.!·2'"C=0.}~_-:'_<?~2~_~~~ .:.n; lb.: 0.;12 _~.02 :-0.10 __ 0.91 1.0.0 

1 
I 

I' 
/. 

=-~·FE.E=~ ____ ,:,0.-"0 ..:cS:-,~~ :_o~~ .Q.::fl __ ~:::i~~O:I),!._. O:-0C'=0~07--O:05::'-O.1.8 -;;0;~3.--0·.09 -0.39 0.16 -0.10 0.21 1.00--· 
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ApPENDIX TO SECTION F 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The ·purpose of this appendix is to sPell out in more detail the meaning of the 
performance measures discussed in Sections F-4 and I and to be more specific 
about how numerical results are obtained in actual applications.'91 

The appendix is organized as follows: 
(a) Some basic theory of Security Price Movements and Portfolio Diversifica

tion. 
Cb) Development of a standard for measuring the performance of institutional 

investors. 
(c) Additional concepts-selection of a market index and measurement of 

portfolio diversification. 
(d) Discussion of'a number of practical problems associated with the measure

ment of institutional performance. 

a. Some ba8ic theory of .~c()Urity price mOVe1nents 
It is commonly assumed 102 that the observed rates of return on common stocks 

can be viewed as the sum of two components, one which depends on movements 
in a market index of stocks and the second which is unique to the individual se
curity. The rate of return during some period of time'is defined as the change in 
stock price plus dividend and other distributions during the period, divided by 
the price of the stock at the beginning of the period. For an average security, the 
return on the ma'rket index will explain about 50 percent of monthly variations 
in rates of return.'Da A volatility eoefficient can be associated with each security 
which captures the relative sensitivity of returns on the ·security to returns on 
the market'9• As might be expected, securities which are less responsh'e to 
changes in the general level of stock prices wIll have lower volatility values. For 
example, a typical utility stock would have a volatility coefficient of roughly 0.5, 
indicating that, on average, a 10 percent change in the level of a broadly based 
market index W'Ould be associated with an approximately 5 percent change (in 
the 'same direction) in the level of the stock's price. Conversely, securities which 
are more responsive to changes in the level of stock prices will have 'higher vola
tlUty coefficients. For example, an electronics stock may have a "olatmty coeffi
cient of 1.5 or higher, indicating that a 10 percent change in the market level 
(up or down) would, on the average, be associated with an approximately 15 
percent change in the price of the stock!1lG 

The second component of security returns is independent of movements in the 
ma·rket level and depends on factors 'SpeCific to the particular company or indus
try. The variation in security returns which is due to these unique factors is typi
cally called "diversifyable risl{"-that is, variation which can be reduced or even 
eliminated in portfoliOS, through diversification. 

The return on a portfolio is simply the market value weighted average of re
turns on individual stocks contained in the portfolio, net of expenses. The port
folio's return, therefore, also can be divided into two components-a systematic 
or market related component and a non-systematic or non-market related com
ponent. However, while movements in the market level explain 50 percent of the 
movements in individual stock prices on a month-to-month basis, market move-

101 The reader Is referred to the following references, which are listed at the conclusion 
of this appendix. for further discussions of Performance measurement for mutual funds 
[3}. [9], [10]' [11]. 

19. See, for example. references [1.). (4). [5], [6], [7]. 
193 See [4]. The 50 percent average figure assumes monthly measurement Intervals. For 

longer Intervals the market will typically explain a higher percentage of the variation In 
rates of return on securities portfolios. 

, .. The return on a security during a specUlc Interval Is equal to the violatlllty coefficient 
of the security times the return on the market index.. plus a residual term which Is unique 
to the security. 

100 For exposition purposes, the effect of dividend distributions 01\.. the stock and market 
price levels have been Ignored In the above exampl~~. 
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ments will explain a much 'higher fraction of the variation in mutual fund port
folio net asset values per share. The average percentage explained will vary from 
100 llerCent for a perfectly diversified portfolio (for example the market portfoliO 
itself) down to 50 percent for a non-diversified portfolio (for example, a port
folio containing only Ii single stock). By combining securities into diversified 
portfolios, much of the non-systematic variation associated with individual se
curities can be eliminated, resulting in portfolios whose variations are largely 
dependent on market movements. 

Thus, the portfOliO manager of a mutual fund can obtain a well diversified 
portfolio of securities and eliminate by far the greatest fraction of insurable 
or non·market related risk. The return on the portfolio then would be a function 
largely of returns on the market and the vol1atility of the fund's portfolio. An 
income fund, for example, may have a volatility coefficient of 0.5, indicating that 
a 10 percent change in the market level would result, on the average, in a 5 
percent change in net asset value. Similarly, a capital gains oriented fund might 
have a volatility coefficient of 2.0, indicating that a 10 percent increase or decrease 
in market level would result in a 20 percent increase or decrease in net asset 
value per share. 

Two concepts emerge from the ahove discussion. 
First, the volatility coefficient for the mutual fund (or other institutional 

portfolio) is related to the amount of nondiversifyahle "market risk" that is 
borne by the fund's shareholder. 

Second, given the return on the market index and the average volatility 
coefficient for an institutional portfolio, it is possible to predict the rate of return 
that would have heen obtained on an unmanaged portfOlio having the same average 
degree of volatility during the evaluation period. 

b. Development Of a performance standard 
The problem now is to develop a performance standard which can be used 

to entluate the performa,nce of institutional portfolios (for example, mutual 
funds, pension fundBl etc.) The procedure suggested by the above is the use 
of an unmanaged standard portfolio having volatility equal to that of the man
aged portfolio for such an evaluation. 

l.'he standard to be used is defined as the rate of return on treasury bills 
(assumed here to represent a risk free asset) plus the volatility coefficient (the 
volatility of the fund versus a market index) time8 the difference between the 
return on the market index and the return on treasury bills. This is the return 
that would be achieved b~' combining two unmanaged portfolios (a riskless and 
a risky portfolio) in the appropriate proportions to obtain a mixed portfolio 
displaying the same average degree of volatility as that of the fund heing evalu· 
wted. 

The riskless portfolio (the treasury bill portfolio) will have returns during 
the measurement intervals which are independent of market movements and, 
thus,.will have a volatility coefficient of 7.ero. The risky portfoliO (the market 
index) will, by definition, have a volatility coefficient of 1.0. 

Table 1 indicates the volatility coefficients for various mixtures of the two 
unmanaged portfoliOS. 

TABLE I.-VOLATILITY RESULTING FROM MIXTURE OF A TREASURY BILL AND MARKET INDEX PORTFOLIO 

Comparison portfolio No.-

L::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
3 ..••....................•....•............ 
4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5 .•••....................•.•.•••........... 
6 .•.•.•.......•.•••.•..•.•.....•........... 
7 ••••...........•.....•.•.•...•............ 

Fraction of portfOliO 
invested Treasury 

bills (percent) 

100 
75 
50 
25 
o 

-25. 

Fraction of portfolio 
invested in market 

index (percent) 

-50~ 

o 
25 
50 
75 

100 
125 
150 

Volatility of 
comparison 

portfolio 

o 
.25 
.50 
.75 

1.0 
1.25 
1.50 
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Note that to achieve volatilities greater than 1.0, the procedure requires lever

aging the market index by 'borr<mring at the riskless rate. This rule, of course, 
involves some degree of abstraction from current practice, since it is not com
mon for mutual funds to have substantial amounts of leverage, let alone to attain 
that leverage at government bill rates.lIk) '[his fact is of less practical impor
tance that one might imagine, however, ,since volatility in excess of 1.0 can be 
achieved without resorting to leverage by both managed and unmanaged (com
parison) portfolios-for example, by mixing the riskless portfolio with a well 
diversified portfolio of exceptionally high volatility stocks. 

The important question is whether we would expect to find differences in 
rates of return on standard portfolios ('onstructed in different ways, yet having 
the same degree of volatility. Phrased another way, can well diversified port
folios having the same degree of market risk exposure, on the average, yield 
different rates of return? The answer to this question presumably should be 
no, for if it were not, arbitrage possibilities would exist, which should force re
turns on otherwise "equivalent portfolios" to "equivalent levels." 

The next question deals with the rate of return one would achieve on -stand
ard portfoliOS during the evalutaion period. Tables 2 and 3 show the rates of 
return on such unmanaged portfolios for two years, 1968 and 1969. 

1" It Is perfectly possible, however, consistent with the Investment Company Act of 
1940, to have up to 33 percent debt, n situation represented by comparison portfolio #7. 



Comparison :Fraction of 
Portfolio 'Treasury 
Number Bills 

(1) ., 

1 100'7, 

2 75% 

3: - 50% 

4 25% 

5 0% 

-
6 -25% 

7 I -50% 

** (l)X(2) + (3)X(4) 

, 

Table 2 
RATES OF RETURN ON U111ANAGED 

PORTFOLIOS - 1968 

-~-- - ~ i--- ~ -, 
, 
Rate of Return i Rate: of Return \ Volatility of Rate of Return Fraction 

on 1 year in Market on Harket on Comparison' Comparison 
Bills Portfolio Portfolio Portfolio' : . Portfolio 
(2) (3) (SP500) ** I 

5.5% 0% 11% 5.5% 0.00 

5.5% 25% 11% 6.9% 0.25 

5.5% 50% 11% 8.3% . 0.50 
-

5.5% 75% 11% 9.6% 0.75 
: 

, 
5.5% 100% 11% 11.0% 1.00 

5.5% 125% 11% 13.4% 1.25 
I 

5.5% 150% 11% 14.8% '_L 1.50 

* included dividend re~~vestment 

~ 

.. 

, 



Comparison Fraction of 
Portfolio Treasury 
,'lumber Bills 

(1) 

1 100% 

2 75% 
--.. ~ 

3 50% 

4 25% 

5 0% 
---

6 -25% 

7 -50% 

_~b1e 3 
RATES OF RETURN ON UNMANAGED 

PORTFOLIOS - 1969 

Rate of Return Fraction in Rate of Return 
on 1 year Market on Market 

Bills Portfolio Portfolio 
(2) I 

J 
(3) 

I 

7.0 0% -12% 

7.0 25% -12% 
~----. --_._._-_._ ..... . - -_ .... -- -----_.- - .. ------

7.0 50% -12% 

--
7.0 75% -12% 

7.0 100% -12% 

-- ------_._-- -----_._-
7.0 - 1.25% -12% 

7.0 150% -12% 

Rate of ReturIl Volatility of 
on Comp~rison Comparison 

. Portfo1iQ : Portfolio 
, 

7.0% 0 

2.2% 0.25 
~ 

-2.5~ 0.50 

-
-7.3 0.75 

, 
-12i~ 1.00 .. 

--
-16.8% 1.25 

-21.5% 1.50 

, .' -
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The rate of return on a standard portfolio is the dollar weighted average of 
the returns on its component portfolios, treasury bills and the market index."" 
Similarly, the volatility of a standard portfolio would be a weighted average of 
the volatilities of its component portfolios. As the market portfolio's volatility 
is, by definition=1.0, and the bill portfolio's volatility is=O.O, the resulting 
volatility measure, by definition, is equal to the fraction of the standard port
folio invested in the "market." 198 

The rate of return on a standard portfolio described above can be shown to 
be equivalent to the risk free rate plus the product of portfolio volatility and a 
risk premium on the market portfolio (where the risk premium is defined as 
the difference between return on the market 'and treasury bill portfolios):190 

Performance measures also can be presented graphically in a way which may 
helll to illustrate the performance concepts (as in Figure 1). In this diagram 
the vertical axis represents the average rate of return on institutional portfolios 
during the evaluation lleriod (for example, the monthly rate of return over a 
five year lleriod). The horizontal axis represents the average volatility of port
folio shares during the period. The sloping line shown in the diagram represents 
the line of neutral perfonnance; that is, rates of return on unmanaged standard 
llOrtfolios of specified volatility, and is, simply, a graphical representation of 
algebraic expressions (1) and (2) on p. 377, p. 202. Intuitively, the 4.2 percent ver
tical axis intercept for the line of neutral perfonnance corresponding to a volatil
ity of zero, may be identified as the average treasury bill rate during the purely 
illustrative evaluation period. The 10.5 percent return corresponding to a vola
tility of "one", of course, identifies average returns on the market portfOliO 
during the period. The slope of the line connecting these two points
market and treasury bill portfolios-of course, represents the risk premium 
(10.5-4.2=6.3 percent return, per unit of volatility or market related risk) 
over the period. Thus, a standard portfolio invested equally in bills and the 
market would be represented by average volatility=.5 and average annual 
return=7.35 percent. A standard high volatility portfolio fully invested in the 
market yet leveraged by 50 percent borrowing per unit of equity, would be 
represented by volatility=1.5, average return=13.65 over the period. 

''''Return=Percentage Treasury BlllsXRate of BllIs+Percentage Market Index XRate 
on Index. 

l08Volatility=Fraction In Treasury BIll'SXVolatlllty on Bllls+Fraction In Market 
X Volatility of Market: 

= Fraction in Treasury Bills X 0.0 + Fraction In Market X 1.0 ; 
= Fraction in Market. 

190 Defining r" rm and fb as returns on the volatility adjusted comparison standard port
folio, market portfolio and treasury bill portfolio, respectively, and 13 (or Beta) as the 
fraction of the standard portfolio invested in "the market," r, can be defined as the weighted 
averaJ:e, 

(1) r.={jrm+(l-{j) rb, as in the precedlnJ: footnote. (Note that If 13= the fracUon of a 
standard portfolio Invested In the market, then necessarily l-{j=the fraction Invested 
otherwise, in this case In treasury bills. 13+ (1-13) =1, of course, reflects the fact the entire 
portfOlio Is allocated to these two asset typC'S-nnmanaged, marked and bill portfolios.) 

By the simple algebraic rearrangement of Its terms, equation (1) can be rewritten as, 
(2) r.=rb+{j(rm-rb). Thus, intuitive descriptions of returns on comparison ~tandard 

portfolios in terms of weighted average return~ on market and bill portfolios (as in 
equation (1) and Tables 1-3 above), can be seen to be logically equivalent to descriptions 
couched in terms of returns on a relatively. risk free asset (such as short-term treasury 
bills) plus a premium for risk bearing, as in equation (2), and much of what follows in 
this appendix. 
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Figure 1 

EVALUATION OF FUND PERFORMANCE 

, " 
15 Are'a of Superior Performance, 

--".------ -- - -'----,...... - - -- - ---~-----
I 
I 

-Fund B 
10 

5 

,"",,8111 Ra •• 

o 
Average PortFolio Volatility , 

Measurement Interval for Returns - annual 

Average Return on Market - 10.5 percent per year for 5 years 

-2% 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
I 
I 

Average Rate on Treasury Bills -, 4.2 percent per year for 5 years 

Actual portfolios as well as hypothetical, standard portfolios also can be 
illustrated in Figure 1, and need not fall directly 'on the line of neutral perfonn
ance traced out by risk-return variations in unmanaged standard portfolios, 
Indeed, the amount by which an actual fund's realized return-volatility com
bination differs from that of a standard portfolio having equal vol~tility con
stitutes the measure used here of the portfolio's risk (or volatility) adjusted 
investment "perfonnance." Portfolios which have 'perfonned in a superior tiash
ion would have realized 'return-volatility combinations which lie ab()ve the 
neutral :performance line. Portfolios with inferior perfol"lllance would fall belo'lV 
the line. The vertical distance of the poiQt representing the fund from the neu
tral performance line is a measure of the average "excess 'return" achieved by 
the manager during the evaluation period. For example, Fund A in E'igure 1 
shows a positive average excess return' of 2 percent, indicating that the adviser 
has outperfonlled his volatility adjusted standard. Fund B, on the other hand, 
has a negative -average excess return, indicating inferior' perfonnance. Note. 
however, that Fund B's -absolute return is greater than Fund A's aboslute return. 
On a non-volatility adjusted ,basis, then, Fund B could be said to have out
perfonned Fund A, while on a volatility adjusted basis the reverse would be, 
the case. The two can be reconciled, of course, by noting that although Fund B's 
total 'return did exceed Fund A's, it did so by 4 percent le8,~ than the difference 
that could be accounted for on the basis of differences in their respecti"e 
volJatilities, alone. . 

,A separate and crucial step in the calculation of volatility -adjusted perfonn
ance measures for specific funds is, the estimation of "relaNve vol-atility co
efficients" for each fund. Conceptually, one compares the risk premiums (dif
ferences between total returns and treasury bill rates) on actual managed 
portfolios and unmanaged standard comparison portfolios to determine "which" 
standard portfolio reproduces .the actual portfolio's average volatHity. Graphi
cally, the comparison could be constructed las in Figure 2, where during four 
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successive (hypothetical) time periods returns on .the market portfoli() di1feT 
from returns on treasury hills Iby the following amounts. 

Year 

L .................................................................... . 
2 •••••••••••.••••••.•••.•••••••.•.•••••••.•..•.•.....•...............•• 
3 ••••.•..•.......•...•.....•.•....••....•......•••..................•.. 
4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Total return less Treasury bill rates 

Actual find Market portfolio 

1.5 2.0 
-4.5 -5.0 

4.5 5.0 
10.5 9.5 

Plotted on Figure 2, the fund's returns are seen to cluster closely about the 
average volatility line having a slope=1.0. That is, a 10,percent return on the 
market is associated, on average, with a 10 percent return on the fund; a 5 per· 
cent return on the market with a 5 percent return on the fund; a 5 percent loss 
on the market with a 5 percent loss on the fund, etc. 

Figure 2 

MEASUREMENT Of fUND VOLATILITY 

20 

15 

10 

5 

·5 

Market Return Less Bill Rate 
(Percent Per Year) 

20 
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Other funds, of course, could tend to cluster about other average, relative 
volatility lines. Returns on a highly speculative fund, for example, might i>~ 
best approximated by the average volatility line in ]!'igure 2 having a slope=2.0-
implying that, on average, a 10 percent market return will be associated with 
a 20 percent return for such a fund, a 5 per~ent market loss with a 10 percent 
fund loss, etc. Similarly, the pattern of returns on a more conservatively man
aged income fund might be closely approximated by the average volatility line 
having a slope=O.5-implying thwt the fund's returns will fluctuate, on aver
age, with only half the volatility of returns on the marl{et. 

Mechanically, of course, such calculations seldom are constructed graphically. 
Instead, least squares regression analysis is employed to calculate directly the 
"best fitting" linear (or straight line) relationship ~tween fund and market 
returns, less returns over the period on treasury bills, insured sa \rings deposits, 
or some other form of very low risk fixed claim. 

c. Summary of performance measurement procedure 
The following steps summarize the performance measurement process: 
Step 1: Select a period for performance evaluation-for example, the period 

1960-1969. 
Step 2: Measure the rate of return on mutual fund shares or any other invest

ment portfolio for as many non·overlapping subperiods for which data are 
available--for example, weekl~' or monthly sub-inten'als. The return include~ 
any distributions made during the sub-internl!. 

Step 3: Measure the rate of return on a well diversified market index for the 
identical sub-intervals as in Step 2. Return t'n ,the market index also must in· 
clude any dividend distributions made during the SUb-interval. 

Step 4: Obtain the rate of return on treasury bills during the sub-intervals 
selected. Thus, if a monthly suh-interval is selected to measure fund and market 
returns, the rates on 30-day bills issued near the beginning of each SUb-interval 
should he used. 

Step 5: Obtain the slope of the best fitting line of the fund return less the bill 
rate versus the market return less the bill rate scattergram (as in Figure 2)-tbe 
slope is the average volatiLity of the fund during the period. 

Step 6: Compute the rate of return during each suh-interval on a standard, 
unmanaged portfolio having the same volatility as the fund over the period. The 
rate on the performance standard is given by the sum of the return on treasury 
hills during the sub-interval plus the fund's volatility coefficient multiplied by 
the difference between the return on the market portfolio and the return on 
treasury bills during the SUb-intervaL 

Step 7: Compute the average rate of return on the comparison standard during 
the total evaluation period by finding the arithmetic average of the rates of 
return computed in Step 6. 

Step 8. Measure the average excess return (performance measure) for the 
fund. 'fhis is the difference between the average return on the fund less the 
average return on the comparison standard. 

Step 9: Evaluate the fund's volatility adjusted performance. If the average 
excess return is positive, the mutual fund has outperformed an unmanaged port
folio of similar average volatility. Conversely, if the average excess return is 
negative, the fund has performed less well tban the comparison, unmanaged 
portfolio. 

d. Additional topics 

(1) Selection of an appropriate market index.-The appropriate market index 
for evaluating institutional portfolios consisting primarily of equities should be 
a well diversified index composed essentially of a full range of the equity oppor
tunities available to investors. The index should represent in the aggragate the. 
performance of all investors in equities, thus requiring that it be a market value 
weighted index rather than an unweighted index, the performance of which 
could not be duplicated by large institutional sectors of the marketplace. The 
ideal equity index, thus, would reflect the market weighted price level of all 
stocks; that is, stocks listed on the NYSE, AM.EX, over-the-counter, etc. How
eyer, such an ideal index does not currently exist, so we must choose among the 
available alternatives. The one which has been chosen for this Study is tbe 
Standard and Poor's 500 Stock Index. It is a market weighted index and repre
sents both NYSE and :A.MEX securities. While it may not be an ideal standard, 
it is correlated bighly enough with an ideal index to minimize possible distor
tions resulting from its application.200 
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(2) Degree of mutual fllnd diversification.-Even though a substantial portion 
of the variation in returns on a typical mutual fund can be explained by move
ments in the market index, usually a significant amount of non-market related 
mriation still remains. This residnal variation is due to the less-than-perfect 
diversification of the fund portfolios. By contrast, the comparison unmanaged 
portfolios are, by definition, perfectly diversified and thus contain no residual, 
non-market variation. 

The residual variation remaining after market related returns are obtained 
represents diversifiable risk; that is, risk that could be eliminated by additional 
pOI·tiO.iO diverSification, either by the fund manager or by the mutual fund share
holdel' himself. The adviser could eliminate residual variation by a different 
choice of portfolio securities. The fund shareholder could eliminate this varia
tion by holding shares of the fund within his own diversified portfolio. However, 
for a shareholder whose portfolio consists only of the shares of a single fund, 
such variation cannot be eliminated as he is subject to an additional level of 
portfolio risk for which he would not be expected to receive additional returns. 

The degree of diversification in a portfolio can be measured by examining the 
fraction of variation in portfolio returns which can be explained by movements 
in the market during the performance evaluation period. 

c. Practical considerations associated with 'measurement of investment per
formance 

The preceding discussion of petiormance measurement is conceptual in nature. 
It remains now to consider performance measurements at the practical level 
faced by a fund manager or advisory organization. 

(1) How should the bencfits reccived by fund shareholders during a given 
time interval be measured?-It is widely accepted that the best measure to use 
in measuring the total benefits received by fund shareholders during some in
terval of time is one that reflects changes in net asset value of the fund's 
shares, with adjustments to compensate for the payment of any capital gains, 
distributions and dividends from investment income during the evaluation 
period. This measure gives effect to all increments in value received by the stock
holder. This basis of measurement has been widely used without any serious 
challenge to its propriety as a. sound basis of measuring benefits received by 
stockholders.201 

Two variants of this method for measuring returns exist. The difference re
lates to assumptions about the reinvestment of capital gains and dividend 
distri bu tions. 

The first method assumes reinvestment of capital gains and dividend distribu
tions immediately on their receipt. Thus, the rate of return measured relates 
solely to the change in net asset value per share during the evaluation period 
with adjustment in the final number of shares held to reflect reinvestment dur-
ing the period!" . 

The second method assumes that capital gains and dividend distributions are 
added to the change in net asset value per share during the evaluation period.""" 
This method assumes that distributions are not reinvested, but are held in cash 
until the end of the evaluation period. 

The difference between the two methods is small when the measurement period 
is short (for example, one month or less). For longer periods, such as a year. 
the differences in the returns computed could be substantial. In the performance 
measurement procedures ·discussed in this section, the performance evaluation 
period has been subdivided into small intervals, so the method selected for com
puting SUb-interval returns is not critical. The method of adding distributions 

200 The QU<'8tion of portfOlio risk for shareholders could be cousldered more generally In 
terms of their total portfolios. which mnJ' Include directly held equities. bonds, real estnte, 
future Income. etc. In this more general cnse an appropriate Index for evaluating invest
ment oerformance would he nn Index of national or world w<,alth. 

201 See, for example, Bank Administration Institute, Mea8uring the Inve8tment Per
formance of Pellsion Funds, Park Ridl(l!, Illinois, 1968. 

202 The percentage return in period t is given by 
Rt- (1+06) (NAVt}-NAVt_l 

NAV'_l 
where NAV,=Net asset yalne at end of period t 

o6=Number of shares received via reinvestment of distributions, per shares outstanding 
at:J]e beginning of period t. 

R= NAV.-NAV._l+DIST. 
NAV'_l 

where DISTt = the sum of capital gain and income distribUtions during period t. 
53-940 Q-71-pt. 2--19 
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rather than assuming their reinvestment is the method used in the most widely 
published performance comparisons."'" The additions methods also facilitates a 
comparable adjustment to the market index, and is preferable to an attempt to 
compute the effect of dividend reinvestment in the index during each subperiod. 

(2) How shottld an. appropriate market index be seleetedf-As discussed 
above, the market index used here as a basis for measuring mutual fund volatil
ity, and as a basic component in determining the rate of return on an unman
aged comparison portfolio, should be a broadly based, market value weighted 
index of common stocks."J6 To the extent possible, the index should represent all 
possible equity investments. Since no index currently exists which meets this 
requirement, we must be satisfied with the best available alternative. In this 
regard the Standard and Poor's 500 Stock Price Index has been selected, and 
used. 

(3) How should returns on the 'market index be eon~pttted?-The return on the 
market index should be computed in exactly the same fashion as the return on 
fund shares. If the distribution reinvestment method was used in measuring re
turns to shareholders during a given interval, then dividend distributions on com
mon stocks in the index should be treated similarly. By the same token, if dis
tributions were added back in the computation of returns, the same treatment 
should be given to dividends on the index. 

(.,p What interval at time should be used tor measuring average volatility and 
'investment pertormance?-The question of an appropriate time horizon is a diffi
cult one. There 'are two requirements: the first is to have enough observations on 
fund return and market return to obtain a good measure of average fund volatil
ity: if too few observations are used, substantial errors can result in measures 
of the volatility coefficient. Second, the interval used must be long enough for 
short run variations in fund performance to have sufficient time to average out. 
Day-to-day or week-to-week performance measures could corutain substantial ran
dom fluctuations. At the other extreme, however, overly long evaluation periods
such as a several year measurement period-would result in performance meas
ures that are largely insensitive to the more recent performance of a fund. 

,If daily sub-intervals are used for measuring rates of return on fund and 
market portfoliOS, then an interval like six months to one year should be per
fectly 'adequate to obtain a good measure of the fund's average volatility. How· 
ever, six months probably is too short a period to obtain a stable measure of fund 
performance. As a rule of thumb, a period of from one to three years probably 
should be used as the minimum measurement period. 
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CHAPTER V 

BANK TRUST DEPARTMENTS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Banks as a group hold for their own account more assets than any . 
other category of institutional investor. Approximately 25 percent 
of commercial banks also have fiduciary powers, which entitle them to 
administer assets for the benefit of others. 

The 13,681 commercial banks and trust companies in the United 
States, as of the end of 1969, owned and managed portfolios of loans 
and securities valued in excess of $400 billion. 1 Restrictions on the types 
of securities which may be owned by a bank have been considered ap
propriate by legislatures to protect depositors and the public against 
the consequences of bank failure. 2 Security portfolios of banks there
fore consist almost entirely of U.S. Treasury securities, securities of 
other U.S. Government agencies and corporations and obligations of 
states and their subdivisions, rather than common stock. The practical 
effects of the legal restrictions on equity investments 3 by banks may 
conceivably be tempered by the recent trend toward formation of one
bank holdmg companies. The formation of a one-bank holding com
pany is accomplished by a corporate reorganization through which the 
stockholders of a bank become the stockholders of a holding company, 
the bank becomes a subsidiary of the holding company, and the 
management of the bank assumes the management of the holding 
company. Through such reorganizations bank managements have 
become capable of investing funds through the holding company or 
its non-bank subsidiaries. It is not clear whether under the recently 
enacted amendments to the Bank Holding Company Act there will 
be substantial expansion in the amount of equity investments admin
istered by bank managements for their own account. Presumably most 
such investments will mvolve businesses controlled by the holding com
pany rather than unaffiliated ,issuers. Accordingly, the Study restricted 
Its analysis to the activities of bank trust departments in investing 
funds for the benefit of others . 
. At the end of 1969, trust departments of commercial banks admin
Istered assets having a market value of approximately $280 billion.' 
The portion of these assets invested in common stock, amounting to 

1 FDIC Ann. Rep. 238, 258 (1969). 
• In connection with activities involving the bank's own assets, nationally chartered 

banks are subject to regulation by the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Reserve 
Board and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and state chartered banks are 
Aubject to regulation by state banking authorities. If a State bank Is a member of the Federal 
Reserve System. It is also regulated by the FRB and FDIC, and if It Is not a member but 
does Insure Its deposits It Is regulated by'the FDIC. 

3 Based on a sample of national banks, the ComptrOller of the Currency concluded that 
as of August 31, 1970, only .27 percent of banks' commercial and Industrial loans Involved 
equity participation. Press release dated December 10, 1970. 

, Source: FDIC. The omission of uninsured banks does not materially affect the total. 
See sec. E of this chapter. 
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$180 billion, exceeded the sum of the common stock administered by 
investment advisers, insurancl} companies, self-administered employee 
benefit plans, foundations, and educational endowments. 

After preliminary investigation indicated that the majority of tnIst 
department assets were admmistered by a relatively limited number of 
banks, the Study directed its attention to the 50 bank trust departments 
administering the largest amounts of total assets at the end of 1967. 
These banks, at the end of 1969, administered approximately $130 
billion of common stock, or 70 percent of the common stock admin
istered by all bank trust departments. Each of the 50 banks adminis
tered, at that time, more than $650 million of common stock. 

The subjects considered in this chapter include the services offered 
by bank trust departments, assets managed, fees charged, portfolio 
turnover, and performance. These subjects relate to all investment 
managers and are given comparable treatment, to the extent feasible, 
in this and the other chapters of Part 2 of the Study. 

In addition, this chapter focuses on unique attributes of trust de
partments tliat distinguish them from other mvestment managers. One 
such attribute is the association with commercial banking. Not all cor
porate trustees are commercial banks; the first corporations to act as 
trustees in this country were insurance companies. 5 However, today 
there are relatively few trust companies which are not also commercial 
banks.6 

In New York the Banking Law provides that no corporation other 
than one organized under that law may act as a trustee.7 New York 
banking authorities, unlike those of some states,S ta,ke the further 
Sltep of refusing to charter corporations to act solely as trust com
panies, that is, without a commercial banking department. On Septem
ber 3, 1969, the New York Banking Board issued a "Statement of 
Chartering Policy," which expressed the opinion that "the New York 
Banking Law, particularly Section 96 and Subdivision 9 of Section 
4001 thereof, contemplates that every trust company und~r the De
partment's jurisdiction will have and will exercise commercial bank 
powers even though, as a matter of polic~, the management of the 
tnIst company may choose to cO~lcentrate 1tS efforts on the develop
ment of its trust business.': The cited provisions indicate that a, cor
poration organized under the New York Banking Law that has au
thority to act as a fiduciary shall llaye this authority in addition to 
the authority to act as a bank. The Banking Board, in the above State
ment, interprets the provisions granting the power to engage in com
merical banking as a requirement that applicants "offer significant 
commercial bank services." 9 The Statement gives only one policy argu-

GIn 1818. Massachusetts Hospital Life Insurance Company became the first Institution 
In the United States to act as a trustee. H. V. Prochnow. American Financial Institlltiono 
460 (1951). See also C. Herrick, Trllst Companies 2 (1915) ; .T. C. Smith, The Development 
of Trllst Companies in the Unite,l State. (1928). 

o As of the end of 1969. the FDIC reported the existence of 49 nondeposlt trust 
companies. FDIC, Ann. Rep. 239 (1969). 

'N.Y. Bank. Law § 131(3) (McKinney 1966). 
8 For example. California. 
o The Statement of Chartering Policy requires: 
(i) the employment of top management personnel having substantial and satisfactory 

experience In general commercial bank operations: 
(Ii) If a trust company is to be chartered. the employment. In addition. of top manngc-

ment personnel having substantial and satisfactory experience In fiduclnry operntions; 
(III) insurance of deposits 'by the Fetleral Deposit Insurance Corporation; 
(Iv) capital funds of not lpss than $1.2 million; nnd 
(v) a brond dispersion of the stock of the proposed hank or trust company (or of a 

parent company) with no single person owning benefiCially more than 2'h % of the total 
voting stock. 
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ment for its interpretation, namely that the public expects trust com
panies to offer "commercial bank services to a significant segment of 
the public." 

Apart from the association with commercial banking, trust depart
ments differ from other investment managers in the legal, regulatory 
and tax environment affecting them. A special body of law governs 
the relatibnship bebyeen a trustee and the creator and beneficiaries 
of a trust. Trust depa,rtments of nationally chartered banks are sub
ject to regulation by the Comptroller of the Currency.tO Trust depart
ments of state chartered banks are subject to regulation by state bank
ing authorities, and also by the Federal Reserve Board ("FRB") and 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDIC") if they are mem
ber banks, and by the FDIC if they are not members but are insured.l1 
Finally, tax considerations affecting bank trust departments in the 
admilllstration of trusts are different in some respects from those 
applicable to other investment managers. 

This chapter notes the constraints imposed by law and the various 
regulatory authorities on trust departments and their 'accounts, espe
cially personal trusts and commingled accounts, to the extent these 
constraints may be expected to influence investment behavior and 
growth. Because of the shortage of basic statistical data concerning 
the various types of accounts ll,dministered by trust departments, the 
considerable variation among banks, and limitations of time and re
·sources, the Study devoted its primary attention in connection with 
this chapter to the collection and interpretation of statistical data, 
without attempting the extensive interviewing that would have to 
be combined with the data to provide a complete description of bank 
trust departments as in vestment managers. 

B. DATA SOURCES 

There are two basic sources for data presented in the chapter. The 
first is Form 1-60, submitted by each of the 50 banks surveyed. This 
Form contains aggregate information for the trust department as 
a 'whole, such as total assets by major account type and revenues from 
each account type. 

The second major data source concerns a sample of accounts from 
each of the 50 banks. The sample was constructed in three stages. In 
the first stage each bank was asked to submit a complete list of active 
account numbers, categorized by types of accounts. It was recommend
ed that separate lists be furnished for common trust funds, pooled 
employee benefit funds, personal trusts, estates, employee benefit funds, 
personal agency accounts, institutional and other agency accounts 
for which the bank makes investment decisions or gives advice, and 
finally custodial accounts, for which the bank performs clerical work 
but does not make inyestment decisions or give investment advice. 
Each bank was also asked to identify the ten largest accounts in each 
category. 

10 National banks' trust departments were regulated by FRB in the period 1913-1962 
and ~Ince then by the Comptroller of the Currency. Prior to 1913 national banks were not 
authorized to have trust departments. 

" Of the 50 banks studied. at the eJld of 1969, 47 where Insured by the FDIC and thus 
subject to rej:"ulatlon by at least one Federal agf>ncy. 

As Indicated In sec. D.7.b of this chapter: the Comptroller of the Currency's regulations 
concerning common trust funds are the e1fective standards for state, as well as national, 
banks. 
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The Study drew approximately 100 accounts from each bank's lists, 
and for each of these accounts the banks were asked to submit a Form 
1-4 in the second stage of the account sampling process. In general, 
60 of these accounts were selected randomly from personal trusts, 
estates, employee benefit funds, and personal agency accounts, each 
category's representation being proportional to the total value of as
sets administered in that category by a bank. In addition, 30 accounts 
were selected on the basi's of sIze: usually these were the ten largest 
personal trust, employee benefit, and agency accounts. Two large estate 
accounts were randomly selected if estate accounts were given as a 
distinct category. Finally, the banks were to submit Form I-4's for all 
common trust and pooled employee benefit funds. 

For each account selected, Form 1-4 provided basic information on 
total assets, asset composition, investment authority and restrictions, 
voting authority, and authority to select brokers. The responses 
contained in Form 1-4 constituted the basis for selecting the approxi
mately 20 accounts in each bank for which detailed questIOnnaires were 
then submitted, in a third stage, that included information on hold
inrrs of particular stocks/2 fees 13 and turnoverY 

In order to obtain data that would show any changes in management 
of a given account over.a period of years, no accounts est.ablished 
after the beginning of 1967 were chosen for the final stage. Since at
tention was focused on securities holdings, the selection excluded ac
counts from the final stage in which nonfinancial assets 15 represented 
more than 10 percent of total assets, as well as accounts in which more 
than 10 percent of the assets had not been valued in the past year. Also 
excluded were personal agency, personal trust, and estate accounts 
smaller than $10,000 and all other accounts smaller than $50,000. Ac
counts which were more than 25 percent invested in commingled funds 
were also excluded from the final sample because information on com
minged funds \vas obtained directly. 

Since the Study was interested in assessing the impact of banks' in
vestment decisions, very few accounts were selected for the final stage 
where the customer had placed seyere restrictions on investments.16 

Accounts were excluded if a bank reported that it had no investment 
role, or if it reported that the client specified particular investments 
accounting for more than 50 percent of account assets. Of the re
maining accounts, approximately equal representation was given to 
aecounts in which the bank had sole investment discretion and those in 
which consultation was necessaryY Tables V-1, V-2, and V-3 indicate 
the number of accounts involved in the sampling process. For add i
tionalinformation concerning the sampling of trust department 
accounts, see appendix B to this chapter. 

l.2Form 1-3. 
13 Form 1-25. 
H Form 1-26. 
16 For example, real estate. 
16 An account was not excluded merely because the bank was required to obtnln the 

client's approval prior to a transaction. 
17 The latter were much more frequent In all categories of accounts, except employee 

benefit accounts. 
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Table V-I 

Number of Accounts ;for-Which--
,.- ~ ... ... -.' ~ -. ~ -~ -- -

1-4' s We;e··Sub-~itted. il! ~~c.ond Stage .of .. Account 
Sampling Process 

Account Type 

Co~~on Trust Funds 

Pooled Employee Benefit Funds 

Employee Benefit - Large 
Random 

Institutional and Corporate 
Agency - Large 

- Random 

Personal Agency - Large 
- Random 

Personal Trusts and Estates - Large 
- Random 

Total 

Number 

208 

164 

496 
776 

249 
129 

213 
472 

508 
1,374 

4,589 
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Table, V-2 

. -~~~--~u~ber-.~~ _ A~c~~pt-~~i~; -·w~i~h-I-~-4-1-.;~·Were S4~lrtit~ed ~.~ ~ 
by Account Type and Size. and Size of Trust Department 1/ 

Rank of Trust De rtment 
Account Type and Size 

Employee Benefit 
o - 5 million 
5,onO,001-50 million 
Larger than 50 million 

Personal Trust and 'Estate' 
0-500,000 
500,001-5 million 
Larger than 5 million 

Personal Agency 
0-500,000 
500,001-5 million 
Larger than 5 million 

Institutional and Corporate Agency 
0-5 million 
5,000,001-50 million 

Larger than 50 million 

1-20 

356 
125 
115 

418 
96 

170, 

132 
71 
51 

58 
78 
36 

1/ Other than common trust funds and pooled employee benefit 
funds. 

477 
163 

36 

808 
227 
163 

250 
121 

60 

117 
84 

5 
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Table V-3 

Number of Accounts in Third .. ~tage .. ~~m~l.~ 

Common Trust Funds 51 

Pooled Employee Benefit Funds 43 

Personal Trusts 348 

Estates 13 

Employee Benefit 242 

Personal Agency 157 

Institutional and Corporate Agency 87 

Total 941 
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C. TYPES OF ACCOUNTS AND ASSETS ADMINISTERED 

1. Services Offered 

a. Introduction 
As already noted, bank trust departments administer several types 

of accounts. For each type of account, the services. performed by the 
bank and its freedom of action in investing depend partly on the lati
tude given it by its customer. The customer may give the bank sole au
thority to choose investments; he may require that the bank consult 
with specified persons prior to the execution of a transaction; or he 
may grant the bank no role in determining investment. IS A similar 
range of alternatives exists concerning the authority given a bank on 
voting shares held for the account.19 In addition, the customer may 
designate the broker or brokers used in portfolio transactions or may 
permit the bank to choose the brokers used.20 Other factors affecting 
the bank in its investment decisions vary with the types of the accounts 
and the services performed by the banks. 
b. Personal trust accmlnts and estate accmtnts 

When a bank serves as trustee, it has legal title to the trust assets, 
subject to its fiduciary obligation to act in the best interests of the bene
ficiaries in administering the trust and its duty to adhere to the terms 
of the instrument creating the trust. Typically, the trust instrument 
provides for successive beneficiaries. The trustee is usually directed to 
pay the income from the trust assets to one or more beneficiaries and 
then to pay the principal at subsequent date (often the death of the in
come beneficiaries) to one or more remaindermen. A particulrar invest
ment objective such 'as capital appreciation, for example, may serve the 
interest of some beneficiaries but run counter to the interests of others. 
Thus, there is often a divergence in the interests of beneficiaries of trust 
accounts which is absent in the case of agency and employee benefit 
accounts and in the accounts of other investment managers. In ad
ministering trusts, banks would incur customer dissatisfaction and 
potential legal liability if they were to look at the total investment 
return without regard to whether the return is from income or capital 
appreciation. For each account, the bank must respect the interests of 
both income beneficiaries and remaindermen, in accordance with the 
instructions contained in the trust instrument and applicable legal re
quirements. (See section D of this chapter.) Especially where the 
bank is entitled to invade principal for the benefit of the lllcome bene
ficiary, the bank is expected to take into account the particular circum
stances and needs of the individual beneficiaries in administration of 
the trust. A customer may assign as much importance to the careful 
exercise of judgment in determining whether to pay income or prin
cipal to the beneficiaries as to obtaining the maximum investment re
turn from the assets placed in trust. Banks acting as trustees, when 
they have discretion concerning payments to beneficiaries, are thus 
furnishing a service not furnished by other investment managers. 

lB Investment authority Is discussed In sec. C.4.a of this chapter. 
19 Voting Is discussed In sec. C.4.c of this chapter. Sec also ch. XV. 
2. Designation of brokerage Is discussed In sec. C.4.b of this chapter. See alBo Ch. XIII. 
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Administration of assets held by trust departments in estate ac
counts is governed by different principles. When a bank acts as exec
utor of an estate, its fiduciary obligation is to gather the assets owned 
by the decedent at the time of his death, to use these assets to pay the 
debts of the estate, including taxes, and then to distribute the re
maining assets to the benefiCIaries or trustees in accordance with the 
decedent's will. Administering assets of estates is therefore largely 
concerned with any necessary liquidation of the estate's property. 
Obtaining the maximum return from investment of assets adminis
tered cannot be the bank's sole objective in administering esta;tes.21 

c. Agency accounts 
Agency accounts do not typically involve the non-investment services 

performed in connection with trust accounts and estate accounts. An 
agency account, unlike a trust, cannot be used to provide for the dis
position and management of the customer's property after his death. 
The agency terminates on the customer's death. Typically the customer 
is the sole beneficiary of the account, so that the bank <is not required 
to make investment decisions which take into account diverging in
terests of various beneficiaries. Because the bank's relationship is wit~ 
a living customer,22 and usually can be terminated on short notice, the 
bank does not have to apply to a court for instnwtions where authori
t.y is not clear or a dispute arises, as it may in the case of testamentary 
trusts or irrevocable mter vivos trusts. The sole service rendered for 
an agency account is t.he giving of investment. adV'ice or making in
vestment. decisions. 23 A bank-administered personal agency account is 
thus similar to an individual account of an investment adviser. The 
principal difference is that. a bank, unlike an investment. adviser, 
usually has custody of the cust.omer's securit.ies and deposits t.he in
come from them in a bank account. maint.ained for the customer.24 
d. Employee benefit aCCO'ltnts 

The assets in employee benefit accounts are contributed by employ
ers or employees or bot.h, for t.he benefit of t.he employees, pursuant 
t.o retirement or other employee benefit. plans. A bank may act as trustee 
or agent. in connection with t.hese plans, and may be influenced, to a 
greater extent than in other trust or lLgency accounts, by the cus
tomer's comparison of the investment return realized with returns 
realized by ot.her invest.ment. managers. In t.his chapt.er, when data is 
presented by account type, personal trust, personal agency and insti
tutional and corporate agency account.s exclude employee benefit ac
count.s, which are t.reated as a separat.e category. Various types of 
employee benefit. plans are discussed in chapter VIII. 

21 In this chapter. gllardlanshlps for minors and Incompetents and similar accounts are 
Included with estates. These accounts represent a small portion of the trust departments' 
assets. . 

2!l In this chapter a distinction will sometimes be made between agency accounts for 
an Individual (personal ogenc~' accounts) and accounts for other customers (Instltu
tionol and corporate agency accounts). These latter customers Include business cor
porations, foundations. educational endowments, hospitals, museums, churches, and 
other Mn-profit corpora tion.. , 

~1 For a "managing agency" account. the bank has discretion to determine the invest
ments without prior consultation with the customer. 12 C.F.R. § 9.1(g) . 

.. Except as otherwise Mated. this chapter does not relate to agency accounts where 
the hank does not render Investment advice or make Investment decisions. Such excluded 
Ilccounts consist of custo<1lan, safekeeping. and escrow accounts, as well as accounts 
where a bank acts as registrar, transfer agent, or In a similar capacity, 
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2. Size, Growth and Composition of Assets and Revenues 

The assets administered by the 50 banks in personal tmst 'and es
tate, employee benefit, and agency accounts amounted to $194.8 bil
lion at the end of 1969.25 Table V-4 sets forth the approximate distri
bution of these assets among basic asset categories.26 

Assets administered for personal tmst and estate accounts represent 
40.2 percent of the trust department assets administered by the 50 
banks, employee benefit accounts represent 40.6 percent, and agency 
accounts represent 19.2 percent. The composition of the assets in each 
of these three categories is given in Table V-5. A comparison of the 
assets administered by 22 of the 50 banks at the end of 1969 and the 
end of 1964 indicates that assets administered by these banks have 
grown by 55.7 percent 27 in the five-year period. Within the 22-bank 
group, the growth rate of the nine banks which were among the 20 
administering the largest amounts of nssets in 1969 was similar to 
the growth rate of the 13 which were among the remaining 30. The 
respective percentage figures are 55.9 and 55.1. The simIlarity in 
these growth rates was deemed to make it unnecessary to adjust for 
t.he possibility that the 22 banks may not be representative in terms 
of Slze.28 

Data on the growth of trust department revenues is more complete. 
Forty-three banks were able to provide information on tmst depart
ment revenues in calendar 1969 and calendar 1964.29 These revenues 
totaled $380.9 million in 1969, and increased by 49.5 percent in the 
five-year period. Revenues in the trust departments that were among 
the 20 largest increased by 50.3 percent, while revenues in the remain
ing banks increased by 48.0 percent. Of the above 22 banks reporting 
figures on the growth of assets, 19 also provided data on the growth 
of revenues. Since revenues in these 19 grew by 54.1 percent and in 
the remaining 3 assets grew about 5 percent more than the average, 
an estimate of about 50 percent, rather than 55 percent, for the growth 
in assets seems more appropriate. . 

Since some of the banks increased their fee rates during the five-year 
period from 1964 to 1969, and since fees are generally based on assets 
administered, revenues might have been expected to have grown more 
rapidly than assets. However, assets have been growing most rapidly 
in employee benefit accounts. As indicated in section H.2. of this 
chapter, these accounts pay fees which are lower as a percentage of 

'" These assets were reported by each bank on Form 1-60. In furnishIng InformatIon 
on Form 1-60, 25 banks valued the assets admInIstered as of December 1969. EIght other 
banks valued all theIr assets after .Tune ~O. 1969, and an addItional 10 banks valued 
more than 50 percent of theIr assets after June 30, 1969. Information was not available 
on valuation dates for 4 of the banks. 

"" Rome of the banks dlil not report assets In the detail gIven In Table V-4. Assets In 
all the banks were assumed to have the same dIstrIbutIon as the assets In the banks 
that prm'lded the detaIl. For example, only 36 banks provIded the detailed cash Items 
In Table V-4. The percentage of all cash Items that was accounted for by each detailed 
category In these ~6 banks was then applied to the cash items In the 50 banks to get 
the figures In the table. 

27 ThIs figure Is adjusted below In thIs section. 
28 SInce these 22 banks are prImarily ones that wpre natIonal banks In 1964, and 

therefore were requlreil to submit asset reports to the Comptroller of the Currency. they 
may he unrepresentative on that account. The revenue growth data descrIbed In the 
followIng paragraphs are a check on thIs possIbility . 

.. The maIn reason for excludIng the remaInIng seven banks Is theIr Inability to 
separate custodIal from other Income. 
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assets. Moreover, as assets in a given account grow, the client benefits 
from lower fee rates charged larger accounts.30 

Data on growth of revenue by each of the major account types was 
available from most of the banks surveyed. For 47 banks employee 
benefit account revenue in total increased by 94 percent from 1964 to 
1969. For 44 banks trust and estate account revenue increased by 43 
percent, and for 40 banks agency account revenue increased by 46 
percent. 

3. Size of Accounts Administered 

Table V -6 presents the estimated size distribution of accounts by 
category of accounts in the 50 banks.31 The large number of relatively 
small personal trust accounts may include some instances of several 
family accounts (often with the same settlor) which together may be 
substantial. Still, it is significant that approximately 85 percent of 
personal trust and estate accounts and 75 percent of agency accounts 
mvolve assets of less than $500,000. In contrast, over 60 percent of 
employee benefit accounts (other than H.R. 10 accounts)32 are be
tween $500,000 and $5 million, and as indicated in section D.7.a of 
this chapter, more than 50 percent of the assets in employee benefit 
accounts of less than $500,000 are in commingled funds (WhICh involve 
the pooling of assets (If various accounts) . 

4. Authority of Banks 

a. Investment authority 
This section concerns the extent of ,the effective autonomy of banks 

in making investment decisions for different types of accounts, es
pecially obligations to consult33 and other restrictions on investment 
authOrIty which may be imposed or practiced with respect to any 
account. 

so An oll'-settlng factor Is that new accounts sometimes pay higher fees than old 
accounts of the same size. Although emplG'yee benefit assets have been growing 

rapidly, the growth is attributable primarily to additions to old accounts. The follow
Ing tabulation, which Is based on Form 1--4 responses and Indicates the percentsge of 
the assets administered by the banks In 1969 that were In accounts established before 
1965, shows the relatively high percentage of employee benefit assets In older accounts: 

'Percent 
Employee benefiL__________________________________________________ 92_ 6 
Institutional and corporate agency __________________________________ 85. 1 
Personal trust _____________________________________________________ 83.8 
Personal agency ___________________________________________________ 66.8 

31 The data Is derived from Table A2 of Form 1-60. The distribution Is estimated 
rather, than exact. The distribution of accounts In seven banks had to be estimated by 
assuming that the distribution In each account category was the same as the average 
In hanks that had a similar average size of account of that category. That Is. the average 
size of account by category In each bank was calculated from the asset totals and the 
total number of accounts. which were available for all banks. For each account category. 
banks were classified by average size of -account and the average of the percentage 
distributions was calculated In each category for the hanks which provided them. These 
percentages were then applied to the total number of accounts In banks In the same 
average account size category which did not provide a distribution. 

"4 B.R. 10 acconnts nre created primarily to recplve tax-deductible contributions under 
retirement plans for self-employed Individuals and their employees. The maximum deduct
Ible contrlhutlon each year Is $2,500 per person. Most of the employee benefit accounts 
appenring In Tnble V-6 In the $1-50,000 range are probnbly B.R. 10 accounts. 

33 Banks sometimes ('onsult with their clients or co-trustees prior to a trade though 
legnlly the banks have sole authority to determine Investments. Even If a bank does not 
consult with anyone, a bank with sole Investment authority may restrict Its Investments 
to n limited rnnge of companies, fulfi11lng its customers'· expectations. A bank may 
choose to restrict the Investments made on behalf of a customer because of his circum
stances. For example, there may be compelling reasons to invest some assets In tax-free 
bonds. 
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The analysis proceeds in stages. First the banks' responses to 
questions dealing with their investment authority is summarized. 
Then data are examined for indications of (a) whether personal 
trust and personal agency accounts contain so few stocks34 in relation 
to the size of the account as to suggest that the account consists pri
marily of holdings in family companies or other holdings which for 
some reason it is impractical to sell, and (b) whether employee bene
fit accounts contain large holdings of the stocks of the corporation 
setting up the employee benefit plan. 

Form 1-4, which was completed for approximately 100 accounts in 
each bank, called for information as to whether: 

(a) the bank had sole investment authority 35 for the account; 
(b) the bank was required to consult with any other parties 

prior to the execution of a trade; or 
(c) the bank had no investment authority. 

The responses are given in Table V-7, which shows the percentage 
of stock by market value in the three categories of investment author
ity, by account type. The table provides information separately for 
accounts that were randomly selected and for the large accounts se
lected from each bank. Table V -8 cross-classifies the accounts further 
by size of the bank (measured by assets administered) 36 and Table V-9 
adds a classification by size of the account. Table V-10 provides the 
same information as Table V-9, except that it includes other assets 
administered in addition to common stock. 

These tables indicate that the 50 banks have sole discretion over more 
than 75 percent of the stock in employee benefit accounts. The largest 
ten banks, which have 58 percent of the total employee benefit ac
count assets in all banks,37 have sole discretion over 89 percent of the 
employee benefit account assets they administer. Furthermore, em
ployee benefit account assets have been growing more rapidly than other 
trust department assets. 38 The tables also indicate that the banks have 
no investment role in connection with more than 10 percent of the 
stock in accounts which they do not classify as custodiaJ.39 This absence 
of any investment role is particularly notable in employee benefit ac
counts in the smaller of the 50 banks and in large personal agency 
accounts in those banks.40 

In addition to these responses on investment authority, the banks 
were given an opportunity to describe special restrictions on an ac
counts' investments. The frequency of these restrictions was obtained by 

.. Unless otherwise specified, "stocks" in this chapter refers only to common stocks. 
35 A bank could state that It had sole In .. estment authority even where It was limited 

to certain types of Investments. The following table, based on Form 1-4 data, Indicates 
the percentage of accounts In various categories which were restricted entirely to tnx
exempt honds: Personal trust and estnte __________ .:________________________________ O. fl7 

~~;g~; be~~fi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~:~~~====:============== ~:~~ Institutional and corporate agency ____________________________________ 0 
Other restrictions which may be operative even where a bank has sole Investment 
authority In that It need not consult with any other persons are considered In this 
section and In sections D.2 and D.3 of this chapter. 

36 Unless otherwise Indicated, In this chapter the size of banks Is measured by trust 
department assets administered. 

37 See sec. E of this chapter. 
"" See sec. C.2 of this chapter . 
.. The a8sets of these accounts appear In the assets administered by the banks In 

sec. C.2 of this chapter . 
• 0 Less significance should be attached to the figures for small instltutl~nal and 

corporate agency accounts because they are very heterogeneous and there are not many 
In the sample. 
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scrutinizing the approximately 1,000 accounts initially selected for 
stage three of the sampling process, Irom which certain restricted ac
counts were subsequently excluded. 

Only for personal trust ~ccounts did the restrictions cover more than 
1 percent of the accountsY For 2 percent of the personal trust accounts 
over which the banks had sole iilVestment authority, there were re
strictions on the stocks which could be held. In these restricted accounts 
an average of 80 percent of the account assets was restricted.42 For five 
percent of the personal trust accounts for which the bank reported 
that it had to consult before trading, there were restrictions on the 
stocks which could be held, and in these accounts an average of 91 
percent of the account assets was restricted. 

Analysis of the portfolio statistics suggests that in practice addi
tional restrictions, particularly in personal trust accounts, limit banks' 
investments. A comparison of different types of accounts of equivalent 
size appears in Table V-1V3 In the different account categories, the 
table shows, per account, the aver'age number of companies whose 
equities (common stock and rights to acquire common stock) were 
held. For example, the table indicates that employee benefit accounts 
with aggregate equity holdings of between $25,000,001 and $100 mil
lion held equities of an average of 60 different companies, while per
sonal trust accounts in the same size category held equities of 16 differ
ent companies. Both the personal trust and persoRal agency accounts, 
particularly the large ones, have a comparatively small number of 
companies represented. This is explained in part by accounts having 
stock in only one company. Sixteen percent of personal trust accounts. 
with equity holdings above $5 million had stock of only one company.44 
On the other hand, this is true of only 2 percent of the large employee 
benefit accounts. Moreover, 15 percent of personal trust accounts with 
more than $5 million in stock over which the banks reported sole in
vestment authority are one-company accounts. The personal trust ac
counts with a value exceeding $5 million which hold only one 
company's equity appear to constitute a substantial percentage of the 
assets administered by the 50 banks in personal trust accounts of that 
size, though the Study's data does nqt permit calculation of the exact 
percentage. 

In smaller personal trust accounts and in agency accounts the fre
quency of portfolios with a, single equity holding is much lower (less 
than 5%). However, in virtually any size category, the average num
ber of equities held for personal trust accounts and for agency ac
counts is considerably less than the corresponding number for em
ployee benefit accounts. 

Some of the portfolios may have a large percentage of their assets 
invested in stock of a very small number of companies because the 
stock held represents shares in a family associated company for which 
there is no ready market. Another reason (which may also be impor-

41 In this section estate accounts are Included when personal trust accounts are 
referred to. 

o For example. 80 percent of the assets of an account might be restricted to the stock 
of the customer's employer. with the bank free to Invest the balance . 

.. The table Is derived from etltrles for 1969 in Form 1-26. This Information relates to 
accounts not reported as suhject to Investment restrictions . 

.. Of th .. 10 sampled personal trust accounts with equity holdings greater than $25 mil
lion. fonr hold t'1e stock of only one company. 

53-940 0-71-pt. 2-20 
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tant with family associated companies) is that the tax basis of the stock 
is considembly lower than its market price, and the amount of tax pay
able on sale tends to inhibit a sale. In either case, the freedom of the 
bank to manage the portfolio may be restricted by considerations 
apart from the terms of the governing instrument. 

Analysis of holdings of the employer's stock reported by the large 
bank-managed employee benefit accounts described in chapter VIII 
provides some indica,tion of whether banks managing employee bene
fit accounts are restricted in the stock they hold. Such. accounts are 
often established by large corporations with publicly-held stock, and 
the accounts therefore may be more likely to hold substantial blocks 
of the establishing employer's stock than employee benefit accounts 
of smaller companies. However, 117 bank-administered corporate em
ployee benefit accounts included in the stage two sample described 
in chapter VIII had only 11.91 percent of their common stock hold
ings in "affilirute company" stock.45 To be more meaningful, the per
centage should be computed separately for pension and profit-sharing 
accounts. For the 101 pension accounts included in the 117 accounts 
the percentage was 4.2 percent; for the 16 profit-sharing accounts 
the percentage was 56.8 percent. 

In summary, the banks have sole investment authority over about 
80 percent of employee benefit account assets in the fifty banks, less 
than 30 percent 46 of assets in personal trust accounts and less than 10 
percent of the assets in agency accounts. 

Most personal trust and 'agency assets are thus in accounts concern
ing which the bank gives advice and must consult others before enter
ing a transaction. This is the case for about 60 percent of personal 
trust account assets ·and 70 percent of agency account assets. It is not 
clear how different in actual management these are from accounts in 
which banks have sole investment authority. Estimates by trust offi
cers on the frequency with which customers agree with advice given 
have ranged from 60 percent to 99 percent. It is difficult in data on 
designation of brokerag-e, turnover, and fees to detect much difference 
between accounts for which a bank has sole investment authority and 
those in which consultation is necessary.47 
b. Authority to select brokers 

Chapter XIII and sections G.3 and H.5 of this chapter discuss bene
fits banks receive as a result of their authority to select brokers in 
connection with securities' transactions. Here the brokerage commis
sions paid to brokers chosen by the banks are compared to the broker
age commissions paid to brokers designated by trust department cus
tomers. 

In Form I~4 the 50 banks were asked to state for each of the ac
counts sampled whether: 

(a) brokerage commissions were not designated by the cus
tomer; 

.. The applicable definition of "affiliate" for employee benefit accounts Is "any cor
porate employer any of whose employees are covered by the plan. or any company 
collitrolled by. contrOlling. or under common control with such a corporation." 

•• The percentage is based on the random Form' 1-4 respon~es. which (when 
weighted by assets In each of the bank size categories) Indicated 32.5 percent. reduced 
to adjust for accounts reporting sole discretion that were largely made up of a single 
holding or that were subject to special Instructions as to the stocks that must be held . 

.. See sec. B.3 of this chapter. 
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(b) some but less than 15 percent of commissions on portfolio 
transactions were designated; 

( c) at least 15 percent but less than 85 percent of commissions 
were designated; 

( d) more than 85 percent were designated; or 
(e) none of the above applied because the bank placed no or

ders for the account. 
The responses by account types are in Table V -12. As indicated 

in the table, there is less designation of brokerage for employee bene
fit accounts than for any other category. 

'When this data is considered along with turnover and activity rates 
for different types of accounts,48 it appears that with respect to about 
25 percent of the total brokerage commissions paid by the trust depart
ment accounts, the brokers used are not determined by the banks.49 

It should be noted that assets held in custodial accounts were not in
eluded in trust department assets for purposes of this chapter. Banks 
would be expected to have little discretion in choosing brokers for such 
accounts. This should be remembered when comparing the estimate of 
25 percent designation with the 37 percent given in chapter XIII. The 
latter figure is based on data from Form 1-7, which requested informa
tion on "all orders given to broker-dealers by your bank whether or 
not arising from accounts administered by your bank's trust depart
ment." It therefore included an undetermmed amount of trading for 
custodial accounts, for which the brokers are usually designated by 
the customer. 50 

c. V oting a~lthority 
The extent of bank influence arising from aggregate trust depart

ment holdings is examined in chapter XV. In this section, the relative 
amounts of stock over which the banks have sole, partial, and no voting 
authority are set forth. 

On Form 1-4 the 50 banks stated for each sampled account, whether: 
(a) the bank had sole voting authority or constituted the re

quired majority of the group authorized to decide on the voting of 
shares (Column 3 of Table V-13) ; 

(b) the bank had no voting authority (Column 4) ; 
(c) the bank consulted with others or submitted recommenda

tions on the voting of shares, and did not constitute the required 
majority of a group authorized to decide on the voting of shares 
(Column 5) ; 

( d) the bank had ,roting authority only if instructions were not 
recei ved from other persons (Column 6) ; or 

( e) voting authority differed among stocks held in the 
portfolio (Column 7). 

Table V-13 indicates that for stock comprising-about three-fourths 
of the value of the stock held in employee benefit accounts, the 
banks have sole voting authority. For the personal trust and estate 
accounts the figures are lower: approximately 55 percent for randomly 

4S See sec. F.2 of this chapter . 
•• Banks sometimes consider customers' preferences, even where there is no explicit 

deSignation of brokers. 
GO While the 25 percent figure excludes custodial accounts, it does Include accounts for 

which the bank does not trade. 
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selected accounts and approximately 37 percent for the larger personal 
trust and estate accounts. 

The banks have the least voting authority over the stock in their 
agency accounts. They have sole voting authority over stock consisting 
of only about 13 percent of the value of the stock held in personal 
agency 'accounts, and have no voting lauthority, either sole or in con
junction with others, in connection with approximately one-half of 
the value of the stock held in personal agency accounts.51 In the ran
domly selected institutional 'and corporate agency accounts the banks 
have sole voting authority over approximately 30 percent of the value 
of the stock in the accounts. However, in the large accounts in this 
category the figure becomes 15 percent, and the banks have no voting 
authority at 'all over approximately 65 percent of the value of the 
stock in the category. 

Multiplying the value of the stock held in the categories of ac
counts 52 by the percentage for randomly selected accounts in column 
three of Table V -13 results in tlie followmg estimate of the total value 
of common stock over which the banks have sole voting authority: 

Millions 
Personal trust and estate ____________________ ..: ______________________ $30, 124 
Employee benefit ___________________________________________________ 37,327 
Agency" __________________________________________________________ 4,235 

Total _______________________________________________________ 71,686 

The $71.7 billion of common stock over which the banks are esti
mated to have sole voting authority is 55 percent of the market value 
of the common stock held by the 50 trust departments. Since the banks 
have sole voting authority over a relatively large portion of the com
mon stock in employee benefit accounts, if m the future these accounts 
continue to grow faster than other accounts (see section C.2 of this 
chapter), the percentage of common stock in bank trust departments 
over which banks have sole voting authority may be expected to 
increase. 54 

'" No attempt has been made to allocate the securities held in accounts for which the 
banks' voting authority varied among the securities held In the particular account. As 
indicated In the table, the percentages of stock held in such accounts were substantially 
higher for personal agency accounts than for any other category . 

• 2 Sec. C.2. of this chapter. 
03 The 508 accounts randomly selected from total agency accounts included (a) per

sonn! and (b) Institutional and corporate accounts in the following ratio, measured by 
the market value of the common stock In the accounts: 4.74:1. This ratio was used In 
calculating the aggregate amount for agency accounts . 

•• This assumes that banks will In the future continue to have voting authority over a 
large proportion of stocks held in employee benefit accounts. 
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TABLE V-4 

ASSET COMPOSITION OF BANK 
ADMINISTERED PORTFOLIOS (50 BANKS) 

End of 1969 

Market Value 

Cash Items 
Demand Deposits and Currency 
in Own Bank 

Demand Deposits and Currency 
Elsewhere 

Certificates of Deposits in 
Own BaI)k 

Certificates of Deposit Elsewhere 
Other Time and Savings Deposits 

in Own Bank 
Other Time and Savings Deposit i 

in. Other Commercial Banks 
Other Time and Savings Deposits 
Total 

u.S. Government Debt 
Domestic State and Local Debt 
Nongovernment Long-Term Debt II 
Pref erred Stock 
Common Stock 
Loans Secured by Real Estate 
Real Estate 

. Other Assets 21 

Assets 
(in mi llions Percent 
of dollars) of Total 

1,476.3 .76 

51.0 .03 

45.4 .02 
40.7 .02 

747.4 .38 

170.9 .09 
110.2 .06 

2,641. 9 1.37 

8,912.7 4.57 
11 ,926.8 6.12 
24,649.7 12.65 
3,484.2 1. 79 

130,872.3 67.20 
3,570.8 1.84 
3,067.2 1.57 
5,631.3 2.89 

194,757.1 100.00 

II Includes securities having a maturity at the time of 
issuance exceeding one year: 

21 Includes nongovernment debt payable on demand or having a maturity 
at the time of issuance not exceeding one year. These debt 
securities include commercial paper and open-end notes the 
principal amount of which may vary daily. 



Cash Items 

U.S. Government Debt 

Domestic State and Local Debt 

NongovernmQnt'~~l1g~]e.rm: p_ebt:. 

Preferred Stock 

Common Stock 

Loans Secured by Real Estate 

Real Estate 

Other As'sets 

Total Assets 

See notes to Table V-4. 

TAB L E V-5 

ASSET COMPOSITION BY ACCOUNT TYPE (50 BANKS) 
End of 1969 

Personal 
"Trust & Estate Accounts EmElo~ee Benefit Accounts 

Market Value Percentages Market Value Percentages 

$ 1,430,930,347 1.83 $ 798,945,543 1.01 

4,050,393,004 5.18 2,974,292,318 3.76 

8,030,412,384 10.27 435,069,355 0.55 

::.4,042,573,712 5.17 1Q,437,711,269 20.78 

1,563,858,303 2.00 1,036,256,100 1. 31 

54,930,522,882 ?:0.25 50,903,114,540 64.35 
___ i 

750,651,985 0.96 2,610,416,130 3.30 

1,845,352,797 2.36 933,421,525 1.18 

1,548,219,720 1. 98 2,974,292,318 ~ 

$78,192,915,134 100.00 ~79,103,519;098 100.00 

Agency Accounts 

Market Value PercentalZes 

$ 412,066,928 1.10 

1,888,015,742 5.04 

3,461,362,193 9.24 ~ 
c.,:) 

4,169,368,096 11. 13 
0 

884,070.863 2.36 

25,038,684,955 66.84 

209,779,527 0.56 

288,446,849 0.77 

1,108,834,642 ~ 

$37,460,629,795 100.00 



TABLE V-6 

DISTRIBUTION OF BANK-ADMINISTERED ACCOUNTS BY TYPE AND SIZE 

49 Banks 11 

f b 31. 1969 -- - .... "'_ ................ A.' __ ••• __ 

Personal Trusts & Estates Employee Benefit 

No. No. 

Agency 

No. 

Account Size of Accounts Percentage of Accounts Percentage of Accounts Percentage 

$1 to $50,000 79,554 34.20 17,467 65.21 9,755 21.24 

$50,001 to $500,000 118,804 51.08 98:;: 3.67 24,766 53.92 

$500,001 to $1,000,000 19,398 8.34 3,290 12.28 5,523 12.02 

$1,000,001 to $5,000,000 12,409 5.34 3,106 11.60 4,581 9.97 

$5,000,001 to $50,000,000 2,343 1.01 1,619 6.04 1,230 2.68 

Greater than $50,000,000 69 I .03 322 1. 20 79 .17 . 
11 Data for one bank were not available. The figures do not include the less than 2 percent of accounts 

which were unvalued. Banks were permitted to leave an account un~a1ued only if there was nc reason 
to believe it exceeded $75,000. 

. 

""" C/.:) ..... 
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TABLE V-7 

Percentage of Stock in Each Category of 
Discretion by Account Type and Source 

of Account 

Bank has sole Bank must 
investment consult 

Account Tvpe and Source authority before trade 
Personal Trusts and Estates 

Large 23.20 66.94 
Random 33.08 59.17 

Personal Agency 
Large 5.39 59.39 
Random 6.63 80.35 

Employee Benefit 
Large 76.45 7.38 
Random 81.80 6.09 

Institutional and Corporate 
Agency 

Large 8.11 67.93 
Random 16.71 33.77 

Bank has no 
authoritv 

9.85 
7.73 

35.21 
13.01 

16.16 
12.10 

23.94 
49.51 
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TABLE - V-8 

perc~~-;"~; 9f~S1:.:;;:~}{ j~_-E~ch-sat~ry ~j:iiscretion 
by Account Type, Source of Account and Size Rank of Trust Department 

\' Type of Bank has sole Bank must con- Bank has no 
Account and investment sult before authority 

Source Rank authority trade 
• III -..... :Q) I 1-10 22.02 75.48 2.49 '" .... 

C Ill'" - -' 11-25 21. 97 57.12 20.90 o ...... 
III III III Large 26-50 26.92 69.24 3.83 ~. ~I<l 
p.. f-'"O 1-10 32.07 56.05 11.87 

: c- ---Random -- 11-25 31. 56 62.12 6.30 :", 
26-50 34.51 58.48 6.99 

1-10 4.51 74.98, 20.49 

~ e -- i'arge --- 11-25 3.07 58.32 38.59 
26-50 7.97 41. 47 50.54 

0 c 1-10 2.21 86.19 11. 59 III Q) 

~~ - -Random 11-25 13.18 66.78 20.02 
p.. 

26-50 11.17 76.15 12.67 
1-10 88.55 1.07 10.37 

Q) 

11-25 76.80 7.77 _15.41 Q) ... 

Large "' .... 26-50 46.10 22.66 31. 23 0 .... ..... Q) 

1-10 88.75 2.20 9.04 n. c 
, -' S Q) Random I<l<tl 11-25 69.83 26.87 3.29 

26-50 20.97 2.17 76.85 .., 
1-10 7.97 74.64 17.38 ..... 

11-25 5.58 58.89 -35.52 '" c Q) 

LarQe 26-50 13.62 54.80 31. 56 0 ... '" ..... '" u 1-10 6.70 9.66 83.62 ... .. c --;:l 0 Q) ... n. 0() Random 11-25 33.86 55.37 10.75 ..... .. .q; 
26-50 15.16 50.99 33.84 ... 0 

III U 
C 

H 
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TABLE V-9 

Percentage of Stock in Each Category of Qf;;~i~Ln .~~_ .. 
by Acc0l:'~~ .. :rY.P.~ __ ~~~. Siz.e. _a~~ Si~~.~a~~~. J.~ust p,epartment 

Bank Must Consult Bank Has No 
Sole Authorit Before Trade Authority 

Size of (~)count 
-20 21-50 1-20 21-50 1-20 21-50 

Personal Trusts 

134.67 
and Estates 

0-500,000 40.66 57.88 54.15 7.44 5.18 
500,001-5 million 121. 03 37.45 67.08 53.25 11.87 9.28 
greater than 5 million :20.41 27.91 69.64 62.54 9.94 9.53 

_. 

Personal AgencJ!: 
0-500,000 17.01 18.54 59.99 61.88 22.99 19.57 

500,001-5 million 10.86 6.19 58.66 64.33 30.47 29.46 
greater than 5 million 3.92 3.57 72.69 47.87 23.37 48.55 

EmQloJ!:ee Benefit 
0-5 million 152.49 54.26 11. 48 14.70 36.02 31. 03 

5,000,001- 50 million 73.54 62.37 11. 48 10.97 14.46 26.65 
greater than 50 million 88.26 42.30 1. 99 24.28 9.74 33.40 

----

Institutitional and 
CorQorate AgencJ!: 

_ .. 

0-5 million 25.90 10.90 46.68 62.29 27.41 12:55 
5,000,001-50 million 3.91 15.74 73.69 25.37 22.39 21.95 
greater than 50 million 7.20 16.88 69.28 55.40 23.50 57.7,3 
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TABLE V-10 

Percentage of -Aie Assets in Each Categoty--of Discretion 
._-=:::'-~~-by_A.<:coun_t Type and -S~z~_,-_and~ize Rank o£_Tr~st::_p~_pa~!~en=--~~ 

Sole Authority Bank Must Consult Bank Has No Authority 

Size of Account ($) 
.Personal Trusts and 

Estates 
O-SOO,OOO 

SOO,OOl-S million 
greater than S million 

Personal Agency 
0-500,000 

500,001-5 million 
greater than S million 

Employee Benefit 
._. 0-_5 .-'Iln lio,n .. "_. 

~9~0~QOl-SO million 
greater than 50 millio 

Institutional and 
Corporate Agency 

O-S million 
'5,OOO~OOl:-50 ~iilio~·--· 
greater than·SO millio 

1-20 

42.25 
23.48 
22.04 

17.05 
10.04 
4.25 

66.04 
73.01 
80.7S 

24.64 
4.15 
7.71 

2l-S0 1-20 

45.65 
39.74 
30.20 

50.14 
63.49 
68.49 

18.11 S9.52 
8.30 52.31 
4.84 65.78 

56.78 
63.03 
45.65 

10.06 
12.73 
10.72 

10.64 38.02 
13.24 70.72 
15.54 64.12 

2l-S0 

49.97 
51. 53 
59.32 

63.53 
64.63 
51. 93 

18.94 
12.21 
29.55 

73.00 
6S.43 
34.00 

1-20 

7.60 
13.01 
9.46 

23.41 
37.63 
29.95 

23.88 
14.25 
8.52 

37.33 
2S.11 
28.16 

2l-S0 

4.37 
8.71 

10.47 

18.34 
27.0S 
43.21 

24.26 
24.74 
24.78 

16.35 
21.32 
50.44 



TABLE V-Ill/ 

Average Number of Companies Represented in Equity Portfolios by Size of 
Total Equity Holding and Account Type 

Average Number of Issues per Account Number of Accounts Sampled 

Institutional 
Em?10yee! Personal 

I Institutional 

Employee Personal Personal & Corporate Personal' & Cor?orate 

Value of Equity ($) Benefit Trust Agencv A"encv Benefit I Trus: Agencv Agencv 

1 
0-100,000 8 12 9 12 8 73 24 2 

100,001-500,000 18 14 15 13 20 83 45 10 

I 
500,001-1,000,000 30 18 16 24 22 26 14 5 

1,000,001-5,000,000 33 20 28 30 43 38 31 27 

5,OOO,OOIJ25,OOO,OOO 44 22 35 42 66 58 19 23 

25,000,001-100 mi11io~ 60 16 20 58 33 10 4 IS 

above 100 million 85 I 55 30 I 16 I I 1 I 

1/ Includes common stock, as well as rights, warrants and options to purchase common stock. 

~ 
c.,:) 
0') 
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TABLE V-12 

Percentage of Assets in'Each Brokerag~ 
Designntion Cntegory by Account Type 

Amount of DesienAt_i_~~n 
o - 15 l 15 - 85 More than 85 Bank Does 

Account Type No Percent l:'ercent Percent " 

N.ot .T.rade 
nnd Source of Account Deaipnntio nM i nfulli.o ~nation Designatloe,n 

Employee Benefit 

Large 64.6 5.8 12.6 9.1 8.0 

Random 73.2 .2 6.4 13.2 7.1 

Personnl Trust 
and Estate 

Large 63.5 2.29 8.1 16.8 9.3 

Random 67.7 0.2 6.1 19.2 6.8 

l'ersona1 Aecncy 

Large 48.2 7.0 8.0 32.11 4.7 

Random 76.9 .4 5.5 14.5 2.7 

Institutional Ii< 
Corporate Agency 

Large 44.0 2.6 .10.9 16.7 25.7 

Random .41.6 0 18.9 25.1 14.3 



TABLE V-l3 

Voting Authority by AccOUnt Type and Source of Account 

. - ....... -.... -. -. '- .. - Percentag~s of Value of Common Stock Reported in Row 

...... - ___ _ -1- - -' .. .. -. .' Bank Has 

- Partial Voti~~Authority "7 - . 
. , 1 2 3 4 5 6 Voting . 

Total Bank Has Bank Authority 
Number' of Value of Sole Bank Has Bank Votes if Differs Among 
Accounts Stock Voting • No Voting Consults Instructions Stocks in 
in Sample in Sample Authority . Authority_ in Voting Not Received Portfolio 

Personal Trusts & Estates (Large) 508 5,868,220,993 37.08 2.80 40.52 16.78 2.54 

Personal Trusts & Estates (Random) 1,374 282,554,270 54.84 7.89 26.23 5.95 4.70 

Employee Benefit* (Large) 493 17,075,888,713 80.54 8.18 2.14 7.29 1.84 

Employee Benefit* (Random) 728 1,253,150,810 73.33 14.97 0.39 8.66 2.63 

Personal Agency (Large) 213 1,646,456,348 12.21 43.30 3.12 21.56 18.84 

Personal Agency (Random) 472 ,275,912,577 14.01 54.94 5.07 8.28 17.61 

Institutional and Corporate Agency 
245 5,279,589,153 ).4.69 64.38 8.18 10.22 2.44 (Large) 

Institutional And Corporate Agency 
(Random) 129 82,305,071 31.10 36.07 20.23 9.11 3.47 

H.R. 10 - Self-Employed 
Individual's Tax Retirement Act 51 344,701 92.82 '7. ~O -0- -0- -0-

{._~~cludes.H.R. 10 (Self-Employed Individual's Tax Retirement Act) accounts. 

8 

No 
Response 

0.25 

0.37 

-0-

-0-

0.94 

0.07 

0.05 

-0-

0.07 
-

H:o
CIj 
00 
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D. LEGAL, REGULATORY AND TAX ENVIRONMENT 

1. Introduction 

Bank trust departments operate under legal constraints and regula
tory supervision which differ significantly from the legal limitations 
affecting other investment managers. Applicable tax considerations 
also vary among investment managers in certain respects. This section 
briefly summarIzes the legal, regulatory and tax environment to the 
extent it appears to have the potential of affecting the banks' behavior 
as investment managers. Sections D.2, D.3 and D.4 discuss certain 
duties which a bank may have by virtue of its capacity as a trustee; 
section D.5 summarizes the Federal regulations affecting national 
banks as fiduciaries; section D.6 briefly discusses the rela;tionship 
between tax laws and trusts; and section D.7 describes the laws and 
issues involving banks' pooling of investments. In all cases the ex
planations are intended only to direct attention to the essential features 
of the laws or regulations involved, rather than to supply a compre
hensive surveyor analysis of such laws and regulations. 

2. Legal Lists 

The statutes of some states include legal lists of investments for 
trustees, though the number of states havmg legal lists has decreased 
substantially i).l the last thirty years. The lists typically include cate
gories of debt securities; some states' statutes permit a specified per
centage of a trust's assets to be invested in common stock. On May 1, 
1970, one of the few remaining legal-list states, New York, repealed its 
list of permissible tYJ?es of securities. 55 

In general, legal lIst statutes do not apply when a bank is acting as 
agent, rather than trustee. Nor do the legal list restrictions apply 
where the instrument creating the fiduciary relationship specifies that 
the fiduciary shall be free to purchase securities not included in the 
legal list. This is a common provision in trust agreements (including 
employee benefit plan trust agreements). Eighty of a sample of 122 
instruments creating personal trusts 56 contain the provision, even 
though in many cases it'was unnecessary because the applicable law 
did not include a legal list. 

Table Y-14 reflecting information reported on Form 1-4, indicates 
that the 50 banks are rarely restricted by legal lists, either because the 
applicable state law does not include a legal list or because the gov
erning instrument provides that the trustee shall not be so restricted. 
The banks reported that only 3.34 percent of the large personal trust 
accounts in the sample and 5.26 percent of the randomly selected per
sonal trust accounts were limited to a legal list. Measured by the assets 
in the accounts the percentages reported are 2.53 percent and 4.12 per
cent, respectively.57 The average account subject to a legal list is some
what smaller than the average account not so restricted. 

The percentages are higher if the calculation is based on only 
those accounts over which the bank has sole investment authority. 
Of the randomly selected perEonal trw,t accounts in this group, 10.04 

55 Ch. 321, L. 1970 . 
.. Submitted in connection with Form 1-62. 
51 Employee benefit trusts subject to legal lists are even less common. 
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percent of the assets are in 'accounts subject to a legal list, and ac
counts subject to that restriction comprIse 7.47 percent of the ac
counts. The corresponding figures for large personal trust accounts 
are 2.66 percent and 4.10 percent, respectively. Thus, there may be 
some cases where a settlor has decided not to lImit a bank by making 
it share investment authority with another person but has instead 
limited the bank to a legal list. 

3. Prudent Man Rule 

While most bank-administered trusts are not subject to a legal list, 
most are subject to the prudent man rule. This rule, which is em
bodied· in a statute in many states,58 places a trustee "under a duty 
to make such investments as a prudent man would make of his own 
property having primarily in view the preservation of the estate 
and the amount and regularity of the income to be derived." 59 A prime 
concern of the trustee must be the safe-guarding and preservatIOn of 
the trust estate : 

"It is true that in certain transactions, as in the making of investments, it is 
not sufficient that the trustee should use the care and skill of a prudent man in 
investing his own property. There is an additional requirement that he should 
use the caution exercised by a prudent man in conserving the property. In 
making investments the trustee is under a duty not only to exercise such care 
and skill as a man of ordinary prudenCe would exercise in dealing with his 
own property, but he must use the caution of one who has primarily in view 
the preservation of the estate entrusted to him, a caution which may be greater 
than that of a prudent man who is dealing with his own property." 60 

Preservation of. assets is contrasted to speCUlation: 

"No man of intelligence would make a [purchase] of property where in view 
of the price the risk of loss is out of proportion to the opportunity for gain. 
'There, however, the risk is not out of proportion, a man of intelligence may 
make a [purchase] which is speculative in character with a view to increas
ing his property instead of merely preserving it. Such a [purchase] is not a 
proper trust investment, because it is not a [purchase] which makes the preser
vation of ,the fund a primary consideration." 61 

The traditional interpretations of the prudent man rule prohibit 
a trustee from purchasing securities on margin, purchasing mterests 
in new and untried enterprises,62 and sel1mg short. Furthermore, 
under traditional doctrine, no portion of a trust fund may be in
vested in "speculative" securities, regardless of the riskiness of the 
portfolio as a whole.63 

It is not possible to state clear, simple rules which accurately de
scribe what courts have concluded are proper trust investments.64 The 
factors that a trustee may properly take into consideration in making 
an investment include, among others, the amount of the total trust 
assets, the situation of the beneficiaries, the marketability of the partic
ular investment, the probable duration of the trust 'and the tax effect 

G8 E.g., N.Y. Estates. Powers and Trusts Law ~ 11-2.2 (McKinney SuPp. 1970). 
G93 A. Scott, Law 01 Trusts 1805-06 (3d ed. 1967). 
1M) 2 A. Scott, Law 01 Trl/st8, 1409-10 (3d ed. 1967). 
61 Re8tatement (Second) 01 Tru8t8, § 227, comment e (1959) . 
.. Dean E.' Miller, Deputy Comptroller of the Currency for Trusts, has queried whether 

the prudent man rule has changed to permit Investments In new and untried enterErlses. 
Address bpfore the Mldeontlnpnt Trust ConfNence of the American Banker. Assoc ation, 
Chicago, IlIlnois. November 19. 1970; American Banker, November 30, 1970, p. 4. 

B3 Note. The Regulation 01 Risky Investments, 83 Barv. L. Rev. 603, 615 (1970) • 
.. 3 A. Scott, Law 01 Trud8 1805 (3d ed. 1967). 
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of a transaction.65 Whether a trustee must seek diversification is an 
open question in many jurisdictions.66 

The courts, in suits brought by beneficiaries or guardians, sometimes 
apply the prudent man rule to PFofessional trustees with~)Ut discuss
ing whether the standards are dIfferent from those applIed to other 
trustees.67 However, courts sometimes state that, since banks have spe
cial skills and facilities and hold themselves out as having these, they 
are professional trustees who must satisfy a higher standard of care 
!Lnd skill than nonprofessional trustees.68 

Under the prudent man rule, there is some authority that a trustee 
may seek to offset inflation's erosion of the purchasing power of the 
trust assets, even by deviating from the investment provisions of the 
trust agreement.69 However, there does not appear to be any case in 
which a trustee has been held to have v'iolated the prudent man rule 
by neglecting possible inflation.70 

WhIle it is cOInmon to specify in a trust agreement or will that a 
fiduciary is not subject to a legal list, it is relatively r!Lre for a trust 
instrument to modify the prudent man rule. In none of the 122 instru
ments submitted in connection with Form 1-62 was the rule specifically 
mentioned, though in 10 cases the fiduciary was given "absolute dis
cretion," which may permit the fiduciary to invest in speculative secu
rities forbidden by the prudent man rule. 71 

The various versions of the prudent man rule often do not by their 
terms apply to banks acting as agents rather than trustees. There are 
few cases concerning the standards applicable to banks acting as 
agents, though a recent opinion indicates that stricter standards apply 
to trustees than to agents having sole investment discretion ("manag
ing agents") . 72 

4. Reports to Beneficiaries 

In many states trustees are not required to send periodic reports to 
their beneficiaries, unless the beneficiaries so request. However, in New 
York a trustee that retains a statutory annual commission 13 must fur
nish an annual report to each beneficiary currently receiving income, 
unless the beneficiary waives his right to receive the reports. If the set
tlor is not alive, other persons having an interest in the trust are en
titled to a report if they request it.74 The report must state the assets 
held, the income and principal received by the trustee during the 

56 Restatement (Second) of Trust8, § 227, comment 0 (1959). 
00 3 A. Scott, Law 01 Tru8t8 1855-59 (3d ed. 1967) . 
• 1 See Rippey v. Denver United State8 Nat'l Bank, 273 F. SuPP. 718 (D. Colo. 1967) ; 

Oommercial Tru8t 00. 01 New Jersey v. Barnard, 27 N.J. 332, 142 A. 2d 865 (1958) . 
.. See In re Guardianship of B08e, 39 Wis. 2d 80, 1(;8 N.W. 2d 337 (1968); 

Ooberly v. Superior Oourt, 42 Cal. Rptr. 64 (Ct. of App. 1965) ; In re Sullenger'8 Estate, 
2 Ariz. App. 326, 408 P. 2d 846 (1965) . 

•• In re Trustee8hip Under Agreement with Mayo, 259 Minn. 91, 105 N.W. 2d 900 (1960) ; 
In re Oarli81e'8 Will, (;3 Misc. 2d 546, 278 N.Y.'S. 2d 1011 (Sur. Ct. Suffolk Cty. 1967) : 
Hank of Delaware v. Clark, 249 A. 2d 442 (1968). See also authorities cited in Cary and 
Bright, The Law and the Lore of Endowment Funds (Ford Foundatl()n 1,969). 

10 See J. Breen. Legal Aspect8 01 Substituting Common Stocks for Fixed·Income Secu
rities Under the Prudent Man Rule, N.Y.L.J. (June 27, 1968). 

11 See 3 A. Scott, Law of Tt'U8tS 1852 (3d ed. 1967). In wme states the granting ()f 
"absolute dlscreti()n" apparently has a more limited etfect. 

"National A88'n of Sec. Deal., Inc. v. SEO, 420 F. 2d 83, 87 (D.C. Clr. 1969) (con
curring opinion), cert. granted, 397 U.S. 986 (1970). 

18 See sec. H.1 of this chapter. 
16 If the settlor Is alive, the reports need only be furnished to the beneficiaries 

currently receiving income. 

53-940 O-71-pt. 2-21 
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period, the commission retained by the trustee and the basis for cal
culating the commission.75 

In responses on Form 1-62, the 50 banks indicated whether, in con
nection with an aggregate of 348 personal trust accounts, "detailed 
reports (not simply summaries or confirmations of transactions) about 
the investments" were furnished to customers. No such reports were 
furnished for 18 percent of the accounts.76 

5. Federal Regulation of Banks as Fiduciaries 

Since September 28, 1962, the Comptroller of the Currency has been 
authorized to grant applications of national banks "to act as a trustee, 
executor, administrator, ... or in any other fiduciary capacity in 
which State banks, trust companies, or other corporations which come 
into competition with national banks are permitted to act under the 
laws of the State in which the national bank is located." (12 U.S.C. 
§ 92a (a) ). Prior to September 28, 1962, the Federal Reserve Board had 
similar authority to grant applications for fiduciary powers (40 Stat. 
968).. 

The Comptroller of the Currency's Regulation 9 (12 C.F.R. ~ 9.1 et 
seq.) states that the Comptroller, in determinin~ whether to' grant 
such an application, will consider, among other thmgs, the capital and 
surplus of the applicant, the needs of the community involved and the 
general character and ability of the bank's management (section 9.3). 
FUrther, Regulation 9 imposes certain requirements on banks which 
have been granted fiduciary powers, including the following: At least 
once during every calendar year and within 15 months of tbe last re
view, each bank must review the assets held in each account for which 
it has investment responsibilities (section 9.7 (a) (2) ). All officers and 
employees in the trust department must be adequately bonded (section 
9.7 (b) ). If funds are held in a bank's commercial department on be
half of accounts awaiting investment, then the bank must set aside as 
collateral U.S. Government obligations or certain other debt securities 
owned beneficially by the bank in face value equal to the excess of the 
deposit over the amount insured by the FDIC (section 9.10(b) (3)). 
Generally, unless the governing instrument provides otherwise, a bank 
and its directors, officers and employees may not sell to or buy from an 
account of the bank (section 9.12) .77 

Regulation 9 does not require that securities held by a particular 
account be segregated from those held for other accounts. (See section 
9.13 (b) ). However, many states require that separate stock certificates 
be held for each account's shares of a particular security. 78 

7. N.Y. Surrogate's Court Procedure Act, sections 2308(4) and 2309(4) (McKinney 
SuPp. 1970). N.Y. Civil Practice Law and Rules. section 8005 (McKinney SuPp. 1970). See 
sec. D. 7.b of this chapter concerning reports of common trust funds. 

Where a bank acts as agent rather than trustee for an Individually managed account, 
the customer Is entitled to reports only to the extent provided In the contract creating 
the IIgency relationship. 

T. Of the 62 personal trust accounts sending no reports, eight held only one stock. 
7T Section 9.18, consisting of addLtlonal provisions appllcllble to collective Investment, 

Is discussed In sec. D.7.b of this chapter. See also the FDIC's "Statement of Principles 
of Trust Department Management." 

T8 In New York, legislation has been passed authorizing banks to hold large denomlna· 
tion certificates, without separate certificates for each account. Ch. 501, L. 1970. The 
statute Is known by the acronym FOSEI (filing of securities by Issue). 
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Trust departments of national banks are examined periodically by 
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. The investments held by 
the trust department are examined to determine whether they are "in 
accordance with law, [Regulation 9J and sound fiduciary prmciples" 
(section 9.11 (d) ) .79 In general, the examiners do not attempt to 
evaluate the performance of an account; rather? the investments are 
compared with the provisions of the governing mstruments to deter
mine whether there are any investments not permitted by the instru
ments. The Federal Reserve Board examiners make similar examina
tions of state-chartered banks which are members of the Federal Re
serve System and sl-ate-chartered banks are also examined by state 
banking authorities. 

6. Federal Taxation of Trusts 

When the settlor may revoke a trust within 10 years after the trans
fer of the trust assets into the trust, he is taxed on the ordinary income 
and capital gains of the trust. (Section 676 of the Internal Revenue 
Code.) However, by creating an irrevocable trust, the settlor may 
cause the ordinary Income and capital gajns to be taxed at the rates 
applica,ble to a trust or its beneficiaries (as described below), which 
may be substantially lower than the maximum tax rate of the settlor. 
The federal tax laws thus provide tax incentives to create irrevocable 
rather than revocable trusts. In addition, the federal estate tax en
courages irrevocable trusts since the assets included in a trust which 
the settlor can revoke are treated for Federal estate tax purposes as 
part of the sett.lor's estate (section 2038 of the Internal Revenue Code), 
while, generally speaking, assets held by a trustee under an irrvocable 
trust are not (assuming the settlor did not retain an interest in the 
trust). Federal gift tax is incurred on the creation of an irrevocable 
but not a revocable trust; however, gift t.ax rates are lower than estate 
tax rates. 

More than 70 percent of the randomly selected personal trusts in the 
Form 1-4 sample were irrevocable.so Hanks benefit from the tax in
centives to create irrevocable trusts, since such accounts -are less likely 
to move to competing investment managers than revocable trusts. Even 
where the trustee of an irrevocable trust may be removed, the expenses 
involved in court proceedings may discourage ,the removal. SI 

Rather than attempting to give a comprehensive description of the 
complex provisions of the Internal Revenue Code concerning irre
vocable trusts, the Study seeks merely to describe the fundamental 
policies underlying the provisions. In general, ordinary income and 
realized capital gam received by a trust are subject to income tax, but 
the principal transferred to the trustee by the settlor is not. The Code 
avoids double taxation of trust income, taxing the beneficiaries if the 

70 In Blaney v. Florida Nat'l Ban,k at Orlando, 357 F. 2d 27. 29 (5th Cir. 1966). 
the Court refused "to fashion a federal common law of 'sound' trust principles." 

so This includes all testamentary trusts and some llving trusts. 
81 Some of the instruments governing irrevocable trusts provide for the removal of 

the trustee withou t court proceedings. 
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income is distributed and the trust if it is not. Thus, to the extent that 
income is distributed, the trust is treated as a conduit.M2 

Chapter VIII considers the circumstances under which an employee 
benefit plan is exempt from taxes on ordinary income and capital gains 
and thus not restrained in its trading by tax considerations. 

7. Pooling of Investments 

a. Present significance of commingled funds 
Although common trust 83 and pooled employee benefit funds account 

for only 5.7 percent of the total trust department assets in the fifty 
banks, a substantial portion of the assets in small accounts is invested 
in them. More than 50 percent of the assets in employee benefit accounts 
with assets under $500,000 is invested in pooled employee benefit funds 
and more than 30 percent of the assets in personal trust accounts with 
assets under $100,000 is invested in common trust funds.M (See Table 

V i 5
flnancial incentive to pool smaller accounts is provided by bank 

fee structures. Smaller accounts are charged substantially higher fees 
(as a percent of assets) than larger accounts; however, these fees 
frequently are reduced if the customer agrees to investment in collec
tive funds. Of the 47 banks for which fee schedules were available, 29 
reported a reduction in fees for employee benefit accounts of customers 
who agreed to participate in pooled funds (usually the entire account 
must be so invested for the reduced rate to apply). The reduction 
usually took the form of a lower minimum annual fee. Of the 29 banks 
reporting such reductions, 23 lowered the minimum fee from an aver
age of $1,188 to an average of $329, and a few made smaller percentage 
reductions throughout the fee schedule. . 

For personal trust accounts, 43 of the 47 banks reported charging 
minimum annual fees, and of these 31 reported that the minimum was 
reduced from an average of $453 to an average of $231 if the customer 
agreed to the commingling of his assets. In addition, two of the 43 
reported reductions throughout the schedule, and one of the four which 
charged no minimum reported such reductions. 

8!1 Assume that G has created an Irrevocable trust under which the trustee must 
distribute currently all the ordinary income to G's son and may not distribute any 
principal (Including capital gains) to the son, and on the son's death all the assets 
held by the trust are to be distributed to G'R grandchildren. The Income tax of this 
trust Is computed as If It were an individual, except that the trust may deduct the 
Income distributed to G's son. The amount of that deduction Is the amount on which 
the son must pay the tax. Any capital galllJl are taxable to the trust at the same 
rates applicable to Individuals, which may be lower than the rates appUcable to either 
the settlor or the beneficiary. In the distribution to G's grandson, the grandson (and 
not the trust) Is taxed on any ordinary Income and capital gain received by the trust 
In the year of distribution. 

Now assume that G In 1970 created an Irrevocable trust under which the trustee may 
accumUlate ordinary Income (rather than paying It to the s'On) and may distribute 
principal (Including capital gains) to the son. Further assume that In 1970 the trustee 
receives ordinary Inc'Ome and capital gain but makes no distribution to the beneficiary 
and that in 1971 the trustee receives no ordinary Income or capital gain and makes 
distributions to the beneficiary of the entire net ordinary income and capital gain that 

. had been accumUlated. For 1970 the trust pays the tax on the orldnary Income and 
the capital gain, and the beneficiary does not pay a tax on either. For 1971· the bene· 
ficlary pays a tax on the net Income and capital gain as If he had received the distribu
tions In 1970 and receives a credit based on the tax paid by the trust for 1970. 

The foregoing reflects some oversimplification. For the details concerning the taxation 
of irrevocable trusts, see sections 641-669 of the Internal Revenue Code. 

83 In common trust funds all or part of the assets held by a bank as executor. admin
Istrator, guardian or trustee for various accounts are pooled and invested c6llectlvely. 
Many banks maintain common trust funds with dlft'erent Investment objectives, and 
assets of a particular account may be Invested In more than one fund. 

S< Based on Form 1-4. 
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The relatively greater use of commingled funds by employee benefit 
accounts compared to personal trust accounts may be due to the fol
lowing factors: qualified employee benefit plans have a zero rate of tax 
which makes it unimportant for the bank to furnish "tailor made" 
investment services designed to take account of the beneficiary's tax 
situation; personal trust customers may be less willing to give banks 
the discretion necessary for commingling; and personal trust accounts 
are more likely to hold special assets which inhibit pooling, such as 
investments in family companies. 

Assets held for revocable personal trust accounts in the form of 
interests in commingled funds represent 4.8 percent of the total assets 
of the randomly selected personal trust accounts. Table V-16 85 indi
cates that even for the small trust accounts the percentage is less than 
9 percent. Thus, the combination of a revocable trust with an interest 
in a commingled fund, which to some extent represents competition to 
mutual funds, accounts for a small portion of current trust department 
assets. 
b. Regltlation of common tru8t fltnd8 

The regulations of the Comptroller of the Currency relating to com
mon trust funds (12 CFR § 9.18) by their terms apply only to national 
banks. However, common trust funds are not subject to Federal in
come taxation if they comply with the Comptroller's regulations (sec
tion 584 of the Internal Revenue Code), and thus the Comptroller's 
regulations are effective standards for common trust funds adminis
tered by state as well as national banks.86 In addition, some states have 
statutes and regulations applicable to c,ommon trust funds. In New 
York, for example, the state law provisions apply to both state and 
national banks having their principal office in New York.81 

The Comptroller's regulations require that a common trust fund be 
valued at least every three months and participations may begin and 
terminate only as of such a valuation date, pursuant to a notice entered 
on the bank's records on or before the valuation date (section 
9.18(b) (4) ).88 

The regulations prohibit investment of assets in a common trust 
fund if the investment would result in the participating trust's having 
n.n interest in excess of 10 percent of the current. market value of the 
common trust fund (section 9.18(b) (9) (i)). Furthermore, a common 
trust fund may not invest in a company if the investment would result 
in the common trust fund's having invested in excess of 10 ~rcent Of 
its current market value in t.he company (section 9.18(b) (9) (ii)). 

A bank administering a common trust fund is required to prepare 
an annual report disclosing each of t.he fund's investments and its 
cost and current market value, each purcha,8e during the year with 
its cost, and eaoh sale during the year with its profit or loss (section 

.. The table Is based on Form 1-4 . 

.. The Income and losses of a common trust fund are treated for purposes of Federal 
Income taxation as those of the participating trusts. (The brief description of the 
taxation of trust lrucome In section D.6 of this chapter applies to Income passed through 
to participating trusts.) In general, the conduit approach applied to common trust 
funds Is similar to the treatment of regulated investment companies in not imposing 
a tax on income at the level of both the collective fund and the participant. 

S1 N.Y. Bank. Law, § 100c(16) (McKinney Supp. 1970). The Comptroller's regulations 
authorize collective Investing where It Is "not In contravention of local law" 1<2 CFR 
§ IUS(a). 

.. Mutual fund shares are purchased and sold as of the next valuation after receipt 
of the purchase order or security being redeemed. The valuations must take place at least 
dally (Rule 22c-1 under the Investment Company Act of 1940). 
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9.18(b) (5) (ii» .89 The report must be furnished by the bank involved 
to any person who requests it. A bank may not advertise a common 
trust fund, except by indicating the availability of the fund's annual 
report in connection with the promotion of the fiduciary services of 
the bank (section 9.18(b) (5) (iv) ).90 

Common trust funds mltinta,ined by a bank exclusively for con
tributions from that bank in its ca.pacity lts trustee, executor, admin
istrator or guardian are expressly excluded from the coverage of the 
Investment Company Act of 1940 (section 3(c) (3) ).91 Moreover, the 
Commission has taken the position that the registration provisions of 
the Securities Act of 1933 do not a.pply to a common trust fund that is 
not offered to the public through advertising.92 The recently enaoted 
Investment Company Amendments Act of 1970 exempts interests in 
common trust funds from the registration provisions of the Securities 
Act of 1933.93 

c. Regulation of pooled em,ployee benefit fttnds 
Virtually all of the 50 banks manage, in addition to at least one com

mon trust fund, one or more pooled employee benefit funds, in which 
the participating tax-exempt employee benefit accounts invest all or 
part of their assets. A bank managing a pooled employee benefit fund 
may act as either trustee or agent for a participating account. The 
regulations of the Comptroller of the Currency described in connection 
with common trust funds 9,1 apply to pooled employee benefit funds 
managed by national banks,95 except that a participant in a pooled em
ployee benefit fund may have an interest in excess of 10 percent of the 
value of the fund and a pooled employee benefit fund may invest in 
excess of 10 percent of its value in one company.DO 

Pooled employee benefit funds, including pooled H.R. 10 accounts, 
have been permitted to rely on the exemption in the Investment Com
pany Act for tax-exempt employees' stock bonus, pension and profit
sharing trusts (section 3 ( c) (13) ). The Commission has not required 
registration under the Securities Act of interests in a pooled employee 
benefit fund, except in the case of pooled H.R. 10 accounts.97 These 
interpretations have been codified in the recently enacted amendments 
to the Investment Company Act.98 

•• 1\Iutual funds are required to disclose their purchases and sales of particular secu
rities during a quarter In a filing with the SEC that Is available to the public (Form N-IQ), 
but mutual funds are not required to show the amounts paid during the quarter for 
particular securities nor the profit or loss In connection with sales of particular 
securities, 

eo The Comptroller may permit the operation of a common trust fund that does not 
comply with the foregoing rpgulatiol1s (section 9,18(c) (5», 

91 Section 3(c) (3) does not, by Its terms, apply where n bank holding company 
organizes a common trust fund for a group of subsidiaries, It Is then nccessary to apply 
for nn exemption under sec, 6(c) of the Investment Company Act, See Investment Company 
Act Release No, 6155 (Aul(ust 7,1970), 

9' Statement of then ChalrmnD William L, Cary, Common Tru8t Fund8-0verlapping 
Re8Pon8ibility and Conflict in Regulation. Hearing Before a Subcommittee of tIw 
House Committee on Government Operntions, 88th Cong" 1st Sess. 4-5 (1963). 

03 Pub, L. No, 91-547, § 27 (b) (December 14, 1970) . 
.. Section D,7.b of this chapter, 
•• Pooled employee benefit funds managed by state banb. which may rely on Section 

401 of the Internal Revenue Code for an exemption from Federal Income taxation. need 
not comply with the Comptroller's regulations, Compare sec, D,7.b of this chapter, 
concernlnl( common trust funds. 

96 12 CFR 9.18(b) (9). 
9' Registration Is not required where the exemption for Intra-state oft'erlngB Is available 

(Section 3(a) (11». 
"Pub. L. No. 91-547, §§ 3(b)(5), 27(b) (December 14, 1970). 
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d. Oommingled agency accounts: The Gla8s-Steagall Act and the 
lnvestnwnt Oompany Act 
The legal status of commingled agency accounts is less clear than 

that of common trust funds and pooled employee benefit accounts. The 
principal statutes involved are the Glass-Steagall Act and the Invest
ment Company Act of 1940. 

Section 16 of the Glass-Steagall Act restricts national banks and 
banks which are members of the Federal Reserve System as follows: 

"The business of dealing insecurities and stock by the [bank] shall be limited 
to purchasing and selling such securities and stock without recourse, solely upon 
the order, and for the account of, customers," and in no case for its own account, 
and the [bank] shall not underwrite any issue of securities or stock ... " 100 

Section 21 of the Glass-Steagall Act prohibits any organization that 
is engaged "to any extent whatever in the business of receiving deposits 
subject to check or to repayment upon presentation of a passbook ... " 
from also engaging "in the business of issuing, underwriting, selling, 
or distributing, at wholesale or retail, or through syndicate participa
tion, stocks, bonds, debentures, notes, or other securities .... " 101 

The Glass-Steagall Act also prohibits certain affiliations 102 and in
terlocks 103 between banks that are members of the Federal Reserve 
System and companies engaged in underwriting and the other activi
ties proscribed by section 21. 

The foregoing provisions of the Glass-Steagall Act were designed to 
r~duce the likelihood of bank failures 104 and depositors' losses,105 
resulting from unsound investments made to assist a bank's securities 
affiliate 106 and from purchases of risky securities for the bank's own 
account. The legislative history of the Glass-Steagall Act also indi
cates Congressional concern with the conflict of interest involved where 
bankers selling securities for their own account advised their trust 
department customers and correspondent banks to purchase the secu
rities.107 Moreover, there was Congressional concern that the advice 
given to issuers on the desirability of an underwriting was affected by 
a bank's role as potential underwriter/OS and that banks underwrote 

DO Concerning the clause permitting transactions' without recourse upon the order 
and for the account of customers, the Comptroller of the Curren~y stated, In 1934, that 
national banks are not permitted to "do a brokerage business and any charge must 
not exceed the actual cost of servicing." 20 Fed. Resv. Bull. 690. In 1960, summarizing 
his rullngs, the Comptroller stated that when purchasing and seIIlng stock for customers, 
"the nctlvlties of the bank ... are confined to those of an accommodation agent for 
the convenience of customers"; that the bank may "receive compensation" In connection 
with the transactions, but without "employing sollcltors to purchase or sell securities 
for the bank's customers"; and that "services must be Ilmlted to actual customers of 
the bank-that Is, the customer relationship must exist independently of the particular 
securities transaction." Dige8t 0/ Opinion8 0/ the Comptroller 0/ the Currency Relating 
to Operations and Powers, '1220. The stall' of the Comptmller's office has advised the Commis
sion that the foregolug restrictions do not reflect the Comptroller's current views. 

100 12 U.S.C. § 24 (Supp. V, 1965-1969) ; 12 U.S.C. § 335 (1964). 
The restrictions on deallng In and underwriting securities do not apply to ohllgatlons of 

the United States or general obligations of a state or munlclpallty. 12 U.S.C. § 24 (Supp. V, 
1965-1969). ' 

1"12 U.S.C. § 378 (SuoP. V, 1965-1969). 
102 Section 20, 12 U.S.C. § 377 (1964). 
100 Section 32. 12 U.S.C. § 78 (1964). In referring to the businesses prohibited by 

Section 32, which are the same as the activities prohibited by Section 21, the Federal 
Reserve Board's Regulation R provides: "In Interpreting this language, the Board 
has consistently held thllt underwriting, acting as a dealer, or generally speaking, 
seIIlng, or distributing securities as a principal, Is covered by the section, whlle acting 
as broker or ngent Is not." 12 C.F.R. § 218.110(d) (1965). 

1" S. Rep. No. 77, 73d Cong., 1st Sess., 8 (1933) ; 75 Congo Rec. 9887 (May 10, 1932). 
1'" S. Rep.No. 77. above. 9-10. 
106 75 Congo Rec, 9911-12, 9914 (May 10,1932). 
lOT 75 Congo Rec. 9883. 9912, 9915 (May 10, 1932). 
108 ~5 Congo Rec. 9911-12 (May 10. 1932), 



securities of companies in financial difficulties that had borrowed 
from the bank, with the proceeds of the underwriting used to 
repay the 10an.loD . 

Like the Glass-Steagall Act, the Investment Company Act of 1940 
may restrict bank commingled agency accounts. Under the Investment 
Company Act of 1940, unless an exemption is granted by the Commis
sion, a majority of the directors of an investment company or other 
persons performing similar funotions must be persons who 'are not 
officers of anyone bank,llo are not affiliated with an investment 
banker,1l1 and are not affiliated with the investment company's prin
cipal underwrirer.ll2 The applicability of the Investment Company 
Act to commingled agency accounts became significant in 1963, when 
the Comptroller of the Currency adopted regulations permitting for 
the first time collective investment of funds received by a bank as man
aging agent. 

In thIS regulatory framework First National City Bank developed 
its Commingled Investment Account, under which it accepts payments 
of $10,000 or more in exchange for units of participation I11 its col
lective investment fund. No sales or redemption charges are imposed. 
A Committee, which supervises the fund's operations, was appointed 
by the bank and then elected annually by the participants. A majority 
of the Committee are officers of the bank, and the bank serves as invest
ment adviser and custodian for the fund. It furnishes administrative 
services, office space and other facilities. For its services, the hank re
ceives a fee equal, on an annual basis, to 1h of 1 percent of the average 
net asset value of the fund.1l3 

First National City Bank applied to the Commission for exemptions 
from certain provisions of the Investment Company Act. The applica
tion was opposed by the Investment Company Institute, the National 
Association of Securities Dealers, Inc., the Association of Mutual 
Fund Plan Sponsors, Inc., the ,Investment Bankers Association of 
America and the Association of Stock Exchange Firms, as well as the 
Chairman of the House Committee on Banking and Currency. State
ments or briefs in favor of the application were filed by the Comp
troller of the Currency, the ,FDIC and the Commission's Division of 
Corporate Regulation. 

The Commission stated that since all three Federal bank regulatory 
agencies treated the arrangement as consistent with the federal bank
ing laws, it would proceed on the assumption that the proposal did not 
violate the federal banking laws.u4 The Commission then granted the 
requested exemptions concluding that (1) in view of the supervision 
and regulation of the Comptroller of the Currency, a majority of the 
Committee may be officers and directors of the bank; (2) since the 
bank was limited by the Glass-Steagall Act to underwriting govern
ment obligations and the fund would invest primarily in stock, an 
exemption should also be granted from the requirement that a majority 
of the Committee be persons not affiliated with an investment banker; 
and (3) for the same reasons the other exemptions were granted and 

100 77 Congo Rec. 3954 (May 22, 1933) ; 75 Congo Rec. 9912 (May 10, 1932). 
110 Section 10(c). 
111 SectIon 10(b) (3). 
ID SectIon 10(b) (2). 
113 On September 30, 1970, the CommIngled Investment Account's net assets totaled 

$10,241,513. 
110 In.vestment Company Act Release No. 4538 at 4 (March 9, 1966). 
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because no sales commissions are received by the underwriter, an ex
emption should be granted for the requirement that a majority of the 
Committee be persons not affiliated with the fund's underwriter.ll5 

In April 1966, the Investment Company Institute brought an action 
against the Comptroller of the Currency in the United States District 
Court for the District of Columbia, seeking to enjoin the Comptroller 
from authorizing national banks to invest in a collective fund money 
received as managing agentYs The District Court held that the com
mingling of managmg agency accounts violated the Glass-Steagall 
Act. 

Appeals were filed in the Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia relating to the Commission's decision and the District 
Court's decision. The Court of Appeals affirmed the decision of the 
Commission, upholding the granting of exemptions under the Invest
ment Company Act. Reversing the decision of the District Court en
joining the Comptroller, the Court of Appeals found no violation of 
the Glass-Steagall Act.ll7 

The Supreme Court granted petitions for certiorari in both cases on 
March 23, 1970.118 The Commission advised the Solicitor General that 
it urged neither affirmance nor reversal of the judgment of the Court 
of Appeals, because the three members of the Commission appointed 
after the Commission's decision granting exemptions were not 1?re
pared to take a position on the merits of that decision. The SoliCItor 
General filed a brief in the Supreme Court defending the granting of 
the exemptions. . 

On May 26, 1969, in a bill to amend the Investment Company Act, 
the Senate adopted a provision authorizing no-load investment com
panies managed by banks and savings and loan associations,119 but as 
passed by the House of Representatives 120 and signed into law the 
amendments neither authorize nor prohibit bank-managed investment 
com panies.121 

On November 5, 1969, in a bill to amend the Bank Holding Com
pany Act of 1956, the House of Re1?resentatives adopted a 1?rovision 
prohibiting bank holding compames and their subsidiarIes from 
engaging "in the issue, flotation, underwriting, public.sale, or distri
bution" of securities or interests in securities "whether or not any such 
interests are redeemable and whether or not the securities to which any 
such interests relate are in a fund or account or are subject to discre
tionary sale or purchase . . ." 122 As passed by the Senate 123 and 
enacted the amendments did not refer to bank-managed commingled 
accounts.124 

Thus the prospects for bank administration of commingled agen~y 
accounts are still uncertain. Bank-administered agency accounts are 

"" Investment Company Act Release No. 4538a (March 14, 1966). CommIssIoner Budge, 
dIssenting from the granting of the exemption, stILted: "The granting of the retJuested 
exemptions Is contrary to the clearly expressed polley of the Congress agaInst bank 
domInation of investment companIes" (Investment Company Act Release No. 4538 at 12). 

116 Investment Company Institute Y. Camp. 274 F. Supp. 624 (D.C.D.C. 1967). 
117 National Ass'n 01 Sec. Deal., Inc. Y. SEC, 420 F. 2d 83 (D.C. Clr. 1969). 
118 397 U.S. 986. 
11. s. 2224, 91st Cong .. 1st Sess. § 22 (1969). 
",. H.R. 17333, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. § 22 (1970). 
,., Pub. L. No. 91-547 (December 14, 1970). 
1%2 H.R. 6778, 91st Cong .. 1st Sess. § 1 (f) (1969). 
123 See S. Rep. No. 91-1084, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 15 (1970). 
"'Pub. L. No. 91-607 (December 31, 1970). . 
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now concentrated in the $50,001 to $500,000 range (Table V-6). If 
commingling of agency accounts is penuitted, perhaps banks will 
attempt to expand in the under $50,000 range, as they have with 
employee benefit accounts. 
e. Fir8t Natioruil Oity Bank'8 Special Inve8tment Advi80ry Service 

Beginning approximately October 1, 1967, First National City Bank 
offered its Special Investment Advisory Service (SIAS), as a service 
separate from its Commingled Investment Account. Each participant 
invested at least $25,000 and signed a power of attorney giving the 
bank discretion to purchase and sell securities for the participant's 
account through Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith, Inc. The 
funds received pursuant to SIAS were invested in a virtually identical 
manner in one of two groups of securities: one chosen for long-term 
capital growth and one chosen for income. The initial investment for 
the investors seeking long-term capital growth was in eight common 
stocks in specified percentages. After the initial investment, decisions 
by the bank to buy or sell for SIAS participants were generally applied 
uniformly to all participants.125 

The Commission sought an injunction in the United States District 
Court for the Southern District of New York against the bank, Merrill 
Lynch, and SIAS, alleging that the defendants were operating an un
registered investment company in violation of the Investment Com
pany Act of 1940 and selling securities in violation of the registration 
requirements of the Securities Act of 1933.126 The defendants, without 
admitting the allegations, consented to the entry of an order requiring, 
among other things, that they cease operating SIAS. The defendants 
agreed not to engage in similar activities except in compliance with 
the registration requirements of the Securities Act and the Investment 
Company Act. However, the Commission agreed to permit the bank 
to offer this service without registration so long as the bank does not 
have investment discretion. 

12& On February 6, 1970, there were more than 1,000 SIAS participants having Interests 
In assets of approximately $35 million. 

12<1 See LItigation Release No. 4534 (February 6, 1970). 



Table V-14 

Personal'Trusts Subject to Legal Lists' . . -.-.- .... - --_._- . , 

,. - .. " -, 

All 

Large Random 
l. Total Number of Accounts 

419 1 292 
2. Accounts Reported Subject 

to Legal List 14 68 

3. 2 . /. 1 
3.34% 5.26% 

4. Tots,.l Assets 
$6,693,015,112 $404,599,653 

5. Assets Reported Subject 
to Legal List 

$169,925,932 $17,072,329 

6. 5 ./. 4 
2.53% 4.21% 

7. Average Account Size 
$15,973,783 $313,158 

8. A~erage Size of Account 
Reported Subject to 
Legal List $12,137,567 $251,064 

- ._-- .. _ Bank Has So1.e. ; 
Investment Authority 

Large Random 

146 682 

6 51 

4.10% 7.47% 

$1,684,051,417 $133,752,308 

$44,919,430 $13,433,861 

2.66% 10.04% 

$11,534,599 $196,118 

$7,486,572 $263,409 

'" 

, 
"'" Con 
~ 
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Table V-1S 

Percentage of Account Assets in Commingled Funds by 

. ~~c'punt. .Typ.e .and Siz~.1..1 _ 

Size Category Account Type 
(dollars) Personal Trusts Employee Benefit 

(%) ("l) . 

o - 10,000 65.10 (95) 56.21 (84) 

.. - . --. ... 
10,001 - 25,000 I. ... - .. 44.80 (68) 60.45 (51) 

25,001 - 50,000 46.46 (103) 71. 93 (58) 

50,001 - 100,000 34.76 (107) 70.60 (73) 

----
100,001 - 250,000 15.22 (108) 68.31 (75) 

-
250,001 - 500,000 5.44 (46) 58.87 (53) 

-
500,001 - 1,000,000 3.82 (35) 30.76 (25) 

1,000,001 - 2,500,000 .82 (12) 21. 54 (37). 

2,500,001 - 5,000,000 1. 18 (14) 12.01 (25) 

---
5,000,001 .25,000,000 2.20 (27) 6.69 (73) 

--- -
25,000,001 -.100,000,000 .80 (6) 3.32 (49) 

100 - 500 million .0 3.09 (21) 

Greater than 500 million 3.79 (3) 

-L"The number of sampled accounts having all or some assets invested in 
commingled funds is ~hown in parentheses. 
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Table V-16 

Percentage of Personal Trust Account Assets 

:-Un-dei.-- R~vocab1e T~~s_t- .Agree';;_~!1is:-i.;,;-,;e~s-te~. !;; ~~oE1~{ng1_~ci. --F~_~d~;_D 

Size Cat.egory 
(Dollars) :& 

0-10,000 5.99(11) 
10,001-25,000 4.24(6) 
25,001-50,000 8.56(16) 
50,001-100,000 7.05(21) 

100,001-250,000 2.69(17) 
250,001-500,000 0.46(5) 
500,001-1,000,000 0.77(10) 

1,000,001-2,500,000 0.04(1) 
2,500,001-5,000,000 0.01(1) 
5,000,001-25,000,000 0.84(4) 

25,000,001-100,000,000 0 
100-500 million 0 

Greater than 500 million 0 

\. ..l..' The number of samp1 ed revocab1 e trust accounts having all 
or some assets invested in commingled funds is shown in 
parentheses. 
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E. COMPETITION 

This section attempts to draw inferences about the degree of 
competition for trust department accounts. 

Banks compete in some areas with other money managers. Data in 
cha.l?ters IV, VI and VIII indicate the extent to which investment 
advIsers and insurance companies are active com.l?etitors with banks in 
major areas of asset administration. This competItion occurs chiefly in 
two areas: investment advisers and insurance companies compete with 
banks in the management of employee benefit accounts; and investment 
advisers compete with banks in the management of agency accounts. 

On the other hand, banks as a group have few corporate competitors 
for management of trust and estate accounts. At the end of 1969 there 
were 3,289 insured banks administering trust department assets 121 

and only 49 nondeposit trust companies.128 The banks' principal com
petitors for these accounts are individuals. Though the use of a cor
porate fiduciary as a sole or co-trustee offers the advantages of con
tinuous trusteeship,12O settlors have chosen individuals, such as attor
neys, relatives or personal friends, as sole trustees almost as often as 
they have chosen corporate fiduciaries. Banks and trust companies ad
ministered 61 percent of all personal trusts that filed income tax re
turns for 1962.130 Rather surprisingly, since one would have expected 
corporate fiduciaries to administer the larger trusts, generating the 
most income, these personal trusts administered by banks and trust 
companies ~id not receive a proportionally larger share of total per
sonal trust mcome.131 

Some indication of the results of competition among banks is pre
sented in Table V-17. This table provides information on the assets ad
ministered by the largest trust departments relative to the total trust 
department assets of all banks. It gives the cumulative percentages for 
total assets, and assets in each of the major account types, that are ad
ministered by various groupings of banks, starting with the ten largest 
departments in each case and proceeding successively with the next ten 
largest. For the different account types, banks are ranked according to 
the amount of assets of that type administered. For example, the top 
ten banks in employee benefit accounts are not the same as the top ten 
in personal trust accounts. The percentages are derived from the 1969 
assets reported by banks in their responses on Form 1-60 and the 
total industry assets for 1969 provided by the FDIC.132 

121 FRB, FDIC and Comptroller of the Currency, Tru8t A88et8 oj In8ured Commercial 
Banks, 5 (1969). 

128 FDIC, Ann. Rep. 242 (1969). A list published In the American Banker on June 25, 
1969 Indicates that ouly two nondeposlt trust companies were among the 50 largest 
corporate tlituclarles at the end of 1968. Nondeposit trust companies were not Included 
In the Institutions considered by the Study. (Concerning restrictions on corporations 
acting solely as trustees, without any commercial banking departments, see sec. A of 
this chapter.) 

129 A partner of an Investment adviser may be a trustee and the governing Instrument 
may provide for successor trustees who are also partners of the Investment adviser. 

180 Individuals served as co-trustees for some of these trusts. . 
131 Internal Revenue Service, Stati8tics oj Income: Fiduciary, GiJt and E8tate Tax 

Return8 24-27 (1962). The Internal Revenue Service did not separate banks from 
other trustees after 1962. 

132 See FRB. FDIC and Comptroller of the Currency, Tru8t A88et8 oj In8ured Commercial 
Bank8 (1969). The F'DIC totals do not Include trust department assets In uninsured 
banks. but these appear to be a small percentage of the total. The figure of 69.92 percent 
administered by the 50 banks derived from Form 1-60 Is virtually the snme as the 70.14 
percent figure for the same banks In the Stulf Report for the House Subcommittee on 
Domestic ~Inance, which used a total Including assets In the largest uninsured banks. 
Commercial Bank8 and Their Tru8t Activitie8: Emerging Influence on the American 
Economy, Staff Report for the Subcommittee on Domestic Finance of the House Com
mittee on Banking and Currency, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. (July 8, 1968) (hereafter "Banking 
and Currency Stalf Report"). 
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Table V-17 shows that in 1969 the 10 trust departments administer
ing the assets with the greatest aggregate market value administered 
37 percent of the assets administered by all trust departments. The 
corresponding percentages for the largest 20 and largest 50 trust de
partments are 51 percent and 70 percent. 

In employee benefit accounts, the first 10 trust departments admin
istered 58 percent of the assets, while the largest 50 administered 83 
percent. The corresponding percentages for agency accounts are 39 
percent and 72 perecent, and for personal trust and estate accounts 
23 percent and 59 percent. 

It is not clear whether the differences in the distribution of assets by 
account types justify conclusions concerning competition among banks. 
The personal trust and estate segment of the industry may be more 
localIzed, with prospective clients more likely to choose from banks in 
the local area. On the other hand; the large corporations which are the 
major source of employee benefit assets often have dealings with banks 
iIi a number of different regions. 

As indicated in section C.2 of this chapter, concentration among the 
largest 50 banks trust departments does not appear to have increased 
in the past five years. In terms of both trust department revenues and 
assets administered, the largest 20 trust departments as a whole grew 
at virtually the same rate as the next 30. 

The concentration of total trust department assets reflected in Table 
V-17 may be the result of several factors. One possible factor is that 
economies of scale are realized in administrati'On 'Of larger amounts of 
totaJ assets. A second possible factor is the policy of federal and state 
regulatory agencies in limiting their grants of fiduciary P'Owers.133 

A third factor, which as indicated below appears more doubtful, is 
. that the distribution 'Of commercial banks' assets influences the distri
bution of trust department assets. Because the commercial side of the 
bank is frequently a s'Ource of trust department customers, this factor 
might. be expected to affect the distribution 'Of trust department busi
ness. In the balance 'Of this section available data concerning two of 
the factors, economies 'Of scale and distribution of commercial bank 
assets, are considered. 

Neil B. Murphy has made a detailed study 'Of trust costs, using sur
veys for 1960 to 11}65 by the Federal Reserve Banks 'Of Boston, Atlanta 
and Dallas.134 Mr. Murphy found that there were substantial and sig
nificant economies resulting from managing larger accounts (measured 
by revenue per account). Specifically, he f'Ound that an increase in 
average revenue per account 'Of 10 percent is associated with an increase 

133 See sec. D.5 of this chapter. The following table indicates the action taken by the 
Comptroller of the Currency in connection with appl1cations of national banks for 
fiduciary powers: 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Previously chartered national banks 
re~uestlng trust powers .......................... 32 49 43 47 52 

App lcatlons approved ............................ 16 38 27 29 34 
Pending at end of year ............................ 1 1 0 1 5 

'M N. B. Murphy. A Oross·Sectional Analysis oj the Oost oj Operations oj Trust 
Departments, Journal of Money. Credit and Banking 84 (1969). 
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in costs of about 7.2 percent. On the other hand, Mr. Murphy did not 
find significant economies resulting from increasing the number of 
accounts, assuming their average size remained constant.135 

The effect of the distribution of commercial banking business on the 
distribution of trust department customers is more doubtful. 'One pos
sihle test is to compare the banks with investment -advisers. The latter 
could be expected to be similar to hanks with respect to economies of 
scale in managing assets. As can be seen in chapter IV, the distribution 
of assets admmistered by investment advisers does not appear signifi
cantly more or less concentrated than trust department assets. Using 
assets administered as the measure of size, the largest 50 investment 
advisers managed 74 percent of a total of $130 billion of assets, while 
the trust departments of the largest 50 banks administered 70 percent 
of a total of $280 billion of assets. This comparison does not support 
the hypothesis that the distribution of commercial bankin~ business 
had a significant effect on the distribution of assetsadmimstered by 
trust departments. 

A further test of the hypothesis can be made by examining the distri
bution of deposits in the 50 banks having the greatest aggregate de
posits. This distribution appears in Table V-18. Trust department 
assets shown in Table V -17 are more concentrated than deposits in 
commercial departments shown in Ta;ble V-18, providing some indica
tion that commercial assets are not responsible for the distribution of 
trust department assets.lS6 

"" In the case of the 50 banks studied In this chapter. the large banks dUl'er from the 
smaller ones primarily In having larger accounts rather than a greater number .. For 
example, the largest trust department had 6.424 accounts and the fiftieth had 4,470. 

138 Thlrty.one banks were amon.g both the 50 banks having the largest trust departments 
and the 50 banks having the most deposits. 

The following table ranks the 50 banks having the largest trust departments by the 
amount of their demand deposits on December 31, 1969 (furnished by the FDIC). The 
table shows the ratio of total demand deposits of strata of banks to the total trust 
department assets administered by banks In the various strata. The generally decUnlng 
percentages Indicate that among the 50 banks the larger commercial banks do not 
administer a disproportionately large share of trust department assets. 
Rank oJ bank8 Demand dep08't8, divided by tru8t department as8et8 (percentages) 1-10 ___________________________________________________________________ 62.31 
11-20 ___________________________________________________________________ 44.11 
21-30 ___________________________________________________________________ 32.65 
31-40 ___________________________________________________________________ 33.21 
41-50___________________________________________________________________ 7.97 
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TABLE V-17 

PERCENTAGE OF INDUSTRY ASSETS ADMINISTERED 
BY THE LARGEST TRUST DEPARTMENTS IN 1969 

Total 
Trust Employee Personal 

Department Benefit Trust and Agency 
Assets Assets Estate Assets Assets 

Largest 10 36.83 58.24 23.49 38.98 

Largest 20 50.87 72.18 37.74 54.92 

Largest 30 58.93 78.27 47.89 63.39 

Largest 40 65.03 81.46 55.05 69.35 

Largest 50 69.92 82.95 58.98 72.31 

TABLE V-IS 

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL DEPOSITS-IN LARGEST
COMMERCIAL BANKS IN 1967* 

Percent of All Deposits in 
Commercial Banks 

Largest 10 23.75 

Largest 20 31.33 

Largest 30 35.17 

Largest 40 38.31 

Largest 50 40.84 

SOURCE: Banking and Currency Staff Report 

53-940 0 - 71 - pt. 2 -- 22 
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F. OPERATIONAL FACTORS 

1. Costs in a Trust Department: The Importance of Clerical Services 

In section C.2, trust department revenues were described. Here the 
related expenses are briefly considered.137 

Although banks did not submit direct cost data, it is possible to make 
a rough estimate of the principal sources of expense in a trust depart
ment. Clerical or mechanical operations, such as recording transac
tions, collecting and disbursing dividends) and receiving, holding and 
delivering securities, evidently account tor more than half of total 
costs. One leading trust officer reported that "if we compare our costs in 
an investment management account with those in a custody account 
having an identical number of items, transactions and remittances, we 
find that total costs in the custody account are 59 percent of the total 
costs in the investment management account." 

A similar indication of the significance of clerical costs can be found 
in the proportion of bank personnel in the lower paid investment and 
admimstrative categories indicated in Table V-19.138 Personnel work
ing in the account management-investment and account management
administration categories who earned a salary of less than $10,000 
accounted for 70 percent of the total bank personnel serving trust 
department accounts in 1969.l39 Since some of the higher paid person
nel are involved in managing mechanical operations, the infor
mation in Table V-19 appears consistent with the view that purely 
custodial functions account for approximately 60 percent of the trust 
departments' expenses. 

Table V-19 contains some information bearing on the importance of 
research services as an expense item to trust departments. Investment 
and economic research personnel combined are less than 9 percent of 
total personnel. Even allowing for the fact that more of them are in 
the higher salary classifications, it does not appear likely that research 
personnel account for much more than 15 percent of total personnel 
expenses.140 Furthermore, as indicated in chapter XIII, banks paid 
only about 12 percent of their free (not designated by the customer) 
commissions to brokers for research.l41 

The information on personnel in Table V -19 can be considered to
gether with the total number of accounts discussed in section C.3 of this 
chapter. Since, for example, in some banks "account managers" may 
perform a function which is called investment research in other banks, 
all personnel who in 1969 were either officers or earned $10,000 or more 
were combined to determine the total professional staff serving the 
trust departments. Altogether there were 3,606 persons satisfvin~ these 
requirements. In section C.3 it was indicated that the 50 banks ad-

137 Trust department expenses are consIdered In connection wIth economIes of scale 
and competition In src. E of thlR chaptpr. ' 

138 Table V-19 Is the sum of the Table A 7's that each of the 50 banks submItted In 
Form 1-60. 

t .. Some of the bank personnel servIng trust department accounts are not In the trust 
departments. For example, In some banks the tradIng department Is In the commercIal 
department. 

". Some of the persons In the account management-Investment category have experIence 
In Investment analysIs. 

t" The 50 banks' free commIssIons used to compensate brokers for research were 
4 percent of the banks' trust department revenues. Only a portIon of the commIssIons 
consists of compensation for research sInce a portIon compensates the brokers for executing 
and clearing transactions. 
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ministered 305,297 accounts.142 Thus, there were in the 50 banks, on the 
average, 84.7 accounts per member of the professional staff, as defined 
above. 

2. Account Turnover and Activity Rates 

Table V -20 presents estimates of equity turnover rates from 1965 to 
1969.143 The turnover rate is defined here, as elsewhere in the Study, 
as the lesser of cash purchases or cash sales of equities 144 during the 
year divided by the average of holdings of equitIes at the beginning 
and end of the year.145 The lesser of purchases or sales is used in the 
numerator to abstract from trading the results of net accumulations or 
liquidations. 

The sharp increase in turnover that began in 1966 and accelerated 
in 1967 is apparent in virtually all account types.146 Another notable 
feature is the high turnover in employee benefit accounts compared to 
personal accounts. In 1969,44 percent of personal trust and 30 percent 
of personal agency accounts in the sample had no 'turnover at all. In 
addition, in that year, 8 percent of personal trust and 14 percent of 
personal agency accounts had turnover that was greater than zero but 
less than 1 percent. These low turnover accounts may have merely 
disposed of rights and engaged in similar transactions. 

The different tax considerations applicable to personal trust and per
sonal agency accounts, compared to qualified employee benefit accounts, 
suggest that the low turnover in personal trust and personal agency 
accounts might be explained by a desire to avoid capital gains taxes, 
which reduce net gains from trading in the taxed accounts.147 An effort 
was made to test the validity of this explanation. If capital gains taxes 
were an important factor, a relationship would be expected between 
turnover and the marginal income tax bracket reported for the account 
on Form 1-62. In that form banks were asked to state whether the 
marginal 1969 federal tax bracket to which the account's income was 
subject was: 

(a) zero; 
(b) greater than 0 but less than 20 percent; 
( c) 20 percent to 32 percent; 
( d) greater than 32 percent, but less than 50 percent; or 
( e) 50 percent or higher. 

These tax brackets were converted into a single marginal tax variable 
that took on values of 0, 10,26,40, and 60 percent, respectively. Turn
over in personal trust and personal agency accounts was regressed on 
the account's tax bracket to determine whether the low turnover could 
be explained by the impact of taxes. In both personal trust and per-

". This does not Include accounts with no assets or the less than 2 percent of the 
accounts that were not valued. 

'" Based on responses on Form 1-26. 
". "Equities" mean common stock and options to acquire common stock. 
U5 Some of the fiscal years reported did not end at the end of the calendar year. 

However. preliminary analysis revealed that th~re was little loss In Information from 
merging accounts whose fiscal years ended early and late In the calendar year. Therefore. 
1969 turnover Is average turnover of accounts with fiscal years ending In 1969. Most 
of the fiscal years ended in the latt~r port of the year. • 

In Tables V-20 and V-21 the accounts are allocated to a size category on the basis 
of th~lr sizes at the end of the last fiscal ~'ear reported. 

". The one exception Is very large Institutional agency accounts for which there 
are only two observations. 

1<7 It was recognized that the personal trust and personal agency accounts may have 
had an Incentive to trade In order to realize capital losses for tax purposes. 
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sonal agency accounts an increased marginal tax bracket acted in the 
direction of reducing account turnover but in each case the effect was 
not statistically significant.14s Less than 1 percent of the variance in 
turnover among personal trust and personal agency accounts could be 
attributed to differences in tax brackets.149 

Table V -21 presents average equity activity rates by types of account 
and size of equity holding. The activity rate is the average of the sum 
of purchases and sales in the period divided by average holdings. 
The activity rate reflects all trading, including trading resulting from 
net accumulation or liquidation of stock. Using these activity rates, the 
assets in each account type, and the size distribution of accounts, the 
Study estimated that more than 60 percent of trust department trading 
(excluding custodian accounts) in equities originates in employee 
benefit accounts, which account for 39 percent of trust department 
common stock.1aO 

3. Performance of Bank Commingled Funds 

This section analyzes the performance·of a sample of 48 pooled em
ployee benefit and common trust funds managed by 40 of the 50 
banks. l5l Of these 48 collective investment funds, 27 are pooled em
ployee benefit funds. The slight preponderance of pooled employee 
benefit funds results from their more commonly including in their 
annual reports the numerous valuations which are necessary for risk 
measurement. Twenty-two of the pooled employee benefit funds and 8 
of the common trust funds are equity funds, while the remainder are 
"balanced." 152 

Performance estimates are given before and after adjustment for 
risk. Risk (volatility) is measured by the degree to which the fund's 
investment return varies in relation to movements in the market as 
a whole. The variation represents the undiversifiable or systematic risk 
of the portfolio. This method of risk adjustment has been used in 

1<8 The t values of the tax bracket coefficient were 1.18 and .44 for personal trust and 
personal agency accouDlts, respectively. 

uo Using the estimated coefficient In personal trust accounts for the ell'ect of tax 
bracket on turnover and assuming the response Is linear through the range of the tax 
variable, the Study estimated that In the absence of taxes turnover In personal trust 
accounts would rise by one percentage point. 

Turnover Is also discussed In sec. F.3 and H.3 of this chapter. 
'50 The lIrst step In making the estimate Involves multiplying the approximate activity 

rates In 1969 for the account categories (from Table V-21, In conjunction with Table 
V-6) by the common stock held by the 50 trust departments for the categories of accounts 
(from Table V-5). For employee benellt accounts 25 percen,t was multlnlled by $51 billion; 
for personal trust and estate accounts. 7 percent by $55 billion; and for agency accounts, 
12 percent by $25 billion. (The percentage used for agency accounts rellects the relatively 
small amount of agency assets that are In Institutional and corporate accounts.) The 
products obtained Indicated that In 1969 the 50 banks' trading for employee benellt 
accounts totaled approximately $13 billion; for personal trust and estate accounts 
$4 billion; and for agency accounts $3 blllion. The $13 billion Is 65 percent of the sum 
of the products. 

,., Funds In the remaining banks could not be used because the annual reports they 
Issued did not Include sufficiently frequent valuations for the purpose of making estimates 
of risk. Portfolios for which turnover data were not available were not used because the 
nature of the relationship between turnover and performance was one of the subjects 
of the section. The banks did not submit performance data on accounts other than 
collective Investment funds. 

'" A fund was viewed as "balanced" If more than 15 percent of Its assets was Invested 
In long·term debt and preferred stock, as of the date of the most recent available balance 
sheet. 
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several recent studies of open-end investment companies and is de
scribed in the ,analysis of performance in chapter IV.153 

The analysis of the bank-administered collective investment funds 
is based on the last three annual reports for each of the sampled ac
counts.154 The performance measure calculated for each fund is its 
annual rate of retul'l1 minus the rate that would have been eal'l1ed on 
an equivalent-risk combination, composed of a risk-free security (treas
ury bills) and the market portfolio (represented by the Standard & 
Poor's composite index including dividends).155 . 

Table V -22 presents a summary of the performance measures for 
the 48 funds by volatility (risk) range and also includes other charac
teristics of the funds, such as average turnover in each category.156 
Chapter IV noted a clear tendency in the later '1960's for registered 
investment companies with higher volatility to have higher measures 
of performance. A similar pattel'l1 can be seen for the bank-managed 
collective investment funds. 

In addition to the difference in periods covered, other factors limit 
the comparability of performance figures for registered investment 
companies and bank-managed collective investment funds. Since banks' 
collective investment funds are charged only a relatively nominal audit 
fee, the performance figures for bank-managed funds do not reflect a 
deduction of charges for investment management that are ordinarily 
charged directly to the participating accounts. On the other hand, 
sales loads charged by investment companies have not been deducted 
in calculating their performance.157 

,.., The technique used Is recommended by the Balllk Administration Institute In 
Mea8uring the Inve8tment Performance of Pen8ion Funds (1968). The risk adjustment 
can be viewed as a refinement of the conventional comparison of the return of a portfolio 
with the return on a broadly-based Index. Rather than comparing all portfolios to one 
Index, the risk adjusted performance measure compares the return on a portfolio to an 
average portfolio that varies In relation to the market to the same extent as the portfolio 
being studied. 

A study of the performance of a large number of ~ommon trust funds was recently 
made by Edwin W. Hanczaryk using a fund's distribution of assets among nine categories, 
Buch as Industrial stocks and long-term government bonds. E. W. Hanczaryk, Bank 
Tru8ts: Inve8tments and Performance, Department of Banking and Economic Research, 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (1970). 

1M As Indicated In Table V-3, 94 collective Investment funds were sampled. The sub
sample of 48 was derived by first excluding fixed Income funds and those which reported 
less than four valuations per year. An attempt was made to represent as many remaining 
banks as possible, choosing an equity over a balanced fund and further one with more 
frequen t valua'tlons If only one was chosen from a bank. 

The end of the last fiscal year reported varied from October 1968 through the end 
of 1969. although for 35 of the 48 It was In the last three months of 1969. By controlling 
for variations In the return on broadly-based market indices and on short-term debt 
securities In the period cO"ered by a bank's report, the method of risk adjustment 
employed reduces diffiCUlties In describing performance that may result from heterogeneity 
In periods covered. 

, •• The combinations equivalent to a high risk portfolio may Imply a negative holding 
of the risk-free asset. that Is, there Is borrl)wlng to leverage the market portfolio. The 
equivalent risk mixture Is found frl)m the extent to which movements In the market 
as a whole are related to the particular portfolio. For example, If the return on the 
portfolio Is completely Independent of the return on the market as a whl)le, the return 
on the S&P index gets a zero weight In constructing an "equivalent risk" return. Similarly, 
If an Increase In return of 1 percent (net of the risk-free rate) In the S&P always Is 
associated with an Increase In the portfolll)'s rate of return of 1 percent (again net of 
the risk-free rate), the portfolio would be compared with the S&P Itself. In this case, 
the portfolio could out-perform the S&P Index by having a rate of return that was always 
at a higher level. For example, It could have successive returns I)f 5, 8 and 3 percent, 
while the S&P had returns of 4, 7, and 2 percent. 

'50 Stratifying by volatility range tends to place pl)rtfollos with similar Invesf'lnent 
pl)lIcles In the same row In Table V-22. 

,., A mutual fund that seeks both Interest and dividend Incl)me as well as capital gain 
may be similar In Its Investment policy to a comml)n trust fund that seeks Income for 
current beneficiaries and capital gain for remaindermen. 
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Table V-22 and Table IV-104 can be used to compare the volatility 
of pooled vehicles managed by banks and investment advisers. The 
average (un weighted) volatility measure for registered investment 
companies from January 19611 to December 1969 was 1.13, while the 
sample of bank collective investment funds, during somewhat shorter 
periods, had an average volatility of .97. In fact the latter is probably 
an overestimate since pure equity funds are overrepresented in the 
sample:158 The bank-managed fund in the sample with the highest 
volatility (1.56) is one of the newer "special equity" funds in which 
banks have offered employee benefit accounts the opportunity to invest 
a small percentage of their assets in relatively high risk stocks. 

The regression results in Table V -23 provide further insight into the 
relationship between performance and the characteristics of a col
lective investment fund. The table shows a strong and highly signifi
cant positive association during 1967-1969 between nsk-adjusted 
performance, expressed as a monthly rate of return, and volatility. On 
the other hand, higher turnover (holding the other factors constant) is 
associated to a significant degree with lower performance.159 The size 
of the coefficient is larger than would be expected if the negative re
lationship of turnover to performance were simply the result of 
brokerage commissions paid. For example, an increase in turnover 
from 25 to 75 percent per year would be unlikely to result in additional 
commissions of more than 1 percent of the portfolio's assets. However, 
the regression coefficient of turnover indicates that the assumed in
crease in turnover is associated on the average with a reduction in 
annual return of about 2.5 percent.160 The use of 1969 turnover in these 
regressions may explain some of this apparent negative association 
between turnover and performance. Some of the funds with disap
pointing performance early in the year may have turned over much 
of their portfolio as they attempted to improve their record. In any 
event, the high correlation between volatility and turnover reduces the 
precision with which their independent effects on performance may be 
estimated. 

The remaining significant variable is the diversification measure 
(R2), which indicates the extent to which the variance in fund return 
is explained by movements in the market index. If a portfolio's R2 is 
low, the portfolio varies substantially from the index. The negative 
coefficient of R2 shown in Table V-23 indicates that funds having 
greater degrees of independent variation tended to experience better 
performance during the period. This may indicate that superior per
formance requires management efforts to be concentrated on a rela
tively small number of issues. The relatively diversified funds may 
have tracked unmanaged market portfolios more closely. 

108 The apparent Inverse relationship between volatility and hank size In Table V-22 
may be misleading. The funds In the sample that were managed by the Inrgest 20 trust 
departments Invested. on the average. 18 percent of their assets In long-term debt and 
preferred stock, while the next 30 trust departments' collective Investment funds so 
Invested only 12 percent of their assets. 

". Table V-22, which stratifies the accounts by volatility range and does not hold 
other factors constant, shows an Increase In performance associated, In general, with an 
Increase In turnover. 

leo -.004X12X (.75-.25) 
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'fABLE V-19 

DISTRIBUTION OF BANK PERSONNEL SERVING 
TRUST DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS BY'FUNCTION AND SALARY CATEGORY 

Account Management-
Investment 

Account Management-
Administration 

Investment Research 

Economic Research 

Trading 

Total 

(50 BANKS) 

December 31, 1969 

Other Than 
With Annual 

Officers Salary of 
$10,000 or More 

961 337 

424 . 965 

390 303 

60 21 

89 56 

1,924 1,682 

Officers 
With Annual 
Salary Les,s 

Than $10,000 

1,710 

8,621 

493 

56 

250 

11 ,130 
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Table V-20 

Bank Equity Turnover Rates by Account Type 
and Size of Equity Holding 

Account Category Number of 
(size in dollars) Accounts 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Pooled Employee 
Benefit Funds 27 I 9.24 14.49 25.26 36.19 35.39 

Common Trust Funds 31 7.36 9.32 14.90 18.85 24.16 

Emoloyee Benefit 
0-5 million 103 5.41 7.69 11.86 17.85 23.36 -66 9.05 11.58 15.57 5~ 001-50 million 22.63 26.14 
Larger than 50 millio 18 9.02 10.35 13.26 15.14 16.04 

Personal Trusts 
.and Estates 

0-500,000 159 1. 76 1.89' 5.01 4.68 5.13 

500,001-5 million 68 1.42 1.55 3.09 3.41 5.04 

Larger than 5 million 47 1.41 1.41 2.45 3.27 4.35 

Personal Agency 
0-500,000 61 2.49 5.56 '6.20 6.51 8.93 

500,001-5 million 38 1.80 2.00 3.80 5.79 5.31 

Larger than 5 million 16 5.55 3.83 4.08 5.60 -6:4) 

In~titutiona1 and 
Corporate Agency 

0-5 mfllion 42 7.41 9.61 14.17 13.23 18.09 

5,000,001-50 lliillion 29 7.70 7.34 8.48 13.51 13.77 

Large~ than SO million 2 11.58 15.26 11.72 11.24 7.43 
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Table v- 21 

-: Bank Equity Activity Rates by Account 
, 1)pe -and -Size of Equity ~ci_l~~_n~~ 

foC\:Qunt category_. ___ . __ 
(si~e in dollars) 

Pooled Employee 
Benefit Funds 

Common Trust Funds 

Employee Benefit 
0-5 million 

5,OOO,6(1l-50 niillion 

Larger than 50 million 

Personlll Trust.s and_._ 
.E..~~ _______ ._ 

__ 0-500,000 __ 

500,001-5 million 

Larger than 5 million 

Personal Agency 

0-500,000 

500,001- 5 million 

Larger than 5 million 

Institutional and 
Corporate Agency 

0-5 million 

Larger than 50 million 

Number of 
Accounts 

27 

31 

103 

66 

18 

159 

68 

47 

61 

38 

16 

42 

29 

2 

1965 

24.56 

13.10 

14.38 

15.01 

14.40 

3.91 

2.78 

3.38 

9.12 

7.48 

7.66 

1966 

30.41 

15.37 

17.05 

18.96 

14.57 

4.65 

3.69 

2.36 

13.48 

3.61 

11.42 

15.03 13.78 

9.73 11.53 

11.88, 17.39 

1967 

35.85 

20.21 

20.50 

23.38 

17.86 

8.05 

3.85 

3.23 

14.52 

6.73 

7.10 

19.41 

11.48 

15.79 

1968 1969 

46.88 45.69 

23.96 30.08 

29.53 32.31 

30.58 31. 21 

20.17 22.56 

9.74 8.57 

4.64 7.15 

5.21 6.55 

12.52 15.31 

6.91 7.97 

7.74 9.17 

20.18 24.47 

16.10 16.13 

15.09 7.62 
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Number 
Volatility of 

Range Funds 

0.4-0.8 7 

0.8-1.0 19 

1.0-1.2 20 

Over 1. 2 2 

Total 48 

TABLE V-22 

Summary of Performance Data and Other.Characteristics for 
48 Bank Collective Investment Funds by Volatility Range 

1967-1969 

Average .Un-
IAdjusted 

Number of Monthly Monthly Performance Volatility Portfolio 

Observa- Fund Market Measure Measure Turnover 

tions Per Return Return (Alpha) (Average (1969 ) 

Fund %/Month %lMonth %/Month Beta) % 

13.4 .33 .50 -.22 .65 8.2 

22.8 .49 .57 -.09 .92 27.7 

26.6 .48 .44 .06 1.09 50.9 

·26 1.42 .62 .79 1.39 38.0 

23.1 .50 .51 -.01 .97 35.0 

Fund 
Size 

(Average 
Common Stock) 

$ Millions 

31.6 

23.1 

39.3 

19.5 

30.9 

Bank 
Size 

(AVerage Trust 
Department 
. Assets) 
$ Billions 

5.0 

4.3 

3.2 -
1.8 

3.8 

""'" (j) 
(j) 
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TABLE V-23 

Relationship Between Performance (Alpha) and 

Characteristics of Bank-Managed Funds 
Dependent Variable: _Alpha 

Mean Value 
Independent of Independent 

Variable Variable Coefficient 

Volatility Measure (Beta) .97 1.37 

Diversificalion Measure 
(R2) .87 -1.68 

Average Fund Equity 
HoldinTs (in millions 30.9 -.0012 
of dol ars) 

Turnover (percent) 35.0 -.004 

Total Assets Administered 
by Bank (in millions of 3860. .00002 
dollars) 

t Value 

7.62 

3.50 

1.37 

3.60 

1.82 
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G. THE ASSOCIATION WITH COMMERCIAL BANKING 

1. Introduction 
Section G of this chapter concerns one of the most distinctive fea

tures of trust departments as investment managers-their association 
with commercial banking. One effect of the association is that trust 
department customers may frequently have their first contact with a 
bank as either depositors or borrowers and the commercial department 
may therefore play an important part in producing trust department 
customers for the bank.l61 In addition,a bank may hold depOSIts of and 
make loans to issuers whose securities are among the ones selected by 
the bank's trust department. An llittempt is made to determine whether 
there is any significant relationship between these commercial ties and 
trust department holdings.162 An attempt is also made to estimate thl' 
average povtion of brokers' deposits in a bank attributable to the com
missions paid by the trust department.16B Like section G, the final sec
tion of this Chapter concerns the relationship 'between the commercial 
and trust departments, analyzing <the extent to which deposits in trust 
department accounts and a portion of the deposits in brokers' accounts 
serve as an indirect source of banks' compensation.164 

As indicated in section A of this chapter, the first corpomte trustees 
were insurance companies rather than banks. The 'combination of com
mercial banking and trust administration that is now prevalent pre
sents potential conflicts of interest,165 as well as the opportunity to use 
inside information obtained in a commercial banking relationship.166 
These potential conflicts have led some persons to advocate the separa
tion of commercial banking from trust departments.167 Apart, how
ever, from the question whether trust companies should be permitted 
to be combined with commercial banks is the question whether they 
should be required to be so combined. As indicated in section A of this 
chapter, New York banking authorities refuse to charter corpomtions 
to act solely as trust companies, without a commercial banking 
department. 

2. Correlation Between Trust Department and Commercial Activities 

Section E of this chapter dealt with some possible reasons why the 
50 largest trust departments administer almost 70 percent of total trust 
department assets. That section concluded that it was doubtful that 
relationshi ps with commercial departments of the banks were responsi
ble for this degree of concentration. This does not mean, however, that 
commercial activities have no importance in the development of a trust 
department's business. 

There are several reasons why a bank's trust department may draw 
some portion of its customers from those who have commercial dealings 
with the bank. Customers may choose to transact various financial 
matters with the same organization because of physical convenience 
and because the bank may already be well acquainted with their cir
cumstances. The bank may know who among its commercial customers 
are good prospects for trust department services and may therefore 

161 ,See sec. G.Z of this chavter. 
16' See sec. 0.4 of t·hls chapter. 
'" See see. G.ll of thl" chltllter. 
1M See see. H.4 of this chapter. 
'" !'lee section" n.R Ani! 0.4 of thl" ('hapter. 
'" See chapter XV. Some banks ha\"e stated that they have policies restricting com· 

munlcatlon between their trust and commercial departments. 
,., In 1933 Franklin Roosevelt Rllggested separation. See J. Remington, Trust BuslneR. 

in the Future: Its Association With Banking 17 (1938). For a dlscllsRlon of prohlems 
separation would Involve, see R. Griswold. Divorcement of Trust Functions Prom 
OommerciaZ Banks, 63 TruEtt Companies 903 (1936). 
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have a marketing advantage with them. In addition, banks may wish to 
retain or improve their goodwill with their commercial customers by 
offering investment management services on advantageous terms.168 

In this section, the correl'ation between trust department assets and 
demand deposits is summarized. Employee benefit, personal trust, and 
agency account assets in each bank were in turn correlated ·with the 
bank's demand deposits. The analysis used two series of regressions. 
In the first, trust department assets in each category of account were 
correlated with total demand deposits in the bank, while in the second, 
demand deposits in accounts larger than $100,000 were used as the 
cxplanatory variable. Since trust department customers may be among 
the larger depositors, the latter variable may be a better indicator of 
a potential trust department customer. 

The results are presented in Table V -24. The number in each case 
"cfers to the percentage of the variance of assets among banks in the 
indicated account category that is explained by the variation in the size 
of the banks in terms of deposits. If trust department assets and de: 
mand deposits were completely unrelated to each other, the entry 
would be zero. 

As indicated in Table V-24, employee benefit accounts are most 
closely associated with aggregate demand deposits in the bank. In 
addition, large demand deposits are more closely correlated with trust 
department assets than demand deposits as a whole. This latter correla
tion is particularly true of employee benefit accounts.169 

The figures in the table are intended only to summarize the associa
tion between trust department and commercial activities and cannot 
establish cause or effect. . 

3. Brokers' Balances 

The Study sought to determine whether there is typically a relation
ship between the amount of commissions paid by a bank to brokers and 
the amount of brokers' deposits in the bank. Since some of the brokers' 
deposits are at particular banks for the brokers' convenience or be
cause of the banking services received by the brokers, the Study sought 
to separate the portion of brokers' total demand deposits attributable 
to these factors from the portion attributable to the brokerage paid by 
the banks. In making this allocation, the Study assumed that if brok
ers placed their deposits independently of brokerage paid by bank trust 
departments, the brokers' deposits would be distributed among banks 
in the same proportion as all of the banks' deposits in accounts larger 
than $1.00,000. The assumption was subject to the qualification that the 
average New York City bank was more likely to attract a broker's 
deposits than the average bankof a similar size elsewhere. 

For each of 32 170 banks, three quantities were used: 
1. The average amount of demand deposits in the banks held in 

calendar 1968 by broker-dealers with which the bank did securities 
business.l7l 

168 Sec. H.4 of this chapter deals with the relationship of commercial and trust depart
ments In the context of the banks' compensation. 

'" It Is unlikely that an individual who is a potential trust or agency customer would 
have demand deposits in excess of $100,000. 

110 These banks did not restrict their reporting of deposits In Form 1-60 to a sample 
of broker-dealers. 

171 From Form 1-60. Some banks furnished Information concerning collected funds, 
while others supplied ledger balances, which include, in addition to collected funds, checks 
which have been deposited but have not yet cleared. Seven banks reported both figures. 
and from these the Study calculated that collected funds were on the average 82.5 percent 
of ledger balances. This percentage was then applied to ledger balances to obtain 
comparable collected funds figures for all banks. 
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2. Brokerage commissions paid by the bank in 1968 (after de
ducting commissions designated by the bank's customers).172 

3. Total amount of demand deposits in the bank at the end of 
June, 1968 in accounts greater than $100,000.173 

With this data it was possible by regression analysis to estimate the 
percentage of brokers' deposits, if any, attributable to the brokerage 
paid by a bank on behalf of its customers. The size of a bank's com
mercial department~ measured by the total amount of its large deposits, 
was used as a variable to estimate the brokers' deposits that were at
tracted, like those of other business customers, because of the con
venience and service provided by the bank. Whether the bank is 
located in New York City was also used as a variable, because of the 
importance of New York City banks in connection with securities 
transactions.174 

As re1?orted in Table V -25, the regression analysis indicated that 
commisSIOns paid, size of bank measured by total large deposits, and 
location in New York City are all factors appearing to affect signifi
cantly the amount of brokers' deposits that a bank is likely to have.175 
Ninety-four percent of the variance in brokers' deposits among banks 
is accounted for by the regression. The analysis indicates that an in
crease of $1 in commissions paid by a bank and received by a broker is 
accompanied, on the average, by an increase of $4.26 in the brokers' 
deposits at the bank. 

The results also indicate that an average bank from the sample had 
brokers' deposits of $30.7 million 176 and paid brokerage commissions 
(net of commissions designated by a bank customer) of $iU million. 
Of the $30.7 million, the deposits attributable to the brokera~e paid by 
the bank can be estimated to be $13.2 million,177 or approxImately 43 
percent of the total. The analysis attributes the balance to the size and 
location of the bank, which are in turn related to the brokers' con
venience and the banking services received. 

The observed relationship does not indicate whether a broker's de
posits in a bank typically J?receded or followed the receipt of commis
sions. The data merely indICates the existence of a strong relationship. 
In the analysis, certain other benefits brokers may offer trust depart
ments, such 'as the opportunity to purchase new issues, were not in-

110 From Form 1-7. 
178 From the FDIC. For the one bank of the 32 which was nC)t Insured, an estimate was 

made based on total deposits of all kinds, set forth in the Banking and Currency Staff 
Report and on distributions of deposits by size category furnished for Insured banks 
by the FDIC. 

11< Data were not available for a more refined analysis of the locations that would be 
convenient for various brokers and of the precise services various banks provide brokerage 
customers. 

115 The equation which best expresses the relationship is 
B= -4.4+4.26C+.02688+15.1{llf In NYC} o otherwise 
where B is brokers' deposits In a bank In millions of dollars, C Is commissions paid by the 
bank in millions of dollars, and S Is the total value of deposits In millions of dollars in 
accounts greater than $100,000. The negative constant indicates a more than linear 
effect of Increasing commissions and size of bank. This could be due to the greater 
profitability to brokers of the large trades that are probably assc>ciated with large total 
commissions. 

176 The effect of the constant term, which cannot be assigned to any of the foctors, Is 
excluded, to prevent the other variables from purporting to explain more than 100 per
cent of the total brokers' deposits. 

Brokers' deposits CC)mprlse approximately 2 percent of total bank deposits. See ch. 
XIII. 

177 4.26 x $3.1 million. The estimates are based on assumptions of linear relationships 
among the variables. The 43 percent allocation derived should be viewed as a working 
hypothesis of the percentage of brokers' deposits attributable to brokerage pald by the 
banks. 
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cluded. Because of the absence of data, loans by banks to brokers were 
not included. The amount of commissions paid or directed by the banks 
for research, as reported on Form 1-7, was added as an independent 
variable. The effect, however, was not significant. In addition, banks' 
over-the-counter net trades (as distinct from trades in which an agency 
commission is charged) were used as a variable. The effect of net trades 
was not statistically significant.178 

Some persons interviewed by the Study have suggested that the aver
age ratio of deposits to commissions was 10:1 rather than 4.26:1. If 
the size of the commercial department of a bank is omitted as a vari
able, regression analysis does indicate that an increase of $1 in com
missions paid by a trust department and received by a broker was ac
companied, on the average, by an increase of $9.22 in the broker's 
deposits 'at the bank.179 This suggests that the persons interviewed 
have not made any allocation of total deposits between deposits made 
to attract brokerage commissions and deposits made to compensate a 
bank for its bankmg services, such as handling checks and deposits, 
which are allowed for by including the size of the commercial depart
ments in the regression. The 9.22:1 ratio of deposits to commissions 
seems inconsistent with brokers' willingness both to incur interest
bearing debt and to make any deposits to attract commissions. The 
interest cost of money borrowed would be almost as great as the gross 
commissions (11 percent) 180 attributable to the deposIts. 

On the other hand, it see,ms plausible that brokers would maintain in 
banks the estimated $4.26 of deposits for each dollar of trust depart
ment commissions. Assuming interest rates of 9 percent, a dollar of 
commissions would then cost a broker $.38.181 Since most trust depart
ment orders are relatively small, 182 an interest cost of this magnitude 
may be dose to or even equal to the marginal profit brokers derive from 
the commissions. 

4. Bank Stock Holdings 'and Commerci,al Ties with Issuers 

Among the securities a bank's trust department may hold are stocks 
issued by companies with which the bank has commercial banking re
lationships. In this section, ,the Study attempts to determine whether 
the existence of deposit and lending relationships between a compaIJ.Y 
and a bank increases the likelihood of the company's stock being held 
by the bank's trust department. The independent role of these 'Commer
cial ties is estimated by considering at the same time the importance of 
the size of the company and its geographical proximity to the bank. 

The analysis in this section complements the discussion of the im
portance of personnel and business relationships in section D of chap
ter XV. The two analyses differ in the perspectives from which they 

178 The equation which best expresses this relationship Is B= - 3.5+ 3.31C+ .0249S 
+0.15N+23.411If in NYC) o otherwise' 
where N Is the total value of net trades In millions of rlollars and the other letters have 
the same meaning as in the previous equation. Using this equation to calculate the per
centage of brokers' deposits attributable to the actual and imputed commissions broker
dealers received from banks provides an estimate of 41 percent, which is approximately 
the same as the estimate of 43 percent of brokers' deposits estimated above to have been 
attributable to the brokerage paid by the banks. 

179 The equation which best expresses this relationship Is B= -2.2+9.22C where B 
IH brokers' deposits In a bank In ml11lons of dollars and C Is commissions paid by the 
bank In millions of dollars. This equation accounts for 85 percent of the variance in 
brokers' deposits. 

180 1+9.22. 
181 .09 x $4.26 
UIO See ch. XIII. 
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look at the behavior of the banks and companies and the methods of 
measuring the intensity of bank-company commercial ties. In chapter 
XV the emphasis is on the relationship between the percentage of a 
company's common stock held by a bank :and the percentage of the 
company's total deposits and loans accounted for by the company's 
deposits 'and loans involving the particular bank. The extent of the 
commercial ties between the company and the bank is thus measured 
by the relative importance to the company. In this chapter the tie is 
measured by its importance to the bank rather than the company. The 
analysis employed here seeks to determine whether an increase in a 
bank's deposits or loans involving ,a particular company relative to the 
cost of acquiring 'a given 'percentage of the company's outstanding 
stock is accompanied by an increase in the likelihood that the bank will 
hold in its trust department the given percentage of the company's 
outstanding stock.183 

The data base used is described in chapter XV. Trust department 
holdings are derived from Form 1-3 and commercial ties from Form 
1-64. The sample of companies used in this chapter consists of the 134 
companies 184 which submitted Form 1-64 and had total demand de-

, posits in excess of $500,000.185 The other independent variables used in 
the regression, to explain the percent of a company's common stock 
held by a bank, are total assets administered by the trust department 
and total market value of the company's stock (both in logarithms), 
and the three dummy variables described in chapter XV, which express 
whether the company has personnel ties with the bank, whether the 
bank manages the company's employee benefit plan, and whether 
the bank and the company are located in the same geographical area.186 

The inclusion of the variable based on location reduces the likelihood 
that any apparent association between trust department holdings and 
commercial ties is the result of regional_ effects. Compared to distant 
banks, a bank is more likely to have commercial ties with a company in 
its region and is also more likely to hold the stock of local companies 
in its trust department. Physical proximity makes it easier to get in
formation about local companies and the personal trusts that are 
created sometimes include local issues among their assets.187 

The regression results are given in Table V -26. The comparable 
results in chapter XV are in Table XV_39.188 Table V-26 indicates 
that an increase in a company's deposits in a bank is associated with 
larger holdings of the company's stock hy the bank's trust department. 

183 The cost of acqUiring a given percentnge of a compnny's stock Is represented In the 
regression by the market value of all the compnny's stock outstanding. (The cost to ac
quire 1 percent, for example. of a company's outstanding stock Increnses proportlonnlly 
with the market value of the outstanrllng sto('k.) 

184 The companies Inclutle 25 of the largest companies whose securities are listed on 
the New York Stock Exchange (from List B). 72 ranrlomly selected NYSE 'companies 
(from List Cl. 17 randomly selected American Stock Exchange companies (from Hst D), 
and 20 ranrlomly selel'tetl over-the-counter Inrlustrlal companies (from List E). For 
further Information concerning the sample. see app. A to ch. X. 

188 The dollar restriction was used becau~e companies were not rpqulred to renort de
posits In a bank If the rleposits were less than $100.000. which might hnve affected the 
distribution of rleposlts of companies with small total deposits. . 

1'" The significance of thpse variables Is conslrlered In ch. XV. 
187 The Study followed the conservative practice of eliminating observations In which 

no relationship of any kind exists between the bank nnd company. This reduces the pos
sibility of IOpurlous rel'ults. 

188 The tables are different In that a smaller sample of companies Is used In Table V-26. 
When the regressions corresponding to Table XV-39 are run with the reduced sample. the 
R' Increases to .14 but there Is no substantial change In the coetllclents. The t value of 
the loan variable Increases to 7.82. -
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On the other hand, the variable involving loans from the bank appears 
to have no significant relationship to the trust department's holdmgs.189 

The significant role of loans in Table XV -39 and their insignificant 
role in Table V -26 appear to indicate that an increase in the loans 
made by a particular bank to a company, relative to all loans made to 
the company, is associated with increased holdings of the company's 
stock by the bank's trust department, while an increase in loans made 
by a pal'ticular bank, measured in absolute terms, is not so associated.190 

The coefficient of the demand deposit variable in Table V -26 can 
be used to estimate the extent to which trust department portfolios, 
on the average, are different from what they would have been if 'a com
pany's demand deposits had no relationship to trust department 
holdings. The 'analysis indicates that approximately 2 percent of the 
average trust department portfolio would be different if 'a bank's de
mand deposits had no relationship to its trust department holdings.l9l 

The results are consistent with, but do not prove, the existence of 
cooperation between the trust and commercial departments of some 
banks in connection with trust department investments. 

A trust industry representative advanced two reasons for the cor
relation between business relationships and trust department holdings: 
"( 1) A gE~ographical correlation, even in N ew York City, would be 
natural. Pitt~burgh banks do business with Pittsburgh companies and 
the stock is likely to be found in Pittsburgh investment accounts, etc. 
(2) Trust men tend to recommend the purchase of stocks of companies 
whose top management they have had occasion to meet, appraise and 
respect. An active banking relationship often affords an opportunity 
for such an a~praisal of leadership." 

The Study s analysis recognizes the geographical factor referred to 
. and seeks to separate its role from that of other factors. The industry 
representative's second point, without conceding the flow of material 
inside information from the commercial department to the trust de
partment, does assume that judgments reached in connection with 
commercial banking contacts are frequently used in making trust.d~
partment investment decisions. 

160 Since deposits and loans are correlated (because a company wlll tend to have de
posit and loan ties with the srune bank), the loan variable Is just significant (at the 
.05 level) when the deposit variable Is not present In the regression equation. However. 
this appears to be because of Its Indication of a deposit relationship and not because of 
Its Independent role. (ThE' Insignificance of the loan variable when deposits are also used 
Is not primarily because of the Increase In the standard error but because of the large 
reduction In the size of the coefficient.) 

- It may be that banks tend to avoid highly leveraged companies. The ratio of a com
pany's aggregate loans to the value of Its equity was added as a variable In some re
gressions. This had a significant negative coefficient but, although the coefficient of the 
variable relating to loans from the particular bank Increased substantially In size, It did 
not become significant. 

101 The average value of the dependent variable 

[ Stock of a com~any held by a trust department] Is .004. 
1'otal outstandmg stock of the company 

l\Iultiplylng the average lpvel of the dE'mnnd deposit variable by Its regression coefficient 
gives the average reduetlon In holdings that would result If the demand deposits had no 
role. (There would, of course, be an Increase In the holdings of stock not related to de
mand deposits.) This product Is .000086, which represents approximately 2 percent of 
average holdings. (The negative constant does not appear to be attributable to the de
mand deposits.) 

In some regressions demand deposits by the company In all banks as a percenta"e of 
the value 'of the company's stock were added as an Independent variable to determine 
whether the observed rellitlonshlp between holdings and deposits Indicated In Table V-26 
Is the result of a prE'ference of banks for companies that tend to hold relatively large 
nmounts of cash. This liquidity may play a role In determining the risk of a holding. 
However, the addition of the aggregate deposit variable In fact resulted In a slight In
crease In the size and significance of the original demand deposit variable. 

53-940 O-71....:.pt. 2-23 
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TABLE v- 24 

Percentage of Variance Among Banks in Trust Department Assets 
Accounted for by Variation in Size of Commercial Department 
in Terms of Deposits (r 2) 

ACC(lun t Tv pl' 

Per!>onal Tl'ust 

Agency 

Simple Pairwise Correlations 

Total Demand 
D<,)osi t 5 

41 

28 

18 

l' All the correlations arc positivu in sign. 

TABLE V-2S 

11 

Demand Deposits 
in Accounts 
Greatl'r Than 

$100,000 

61 

34 

33 

_~'. Relationship Between Brokerage Commissions Paid and Brokers' Deposi ts 

Dependent Variable: Brokers' Deposits 

CoefL t 

Constant -4.4 

Commissions Pa~d 4.26 4.74 

Size Measured by 
Deposits .0268 6.21 

New York City Dichotomous 
Variable 15.1 2.28 

.94 
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Table \{-26 
~=:. Relatii:mship Betw~en Trust Department Holdings and Commercial Ties 

- _. - -.------ - - -------- --- .. _---.- _ . 
. ~. DePE!fldent lJariable!· •. Fractiop pf. Comp.any~s .. CO/lll1lon..Stock 

Held.by. Rank (3568 observations) 

Average Value 
of Independent Regression 

Indepent Variable Variable Coefficient t Value 

Demand Deposits/Value of 
Stock Outstanding .001 .086 2.14 

Loans/Value of 
Stock Outstanding .008 .0014 .25 

Personnel Ties .049 .0075 8.52 

Manager of Pension Plan .053 .0077 8.94 

-
Region .258 .0016 3.65 

Company Size (log) 20.46 .00012 1.16 

Institutional Size (log) 21.87 .0027 10.78 

Constant Term - -.058 -




